
 
Executive Summary 

 
Concerns specific to Heat Island Effects were initially raised during the CPCN process. After further analysis 
and investigation, both sPower and Staff Consultant Dewberry agree that there are no Heat Island Effects 
anticipated with the solar field. Both sides acknowledge that there are no sustained and significant 
temperatures increases characteristic of the Heat Islands.   
 
Heat Islands are well established and recognized phenomena, characterized by sustained duration and 
intensity.  Staff has attempted to reclassify the issue as a “temporary temperature increase” of 1-2 
degrees. This is problematic for several reasons: 

• It deviates from the original concerns voiced during the CPCN process 

• It sets an arbitrary standard: 
o Small, temporary fluctuations in temperature may be cause by a variety of factors and it 

would be impossible to contribute such small changes solely to the solar farm 
 
Changes in temperature within the facility are to be expected, but this is NOT the same as a Heat Island 
Effect: 

• This change in temperature is experienced with any development that results in a change in 
ground cover, such as a large asphalt parking lot or industrial park.  

• Any heat increase within the solar field dissipates quickly and there is disputing evidence as to 
how much distance is required for it to dissipate completely to ambient.  

• There is a clear consensus the distance will be greatly reduced with the presence of additional 
vegetation, including the grass under the panels, the existing vegetation located in the 
conservation areas, and the proposed regrowth and vegetative buffers. 

•  Vegetation helps this effort in 2 main ways: 

• Shading 

• Evapotranspiration  
 

It is also clear that berms will have an effect on reducing the required distance through turbulence-
increasing vertical mixing. The following contains quotes, references, and affidavits from Dewberry, 
academics, and the EPA demonstrating the overwhelming consensus that the grass under the panels, 
existing conservation areas, and the proposed regrowth and vegetative buffers will have a positive effect 
on greatly reducing heat concerns. 
 

List of Attachments in Chronological Order: 
A. Fthenakis paper presented by Russ Mueller during the CPCN Process 
B. Heat Island Executive Summary prepared by sPower 
C. Dewberry’s 3rd Party Review, which included a review of Attachment B 
D. Dr. Fthenakis’ review of Attachment C 
E. Dewberry Response to Attachment D, (first instance of “Temporary Temperature Increase” 

language being introduced)  



 

I. Background 

Traditionally the Heat Island Effect has been in the context of cities, which is why the more 

common term for the phenomenon has been the “Urban Heat Island Effect”. Urban Heat islands 

form as vegetation is replaced by asphalt and concrete for roads, buildings, and other structures. 

These surfaces absorb—rather than reflect—the sun's heat, causing surface temperatures and 

overall ambient temperatures to rise. Waste heat generated from appliances, air conditioning 

units, and personal vehicles also contribute to Urban Heat island Effect. Displacing trees and 

vegetation also minimizes the natural cooling effects of shading and evapotranspiration 

(evaporation of water from soil and leaves).  

 

As with the Urban Heat Island effect, large PV solar fields induce a landscape change that reduces 

albedo so that the modified landscape is darker and, therefore, less reflective. However, several 

differences between the Urban Heat Island effect and potential PV Solar Field effects confound a 

simple comparison; such as (i) PV installations shade a portion of the ground and therefore could 

reduce heat absorption in surface soils, (ii) PV panels are thin and have little heat capacity per unit 

area but PV modules emit thermal radiation both up and down (panels do not retain heat as long 

as other materials such as concrete or asphalt), and (iii) if vegetation is removed,  there is a 

reduction in the amount of cooling due to transpiration 

 

II. Timeline  

Potential Heat Island Effect concerns from the solar farm were first voiced by Mr. Russ Mueller 

during the CPCN hearings. Mr. Muller provided a scientific study by Dr. Vasilis Fthenakis (Study). 

During the CPCN hearings Mr. Aschenbach of Virginia DGIF confirmed that not enough was known 

regarding HIE and suggested a literature review. 

 

sPower performed the requested literature review as part of the TRC comment process, which 

included the Study provided by Mr. Mueller, among others, and provided its findings to the 

County in the "Heat Island Executive Summary" Document. sPower also contacted Dr. Fthenakis, 

who authored the Study provided by Mr. Mueller for further clarification and information. 

 

Spotsylvania County's third-party consultant, Dewberry, also conducted a similar literature review 

which had mixed results: in a field experiment, Dewberry found no change in temperature at the 

perimeter of a solar farm. Contrarily, their review of the Dr. Fthenakis’ paper suggested setbacks 

would be needed. Although, Dr. Fthenakis, identified several mistakes in Dewberry's initial 

assessment of his study, Dewberry nevertheless stood by their analysis during a subsequent 

discussion with County on 12/17/18. It was during this same response document Dewberry 

backpedaled the terminology from “Heat Island Effect” and introduced new terminology: 

“temporary temperature increase.” A substitution which does not describe the same 

phenomenon as Heat Island Effect and introduces a new and arbitrary standard.  

 

III. Discussion 



The revision to “temporary temperature increase” from Heat Island Effects is problematic and 

concerning for several reasons: 

a. Unlike Heat Island Effect, which is a widely documented and clearly defined phenomenon, 

“temporary temperature increase” is extremely vague in both terms of intensity and duration. 

Heat Island Effects refer to a consistent and significant increase in temperature, which lasts 

both day and night.  

b. Reverting from a genuine concern of consistent, significantly elevated temperatures to 

temporary, imperceptible differences of 1-2 is problematic because: 

1.  At this small scale, temporary changes in temperatures could be the result of any one 

of multiple factors (a slight breeze for instance, or walking from the north side to the 

south side of one’s home). When observed at the property line, “temporary 

temperature increases” at such a fine, inconsistent scale could also result from any of 

the aforementioned Heat Island contributors from the neighboring property (such as 

concrete structures, asphalt, air conditioning units, and personal vehicles). It would 

be difficult to attribute such small, temporary temperature change directly to the 

Solar Farm. 

2. Because of the multiple potential causes, modeling a “Temporary Temperature 

Increase”, let alone being able to attribute it solely to the solar farm, would be almost 

impossible. 

In order to ensure the original concern is being addressed, the focus should continue to be on 

potential Heat Island Effects as raised by Mr. Mueller. Heat Island Effect is a well-defined and 

quantifiable phenomenon and can easily be attributed to a source such as the solar farm, should 

it exist. 

IV. Potential PV Heat Island Effect 

sPower would like to reiterate that there are no sustained PV heat island effects similar to Urban 

Heat Island Effect due to the fact that the panels cool completely overnight. This was elaborated 

on in the Heat Island Executive Summary provided by sPower, later confirmed by Dr. Fthenakis in 

his response to Dewberry’s review, and confirmed by Dewberry in their 12/17/18 response to Dr. 

Fthenakis: 

“Vasilis ultimately agrees with Dewberry’s statements that the panels have a low thermal 
mass compared to conventional building materials and soil. They lose heat very quickly and 
do not create a prolonged increase in temperature which suggests a micro-climate as an 
urban heat island would. Temperatures on a bright sunny day will be several degrees hotter 
above and around the panels, but will return rapidly to ambient by night time.” (underline 
added for emphasis) 

 
It is known that temperature increases do occur in, and around the panels within the solar field 
during the day, but this latent heat dissipates quickly with distance away from the solar field.  
Dewberry presented evidence for heat dissipation from their own study: “Washington Solar Project 



Local Heating”. Dewberry previously conducted a study on the impact of a solar farm on local 
heating on a previous project in Washington, NJ. The following was observed: 
• Temperatures were several degrees higher directly above the panels within the solar farm 
• Temperatures decreased to ambient at the perimeter of the solar farm. 
 
However, despite these findings at the Washington project, Dewberry suggested 350 ft project 
setbacks in their review of the Dr. Fthenakis’ paper brought forth by Mr. Mueller, and confirmed in 
their position in their 12/17/18 response letter. 
 
 “A 350-foot buffer between the solar arrays and residential property line is consistent with the 
study’s findings when considering the maximum distance observed during testing in which the 
temperature increase dissipated to ambient temperature (328-feet). We consider this to be a 
conservative approach since no further evidence or documentation was provided to quantify 
the potential for the landscape buffering/berms to mitigate the propagation of additional 
temperature differential.” 
 
 According to Dr. Fthenakis in his review:  
  
 “I wrote ‘Analysis of the Potential for a Heat Island Effect in Solar Farms’ but I did not mention 
anything about necessary setbacks. Perhaps Dewberry misinterpreted the field data I listed 
indicating that the heat build-up from the plant would have been effectively dissipated within a 
distance of 100 m (328 ft) from the perimeter of a large solar farm, as temperature at such distance 
has approached the ambient within 0.45 C (1 OF).   However, these data corresponded to maximum 
mean temperature differences that may occur for only a few hours.” 
 
It should be clarified by Dewberry whether the 350ft setback was prescribed to address Heat Island 
Effects or “temporary temperature increases” (which, again should not be considered for the 
reasons described above). 
 
Regardless, Dr. Fthenakis has since obtained follow-up study results from colleagues who found:  

 
“At 131 feet (40 meters) from the edge of the array no difference was found between 
temperatures recorded by probes and the surrounding ecosystem (Barron-Gafford 2018).” 

 

Study/Source Distance to 
Ambient 

Source 

Washington, NJ study At project perimeter Provided by Dewberry 

Fthenakis and Yu, 2013 328 feet (disputed) Conservative recommendation by Dewberry, 
disputed by Fthenakis 

Barron-Gafford, 2018 131 ft Barron-Gafford  

 
It is worth noting that the Fthenakis and Yu and the Barron-Gafford papers did not exhibit the 
extensive grass cover the Spotsylvania project will have. This is incredibly important to keep in mind 
when discussing the increased evapotranspiration effects on heat (discussed below). 

 
V. Shading and Shielding Effects of Vegetative buffers 



Trees and vegetation lower surface and air temperatures by providing shade and through 

evapotranspiration. Shaded surfaces, for example, may be 20–45°F (11–25°C) cooler than the 

peak temperatures of unshaded materials.1 Evapotranspiration, alone or in combination with 

shading, can help reduce peak summer temperatures by 2–9°F (1–5°C) (EPA.gov). 

According to the subject expert (Dr. Fthenakis), accurately modeling the quantitative effects a 

berm and vegetative screening would have on setback distances would take several months and 

would require enough effort to qualify as a Master’s Thesis. According to him, the effort would 

require adding inputs to existing models including a description of berms (turbulence increasing 

vertical mixing) and evapotranspiration for the heat that the trees and bushes remove from the 

environment. Although the effect on distance cannot be exactly quantified without the extensive 

modeling effort, there is qualitative evidence the vertical mixing and evapotranspiration from 

vegetation will decrease the required distance. 

 There is an almost unanimous consensus that vegetation will reduce any potential heat effects. 

These effects occur through increased shading, as well as evapotranspiration. This has been 

acknowledged already both by Dr. Fthenakis and Dewberry, and even recommended as mitigation 

measures: 

“In the case of Spotsylvania, the spacing of the panels from each other (rather than a solid mass 
of panels) encourages conductive heat flux in open areas which in turn will lower overall  
sensible heat. Also, trees provide significant shading of the ground currently. Thus, there will be 
little if no change in the conductive heat flux in the overall area.” 
      -Dewberry Third Party Review 11/26/2018 

“Latent heat flux describes heat used by plants and trees for evapotranspiration. Dense 
vegetation that absorb soil moisture and increase the amount of latent heat flux by the means 
of evapotranspiration. The heat island effect in Spotsylvania will benefit greatly from grasses 
growing underneath panels that provide latent cooling. Encouraging latent heat flux in the area 
as much as possible proves very useful as a mitigation strategy.” 
      -Dewberry Third Party Review 11/26/2018 
 
“Typical mitigation strategies against the effect of a PVHI involve minimizing change to the energy 
balance. This is encouraged by providing dense vegetation of the area around and underneath 
the panels to maximize latent heat flux contribution to the area to lower sensible heat.” 

-Dewberry Third Party Review 11/26/2018 
 
“Temperature increases have been observed within solar farms, but increased temperatures 
dissipate as distance from the panel’s increases. Heat will dissipate in a manner similar to that of 
light or sound. In an idealized situation where there is no interference with surroundings, the 
strength of a power source will decreases exponentially as distance increases. Exact 
quantification can be complex due to wind, spatial orientation, and surroundings. However, this 
describes the way heat will dissipate into the air. Buffers should be placed at the point where 
the rate of temperature decrease minimizes.” 
      -Dewberry Third Party Review 11/26/2018 
  



“The vegetative buffers and berms must be installed with shade trees as well as shrubs and to 
create a dense screen and maximize absorption of any radiative heat.”     
      -Dewberry Third Party Review 11/26/2018 
 
“Vegetative coverage in the area must be maximized. Dense grasses that grow well in shade 
should be used throughout the site. This will help mitigate evapotranspiration and heat 
absorbed by soils.    -Dewberry Third Party Review 11/26/2018 
 
 
“Within natural ecosystems, vegetation reduces heat gain and storage in soils by creating 
surface shading, though the degree of shading varies among plant types. “ 

-Barron-Gafford et al. 2016 
 
“In rural areas, vegetation and open land typically dominate the landscape. Trees and vegetation 
provide shade, which helps lower surface temperatures. They also help reduce air temperatures 
through a process called evapotranspiration, in which plants release water to the surrounding air, 
dissipating ambient heat. “ 
-EPA, Reducing Urban Heat Islands: Compendium of Strategies, Urban Heat Island Basics 
 

VI.  Conclusion 

No Heat Island Effects are anticipated with the solar field due to the facts that the panels cool 

completely over-night, and there are no sustained or significant temperatures increases 

characteristic of the Heat Island Effect concerns as originally expressed by Mr. Mueller. 

There is mixed data on the required distance for any latent heat generated from the facility to 

dissipate to ambient levels. 

Berms will have a reducing effect on this distance by increased turbulence increasing vertical 

mixing. 

Increased vegetation will have a reducing effect on this distance through shading as well as cooling 

via evapotranspiration. This is affected through grass cover as well as tree and shrub cover. 

The sPower facility is already designed to have significantly more grass cover in-and-around the 

solar panels than any of the studies discussed so far. The site plan also has over 2,000 acres of 

preserved vegetative communities which will help dissipate any latent heat. 

In addition to this, in order to get relief on the conservative 350 ft setback proposed by Dewberry 

to address “temporary temperature increases” (which again, shouldn’t be a concern) sPower is 

proposing to increase the vegetative buffers from 50ft to 100ft to further enhance shading and 

evapotranspiration effects.  
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Abstract  —  Large-scale solar power plants are being built at a 
rapid rate, and are setting up to use hundreds of thousands of 
acres of land surface. The thermal energy flows to the 
environment related to the operation of such facilities have not, 
so far, been addressed comprehensively.  We are developing 
rigorous computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation 
capabilities for modeling the air velocity, turbulence, and energy 
flow fields induced by large solar PV farms to answer questions 
pertaining to potential impacts of solar farms on local 
microclimate.  Using the CFD codes Ansys CFX and Fluent, we 
conducted detailed 3-D simulations of a 1 MW section of a solar 
farm in North America and compared the results with recorded 
wind and temperature field data from the whole solar farm. 
Both the field data and the simulations show that the annual 
average of air temperatures in the center of PV field can reach up 
to 1.9� above the ambient temperature, and that this thermal 
energy completely dissipates to the environment at heights of 5 to 
18 m. The data also show a prompt dissipation of thermal energy 
with distance from the solar farm, with the air temperatures 
approaching (within 0.3�) the ambient at about 300 m away of 
the perimeter of the solar farm.  Analysis of 18 months of detailed 
data showed that in most days, the solar array was completely 
cooled at night, and, thus, it is unlikely that a heat island effect 
could occur.  Work is in progress to approximate the flow fields 
in the solar farm with 2-D simulations and detail the temperature 
and wind profiles of the whole utility scale PV plant and the 
surrounding region.   The results from these simulations can be 
extrapolated to assess potential local impacts from a number of 
solar farms reflecting various scenarios of large PV penetration 
into regional and global grids. 
Index Terms – PV, climate change, heat island, fluid dynamics 

I. INTRODUCTION

Solar farms in the capacity range of 50MW to 500 MW are 
being proliferating in North America and other parts of the 
world and those occupy land in the range from 275 to 4000 
acres.  The environmental impacts from the installation and 
operation phases of large solar farms deserve comprehensive 
research and understanding. Turney and Fthenakis [1] 
investigated 32 categories of impacts from the life-stages of 
solar farms and were able to categorize such impacts as either 
beneficial or neutral, with the exception of the “local climate” 
effects for which they concluded that research and observation 
are needed. PV panels convert most of the incident solar 
radiation into heat and can alter the air-flow and temperature 
profiles near the panels. Such changes, may subsequently 
affect the thermal environment of near-by populations of 
humans and other species. Nemet [2] investigated the effect on 

global climate due to albedo change from widespread 
installation of solar panels and found this to be small 
compared to benefits from the reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions.  However, Nemet did not consider local micro-
climates and his analytical results have not been verified with 
any field data.  Donovan [3] assumed that the albedo of 
ground-mounted PV panels is similar to that of underlying 
grassland and, using simple calculations, postulated that the 
heat island effect from installing PV on grassy land would be 
negligible. Yutaka [4] investigated the potential for large scale 
of roof-top PV installations in Tokyo to alter the heat island 
effect of the city and found this to be negligible if PV systems 
are installed on black roofs.   

In our study we aim in comprehensively addressing the 
issue by modeling the air and energy flows around a solar 
farm and comparing those with measured wind and 
temperature data. 

II. FIELD DATA DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

Detailed measurements of temperature, wind speed, wind 
direction, solar irradiance, relative humidity, and rain fall were 
recorded at a large solar farm in North America.  Fig. 1 shows 
an aerial photograph of the solar farm and the locations where 
the field measurements are taken.   

Fig. 1. A picture of the solar farm indicating the locations of the 
monitoring stations 



The field data are obtained from 17 monitoring stations 
within and around the solar farm, including 8 weather stations 
(WS) and 9 Hawk stations (HK), all at 2.5 m heights off the 
ground. There also 80 module temperature (MT) sensors at the 
back-side of the modules close to each of the corresponding 
power stations. The WS and MT provide data at 1-min 
intervals, while the Hawk provides data every 30 minutes. The 
WS and MT data cover a period of one year from October 
2010 to September 2011, while the Hawk data cover a period 
of 18 months from March 2010 through August 2011.   
   Hawk stations 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are outside the solar farm and 
were used as reference points indicating ambient conditions. 
The measurements from Hawk 3, 6,  8 and 9 agree very well 
confirming that their distances from the perimeter of the solar 
farm are sufficient for them to be unaffected by the thermal 
mass of the PV system; Hawk 7 shows higher temperatures 
likely due to a calibration inaccuracy.  In our comparative data 
analysis we use Hawk 6 as a reference point and, since the 
prevailing winds are from the south, we selected the section 
around WS7 as the field for our CFD simulations. Figures 2 to 
7 show the difference between the temperatures in Hawk 6 
and those in the weather stations WS2 and WS7 within the 
field, and Hawks 1, 2, 4 and 5 around the solar field. 

                                                 

 Fig. 2. Air temp WS2 vs. Hawk 6    Fig.3. Air temp WS7 vs. Hawk6 

 Fig. 4. Air temp Hawk 1 vs. 6  Fig. 5. Air temp Hawk 2 vs. 6

 Fig. 6. Air temp Hawk 1 vs. 6  Fig. 7. Air temp Hawk 2 vs. 6

   These figures and Table 1 show that with the exception of 
Hawk 4, the closer the proximity to solar farm the higher the 
temperature difference from the ambient (indicated by Hawk 
6).  The relative high temperatures recorded at Hawk 4, and 
also the relative low temperatures at Hawks 1 and 5 are 
explained by the prevailing wind direction, which for the time 
period used in our analysis (8/14/2010-3/14/2011) was 
Southerly (158°-202°). Hawk 4 is downwind of the solar farm, 
whereas Hawks 1 and 5 are upwind; the downwind station 
“feels” more the effect of the heat generated at the solar farm 
than the ones upwind.  

 Fig. 8 shows the decline in air temperature as a function of 
distance to solar farm perimeter. Distances for WS2 and WS7 
are negative since they are located inside the solar farm site. 
WS2 is further into the solar farm and this is reflected in its 
higher temperature difference than WS7.  

Fig. 8. Air temperature difference as a function of distance from the 
perimeter of the  solar farm. Negative distances indicate locations  
within the solar farm. 

We also examined in detail the temperature differences 
between the modules and the surrounding air. These vary 
throughout the year but the module temperatures are 
consistently higher than those of the surrounding air during 
the day, whereas at night the modules cool to temperatures 
below ambient; an example is shown in Fig. 9.   Thus, this PV 
solar farm did not induce a day-after-day increase in ambient 
temperature, and therefore, adverse micro-climate changes 
from a potential PV plant are not a concern.  

TABLE I 
DIFFERENCE OF AIR TEMPERATURE (@2.5 M HEIGHTS) BETWEEN THE 

LISTED WEATHER AND HAWK STATIONS AND THE AMBIENT 
Met Station WS2 WS7 HK1 HK2 HK3 HK4 HK5 HK9 

Temp Difference 
from H6 (oC) 

1.878 1.468 0.488 1.292 0.292 0.609 0.664 0.289 

Distance to solar 
farm perimeter (m) 

-440 -100 100 10 450 210 20 300 



Fig. 9.   Comparison of module temperature and air
m off the ground on a sunny day (July 1, 2011)

III. CFD MODEL DEVELOPMENT

In preliminary simulations we tested the Ansys CFX and
FLUENT computational fluid dynamics codes (CFD) and
decided to use FLUENT in detailed simulations. FLUENT
offers several turbulence schemes including multiple
variations of the k-ε models, as well as k
Reynolds stress turbulence models. We used the standard,
renormalized-group (RNG), and realizable k
closure scheme as it is the most commonly used model in
street canyon flow and thermal stratification studies [5].
FLUENT incorporates the P-1 radiation model which affords
detailed radiation transfer between the solar arrays, the ground
and the ambient air; it also incorporates standard fre
convection and wind-forced convection models. Our choice
of solver was the pressure-based algorithm SIMPLE which
uses a relationship between velocity and pressure corrections
to enforce mass conservation and obtain the pressure field. We
conducted both three-dimensional (3-D) and 2

A 3-D model was built of four fields each covering an area
of 93-meters by 73-meters (Fig. 10).  Each field contains 23
linear arrays of 73-meter length and 1.8-meter width. Each
array has 180 modules of 10.5% rated efficiency, placed
facing south at a 25-degree angle from horizontal, with their
bottom raised 0.5 m from the ground and their top reaching a
height of 1.3 m . Each array was modeled as

1.8 m  1 cm rectangular. The arrays are spaced 4 meters
apart and the roads between the fields are 8 m. Fig. 10
the simulated temperatures on the arrays at 14:00 pm on
7/1/2011, when the irradiance was 966 W/m2

highest average temperatures occur on the last array (array 46).
Temperature on the front edge (array 1) is lower than in the
center (array 23). Also, temperature on array 24 is lower than
array 23, which is apparently caused by the cooling induced
by the road space between two fields, and the magnitude of
the temperature difference between arrays 24 and 46 is lower
than that between arrays 1 and 23, as higher temperature
differences from the ambient, result in more efficient cooling.

TABLE II 
MODULES TEMPERATURE 

Arrays 1 23 24 

Temperature ℃ 46.1 56.4 53.1 

Comparison of module temperature and air temperature 2.5 
m off the ground on a sunny day (July 1, 2011) 
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Fig. 10.  Module temperatures from 3-D simulations of air flows and

thermal exchange during a sunny day 

Our simulations also showed that the air temperatures above
the arrays at a height of 2.5 m ranged from 28.6
the ambient temperature was 28.6 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 11  Air temperatures from 3-D simu
a) Air temperatures at a height of 1.5 m; b)
height of 2.5 m. 

46 
57.8 

D simulations of air flows and 

Our simulations also showed that the air temperatures above 
the arrays at a height of 2.5 m ranged from 28.6  to 31.1 ; 

 (Fig. 11).  

D simulations during a sunny day. 
ight of 1.5 m; b) air temperatures at a 



These simulations show a profound cooling effect with 
increasing height from the ground.  It is shown that the 
temperatures on the back surface of solar panels is up to 30°C 
warmer than the ambient temperature, but the air above the
arrays is only up to 2.5°C higher than the ambient (i.e.,
31.1�). Also the road between the fields allows for cooling,
which is more evident at the temperatures 1.5 m off the
ground (Fig. 11a). The simulations show that heat build-up at
the power station in the middle of the fields has a negligible 
effect on the temperature flow fields; it was estimated that a 
power station adds only about 0.4% to the heat generated by 
the corresponding modules.   

The 3-D model showed that the temperature and air velocity 
fields within each field of the solar farm were symmetrical 
along the cross-wind axis; therefore a 2-D model of the 
downwind and the vertical dimensions was deemed to be 
sufficiently accurate. A 2-D model reduced the computational 
requirements and allowed for running simulations for several 
subsequent days using actual 30-min solar irradiance and wind 
input data. We tested the numerical results for three layers of 
different mesh sizes and determined that the following mesh 
sizes retain sufficient detail for an accurate representation of 
the field data: a) Top layer: 2m by 1m, b)  Middle layer: 1.5m 
by 0.6m, c)  Bottom layer: 1m by 0.4m. According to these 
mesh specifications, a simulation of 92 arrays (length of 388m, 
height 9m), required a total of 13600 cells. Figures 12-15 
show comparisons of the modeled and measured module and 
air temperatures. 

Fig. 12.   Comparisons of field and modeled module temperatures; a 
sunny summer day (7/1/2011);   2-D simulations. 

Fig. 13.   Comparisons of field and modeled air temperatures at a 
height of 2.5 m; a sunny summer day (7/1/2011); 2-D simulations. 

Fig. 14.   Comparisons of field and modeled module temperatures; a 
cloudy summer day (7/11/2011); 2-D simulations. 

Fig. 15.   Comparisons of field and modeled air temperatures at a 
height of 2.5 m; a cloudy summer day (7/11/2011); 2-D simulations. 

Figures 16a and 16b show the air temperature as a function 
of height at different downwind distances in the morning and 
afternoon during a sunny summer day.  At 9 am (irradiance 
500 W/m2, wind speed 1.6 m/s, inlet ambient temperature 
23.7�), the heat from the solar array is dissipated at heights of 
5-15m, whereas at 2 pm (irradiance 966 W/m2, wind speed
2.8m/s, inlet ambient temperature 28.6� , the temperature of
the panels has reached the daily peak, and the thermal energy
takes up to 18 m to dissipate.

TABLE III 
AIR TEMPERATURE 

Temperature Ambient (����) Low (����) High (����) Average (����) 

2.5m height 28.6 28.6 31.1 30.1 

1.5m height 28.6 28.6 33.2 30.8 



(a) 9:00 am

(b) 2:00 pm

Fig. 16  Air temperatures within the solar farm, as a function of
height at different downwind distances.  From 2-D simulations
during a sunny summer day (7/1/2011) at 9 am and 2 pm.

IV. CONCLUSION

The field data and our simulations show that the annual
average of air temperatures at 2.5 m of the ground in the
center of simulated solar farm section is 1.9

as a function of 
D simulations 

at 9 am and 2 pm. 

The field data and our simulations show that the annual 
m of the ground in the 

 higher than the 

ambient and that it declines to the ambient temperature at 5 to
18 m heights. The field data also show a clear decline of air
temperatures as a function of distance from the perimeter of
the solar farm, with the temperatures approac
temperature (within 0.3 ), at about 300
18 months of detailed data showed that in most days,
array was completely cooled at night, and, thus,
that a heat island effect could occur.

Our simulations also show that the access roads between
solar fields allow for substantial cooling, and therefore,
increase of the size of the solar farm may not affect the
temperature of the surroundings.  Simulations of large (e.g., 1
million m2) solar fields are needed to test this hypothesis.
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Heat Island Effect Literature Review 

Executive Summary 

 

The heat island effect is a term that refers to increased ambient temperatures in both natural and 

urban environments due to land use changes. This effect is most prevalent in urban environments 

as a result of increased development such as converting vacant land into a shopping center. Limited 

empirical data exists regarding the heat island effect resulting from the installation of solar energy 

facilities. Most studies rely on models that produce varying results, with some even suggesting 

that solar energy facilities result in a cooling effect on local environments.1  

 

One of the few studies that collected empirical data regarding the heat island effect from solar 

energy facilities focused on a desert ecosystem in Arizona. The study monitored ambient 

temperatures for over one year using aspirated temperature probes (2.5 meters above the soil 

surface) at three nearby sites (within 1 km2) that included a solar energy facility, an urban parking 

lot, and a natural semiarid desert ecosystem. The study concluded that the average annual 

temperature within the solar arrays at the solar energy facility was 22.7°C + 0.5°C, while the 

nearby desert ecosystem was 20.3°C + 0.5°C, thus indicated a slight heat island effect.2  

 

However, it should be noted that the study was limited in its scope in that it only measured ambient 

temperatures at the three locations, and not the transfer or attenuation of heat from one location to 

another. The study also indicates results would be different if conducted in an ecosystem 

comparable to the Project Site that is surrounded by dense vegetation, forested areas, varying 

topography, higher annual precipitation, and perennial wetlands, rather than a desert ecosystem. 

While the Project may induce a minimal heat island or slight cooling effect within the PV solar 

arrays, it is expected that this increase in ambient temperature would rapidly attenuate with 

distance from the PV solar arrays due to the surrounding environment (e.g., vegetation, 

topography, weather, wetlands).  

 

Another model-based study found that slightly elevated temperatures within the solar field quickly 

dissipated and returned to ambient temperatures both above and at the perimeter of the solar array. 

It also found that on most days the solar array cooled completely at night, making a heat island 

effect even less likely.3 

 

As stated above, the Project is currently being designed to allow for maximum setbacks (beyond 

50 feet) from adjacent property owners, with the intent of achieving a minimum 250-foot setback 

from all Fawn Lake property lines. sPower is maintaining and/or installing vegetative buffers and 

berms that would further reduce heat emanating from the PV solar arrays through absorption; 

thereby preventing a heat island effect on neighboring properties. And lastly, sPower’s operations 

and maintenance staff regularly work within operating solar arrays on existing solar energy 

facilities in desert regions and are never exposed to unsafe temperature levels.  

                                                           
1 Masson, V., Bonhomme, M., Salagnac, J.-L., Briottet, X. & Lemonsu, A. Solar panels reduce both global warming 

and Urban Heat Island. Frontiers in Environmental Science 2, 14, doi: 10.3389/fenvs.2014.00014. (2014).  
2 Barron-Gafford, Greg, R., Minor, N., Allen, A., Cronin, A., Brooks. & M., Pavao-Zuckerman. The Photovoltaic 

Heat Island Effect: Larger solar power plants increase local temperatures. Scientific Reports, doi: 

10.1038/srep35070. (2016).  
3 Fthenakis, Vasilis & Yu, Yuanhao. (2013). Analysis of the potential for a heat island effect in large solar farms. 

Conference Record of the IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference. 3362-3366. 10.1109/PVSC.2013.6745171. 
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The production of solar energy in cities is clearly a way to diminish our dependency to
fossil fuels, and is a good way to mitigate global warming by lowering the emission of
greenhouse gases. However, what are the impacts of solar panels locally? To evaluate
their influence on urban weather, it is necessary to parameterize their effects within the
surface schemes that are coupled to atmospheric models. The present paper presents a
way to implement solar panels in the Town Energy Balance scheme, taking account of the
energy production (for thermal and photovoltaic panels), the impact on the building below
and feedback toward the urban micro-climate through radiative and convective fluxes. A
scenario of large but realistic deployment of solar panels on the Paris metropolitan area is
then simulated. It is shown that solar panels, by shading the roofs, slightly increases the
need for domestic heating (3%). In summer, however, the solar panels reduce the energy
needed for air-conditioning (by 12%) and also the Urban Heat Island (UHI): 0.2 K by day and
up to 0.3 K at night. These impacts are larger than those found in previous works, because
of the use of thermal panels (that are more efficient than photovoltaic panels) and the
geographical position of Paris, which is relatively far from the sea. This means that it is not
influenced by sea breezes, and hence that its UHI is stronger than for a coastal city of the
same size. But this also means that local adaptation strategies aiming to decrease the UHI
will have more potent effects. In summary, the deployment of solar panels is good both
globally, to produce renewable energy (and hence to limit the warming of the climate) and
locally, to decrease the UHI, especially in summer, when it can constitute a health threat.

Keywords: urban heat island, solar energy, solar panels, cities, adaptation to climate change

1. INTRODUCTION
Renewable energy is seen as a necessary step toward sustainable
energy development, diminution of the use of fossil fuels and
mitigation of climate change, as stated for example by Elliott
(2000): “With concerns about Climate Change growing, the rapid
development of renewable energy technologies looks increasingly
important.” However, the recent analysis of Nugent and Sovacool
(2014) showed that, when their complete life-cycle is consid-
ered, renewable energies are not CO2 sinks yet. Nevertheless
their greenhouses gas emission rate per unit of energy produced
is much less than for energy sources based on fossil fuels and
slightly less than for nuclear power. They also “uncover best prac-
tices in wind and solar design and deployment that can better
inform climate change mitigation efforts in the electricity sec-
tor.” Elliott (2000) underlines that renewable energy deployment
requires a new paradigm, of decentralized energy production
and small production systems. The implementation of renewable
energy will need social and institutional changes, even if technol-
ogy for these systems already exists (Gross et al., 2003, while still
needing improvements and further research Jader-Waldau, 2007).
Funding, incentive policies and statutory obligations on electric-
ity suppliers may be needed to develop renewable energy faster.
Lund (2007) demonstrates that, in Denmark, a transition toward

100% of renewable energy production is possible. Sovacool and
Ratan (2012) conclude that nine factors linked to policy, social
and market aspects favor or limit the development of wind tur-
bines and solar energy, and explain why renewable energy is
growing fast in Denmark and Germany compared to India and
the USA.

Sims et al. (2003) show that most renewable energies can,
in certain circumstances, reduce cost as well as CO2 emis-
sions, except for solar power, which remains expensive. However,
Hernandez et al. (2014) review the environmental impacts of
utility-scale solar energy installations (solar farms), which are
typically implemented in rural areas, and show that they have low
environmental impacts relative to other energy systems, includ-
ing other renewables. Furthermore, solar power is also one of the
few renewable energy sources that can be implemented on a large
scale within cities themselves. Arnette (2013) shows that, com-
pared to solar farms, individual rooftop solar panels are a very
cost-effective means of increasing renewable energy generation
and decreasing greenhouse gas emissions. So they conclude that
solar panel implementation on roofs should be part of a balanced
approach to energy production. Here, we aim to evaluate the envi-
ronmental impacts on the local climate, of implementing such a
strategy at city scale.
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The main impact of cities on the local weather is the Urban
Heat Island (UHI). Cities are warmer than the surrounding coun-
tryside, and this can lead to a health crisis during heat waves,
as was the case in Paris in 2003 with 15,000 premature deaths
(Fouillet et al., 2006) or in Moscow with 11,000 premature deaths
in 2010 (Porfiriev, 2014). It also has to be considered that, due to
climate warming, the UHI impacts will become even larger than
they are now (Lemonsu et al., 2013). Therefore, several strategies
are being studied to reduce the UHI in summer. Gago et al. (2013)
have reviewed several research works analyzing strategies to mit-
igate the UHI, including changes in green spaces, trees, albedo,
pavement surfaces, vegetation, and building types and materials.
Santamouris et al. (2011) have reviewed of several advanced cool
materials systems usable to reduce the UHI. Such materials could
be implemented on roofs in order to reflect more energy to the sky
(high albedo, high emissivity) or to delay the heat transfer toward
the inside the building (phase change materials). Masson et al.
(2013) showed that changes in agricultural practices in the vicin-
ity of Paris and the use of cool materials for roofs and pavement
would decrease the UHI by 2 K and 1 K, respectively. However, the
question of the ability of solar panels to contribute to the same
goal is not addressed in these papers, and extremely few studies
focus on, or even take into account, the effect of solar panels on
the UHI.

It is thus necessary to analyze whether the two objectives of
mitigating the global climate warming by increasing renewable
energy production in cities, especially through solar panels, and
of attenuating the UHI are compatible. Solar panels modify the
nature of the rooftop and may thus influence the energy transfers
to the atmosphere and the resulting UHI. The aim of this paper is
then to evaluate the impact of solar panels, known to be good
for global warming mitigation, on the local climate, especially
the UHI.

2. SOLAR PANELS INTO THE URBAN CANOPY MODEL TEB
The objective of this section is to present how solar panels can
be included in the Town Energy Balance (TEB, Masson, 2000)
scheme, in terms of both energy production and interactions with
the roofs below (shading, modification of the roof energy bal-
ance, etc.). The solar panels themselves can be either photovoltaic
panels or thermal panels that heat water.

2.1. MODELING STRATEGY
The solar panel exchanges energy with the other components of
the system. Very few parameterizations taking these exchanges
into account exist in the literature. The level of detail depends
strongly on the objectives of the authors. On the one hand, when
looking at the building scale, it is possible to consider some imple-
mentation characteristics of the panels, as in Scherba et al. (2011),
who modified the Energy+ software (software dedicated to build-
ing energetics) to improve its previous solar panel model (which
only computed the energy production). Their solar panel model
considers the tilting of the panels and associated sky-view fac-
tors. They then perform an analysis of the impact of several
types of roofs on sensible heat fluxes toward the atmosphere, but
are unable to link these fluxes to the UHI, which needs to take
all the buildings of the entire city into account. On the other

hand, Taha (2013) studies the impact of solar panels on the whole
urban area of Los Angeles. To do this, he uses the very simplified
approach of effective albedo, which accounts for both the albedo
and the solar conversion efficiency (linked to the energy pro-
duced). This approach estimates the impact on the UHI, but does
not take account of the interactions with the urban canopy below
(solar panel shadowing may lead to less cooling energy being used
in buildings for example, leading to less waste heat outside).

In order to study the impact of solar panels implementations
on the urban atmosphere and on the population and buildings,
we need an approach that looks at both spatial scales: buildings
and city. The TEB scheme is able to simulate the energy, water
and momentum exchanges between cities and the atmosphere at
a resolution as high as the urban block (say down to 100 m by
100 m). The energetics of buildings have also been included in
TEB by Bueno et al. (2012) and Pigeon et al. (2014), to simu-
late the energy behavior of a typical building representative of the
block. The focus is to keep the maximum of key processes, while
making some approximations in the geometry that are pertinent
at block scale (building shapes are averaged into road canyons,
only one thermal zone is kept in the buildings, individual win-
dows are averaged into a glazing fraction, etc.). Gardens and
greenroofs modules have also been implemented (Lemonsu et al.,
2012; DeMunck et al., 2013a). The modeling strategy chosen here
for the implementation of solar panels is similar: key processes
are kept while some geometrical assumptions are made to avoid
unnecessary details of individual buildings.

In TEB, it is necessary to take account not only of the produc-
tion of energy by the panels but also the influence of the panels
on the underlying roofs. We must therefore calculate the com-
plete energy balance of the panel to determine what is exchanged
with the roof or the atmosphere. The TEB model will then be able
to estimate the impact of solar panel implementation on the UHI
at city scale, as well as the production of energy.

2.2. ENERGY BALANCE OF THE SOLAR PANEL
Geometrically, the solar panels are assumed to be horizontal when
calculating the radiative heat exchange with the other elements:
exchanges between the roof, the solar panels and the sky above are
considered to be purely vertical (Figure 1). Note that we take the
inclination of the panel into account to calculate the irradiance
for power production.

The energy balance equation of the solar panel is written:

SW↓
sky + LW↓

sky + LW↑
roof = SW↑

panel + LW↑
panel + LW↓

panel

+ H + Eprod (1)

The terms on the left hand side are incoming energy to the solar
panel:

SW↓
sky is the incoming Short-Wave radiation from the sun. It

can be diffuse or direct, and is considered as forcing data
for TEB.

LW↓
sky is the incoming Long-Wave radiation from the atmo-

sphere. It is diffuse and is also used as forcing data
for TEB.
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic diagram of the energy balance of the solar panel

and its impact on radiation received by the roof (dashed arrows: solar

fluxes; plain arrows: long-waves fluxes; dotted arrow: sensible heat

flux; dotted-dashed arrow: energy produced).

LW↑
roof is the Long-Wave radiation coming up from the roof and

being intercepted by the solar panel. It is computed by
TEB from the roof emissivity and surface temperature
and the long-wave radiation received by the roof:

LW↑
roof = εroof σT4

roof + (1 − εroof )LW↓
roof (2)

The terms on the right hand side of Equation (1) are outgoing
energy from the panel:

SW↑
panel is the solar radiation reflected by the solar panel. It

is classically parameterized using the albedo of the

solar panel (αpanel): SW↑
panel = αpanelSW↓

panel. It is also
assumed to go back to the sky (we neglect the effect of
the inclination of the solar panel on the direction of the
reflected light). According to Taha (2013), the value of
the albedo of the solar panel ranges from 0.06 to 0.1.
We performed measurements of the albedo for a sample
of solar panel (under several inclinations) by integrating
the hemispheric directional reflectance measured with a
goniometer (see section 2.4 for details). From our mea-
surements, the value of 0.11 is used for αpanel in the
present paper.

LW↑
panel is the long-wave radiation emitted (and reflected) by the

solar panel to the sky. It depends on the surface temper-
ature of the solar panel, which is estimated following the
ISPRA center method:

Tpanel = Tair + kTIrr (3)

where Tair is the air temperature, Irr is the irradiance
received by the solar panel (cf section 2.5) and kT is
a constant coefficient equal to 0.05 K/(Wm−2). In this
formulation, the nocturnal dependency of the panel
surface temperature on the sky temperature proposed
by Scherba et al. (2011) is not used. It would be an
improvement to be considered in the future. Also using

the emissivity of the solar panel εpanel, equal to 0.93 in
our measurements (cf section 2.4), the upward long-
wave radiation from the solar panel can be written:

LW↑
panel = εpanelσT4

panel + (1 − εpanel)LW↓
sky (4)

LW↓
panel is the long-wave radiation emitted by the solar panel to

the roof (downwards). It is computed under the hypoth-
esis that the temperature of the downward face of the
solar panel is always approximately equal to the air tem-
perature. This is probably a limitation of our model
during daytime. However, even if the temperature of
the downwards face of the solar panel is underestimated
(due to the warming of the solar panel and the heat diffu-
sion inside it), this temperature will still be higher than
the sky temperature. So, from the point of view of the
roof below the solar panel, the incoming radiation will
be higher. This captures at least the first order of an effect
of the solar panel on the roof. Given the uncertainties, we
also neglect the dependency in emissivity for this face of
the panel. This gives:

LW↓
panel = σT 4

air (5)

Eprod is the energy produced by the panel. It depends of the
nature (thermal or photovoltaic) and characteristics of
the panel, the irradiance on the panel, the inclination of
the panel (not taken into account in the other terms),
and the air temperature. Details are given in sections 2.5,
2.6 for PV and thermal panels, respectively.

H is the sensible heat flux from the solar panel to the
atmosphere. We assume that the solar panel is thin,
has no significant thermal mass and hence is in quasi-
equilibrium. This means that the sensible heat flux,
the only term that is not parameterized, is taken to be
equal to the residue of the solar panel energy budget.
Besides the fact that it is difficult to have a parameteri-
zation of this term, this ensures conservation of energy
balance.

2.3. MODIFICATION OF THE ENERGY BALANCE OF THE ROOF
For the energy balance of the roof, the most important key param-
eter will, of course, be the proportion of roof area occupied by the
solar panels. As mentioned above, we only consider the projec-
tion of the panels onto the horizontal surface (it would be absurd
to make accurate calculations taking the inclination of the panels
into account—except as noted above for production—when it is
already assumed in TEB that all roofs are flat). The fraction of the
roof covered by solar panels is noted fpanel.

The following simplifying assumptions are made:

• An average temperature is still calculated for the roof, without
distinguishing between the parts of the roof under or beside
the panel. This is reasonable, in particular for flat roofs with
inclined panels, because the shadows cast by the panels can
modify the radiative contribution to the roof beside as well as
below the panels.
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• The coefficient for heat transfer from the roof to the sensi-
ble heat flux is not changed (it is already in a heterogeneous
environment with a roughness length of 5 cm).

• The effect of humidity on panels is neglected: the water inter-
ception reservoir treating rainwater and evaporation concerns
the whole surface of the roof.

• The effect of solar panels on snow is neglected. The snow man-
tel, if any, accumulates uniformly on the roof. Note that snow
might change the energy produced by the solar panel (but this
is not taken into account yet).

These assumptions allow us to change only the radiative contribu-
tions to the energy balance of the roof. Assuming that the surface
area of the shadows is equal to the surface area of the solar panels,
the incoming solar radiation on the roof is:

SW↓
roof = (1 − fpanel)SW↓

sky (6)

The long-wave incoming radiation on the roof is modified by the
long-wave radiation emitted downwards by the solar panels:

LW↓
roof = (1 − fpanel)LW↓

sky + fpanelLW↓
panel (7)

This way of implementing the interactions between solar panels
and the roof below allows the considerations of the way the roof is
built to be separated from the question of whether there are solar
panels on it or not. For example, although it is not the case in
this paper, it is possible to have greenroofs with or without solar
panels. If there are solar panels, the vegetation of the greenroof
will simply be more in the shade and receive slightly more infrared
radiation.

2.4. RADIATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR PANELS
To establish the energy balance of the equivalent urban canyon,
the TEB model needs the albedo (integrated between 0.4 and
2.5 µm) and the emissivity in the thermal infrared (integrated
between 5 and 12 µm) for the following main areas: road,
roofs, facades, glazing. The French Center for Aerospace Research
(ONERA) laboratory maintains a current database of optical
properties of urban materials. Specific measurements were made
for emerging materials: rough white paints, photovoltaic solar
panels, metal cladding, and glass (including low emissivity). The
measurements for large samples of materials, e.g., for solar panels,
were made using a goniometer (Figure 2, left).

The measurement process is fully automated in the 0.4–2.5 µm
spectral domain. The position measurements acquired by the
detector are regular in azimuth (0–180◦ range) and zenith (0–60◦
range) with an angular accuracy of 1◦, except for the region of
specular reflection, which is meshed more precisely.

The reflectance is measured with reference to a reflectance ref-
erence (Spectralon). Thereafter, the reflectance of the solar panel
placed in the center of the goniometer is acquired for all recorded
positions of the detector and the light source. The reference
measurement is repeated at the end of the process.

The albedo of the solar panels is then computed by integrat-
ing the radiance in all directions over the entire spectral range.

FIGURE 2 | Left: Goniometer used for albedo measurements. Right:

Instrument used for emissivity measurements.

It typically varies from 11 to 16% depending on the position
of the sun and the sensor inclination. When the panel is favor-
ably oriented relative to the sun (and hence when the incoming
radiation per square meter of panel is the largest), as is usu-
ally implemented, the albedo is in the low range, and equal to
about 11%.

The emissivity was measured using a SOC 400T apparatus
(Figure 2, right). It measures the directional hemispheric
reflectance for wavelengths between 2.5 and 20 µm. The resulting
emissivity was 0.93 for solar panels.

2.5. ENERGY PRODUCED BY PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS
In TEB, two different types of solar panels: thermal and photo-
voltaic (PV) are considered. The aim of thermal solar panels is
to warm the water necessary for the occupants of the building.
They are much more efficient (in terms of energy produced) than
photovolatic panels, but only produce heat, not electricity.

For PV panels, the energy produced is usually parameter-
ized as:

EPV prod = Eff PV × Irr × R(Tpanel) (W/m2 of solar panel)
(8)

where Eff PV is the conversion efficiency of the PV panel and
R(Tpanel) a coefficient to reproduce the fact that solar panels are
most efficient at 25◦C and present a decrease in efficiency for
warmer panel temperatures. The efficiency coefficient varies from
5% to 19% (Taha, 2013), with values as high as 30% possible in
the far future (Nemet, 2009). In France, most PV panels use the
usual crystalline silicon (xSi) technology (Leloux et al., 2012), for
which the efficiency is approximately Eff PV = 14%. To relate the
irradiance received by the panel (possibly tilted) to the incident

radiation on a horizontal surface (SW↓
sky), it is possible either to

perform geometric calculations on the relative position of the sun
and panels or to apply a priori correction factors. This second,
simpler approach is chosen here, and the coefficient of the French
thermal Regulations of 2005 is used:

Irr = FT × SW↓
sky (W/m2 of solar panel) (9)

The correction factor FT is typically 1.11 on annual average for a
South facing panel in Paris. Assuming that solar panels are placed
fairly optimally, i.e., with an approximately 30◦ tilt and oriented
between South-East and South-West (as is usually the case in
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France, Leloux et al., 2012), we can estimate that the coefficient
FT is equal to FT = 1.10 in France. The temperature dependent
coefficient can be written as:

R(Tpanel) = min
{

1; 1 − 0.005 × (Tpanel − 298.15)
}

(10)

Finally, the production of the PV panels is parameterized, also
using the relationship between panel temperature and irradiance,
as:

EPV prod = EffPV × FT × SW↓
sky ×

min
{

1; 1 − 0.005 × (Tair + kTFT × SW↓
sky − 298.15)

}

(W/m2 of solar panel) (11)

2.6. ENERGY PRODUCED BY THERMAL SOLAR PANELS
The amount of energy produced by solar thermal panels is usu-
ally defined on an annual basis (Philibert, 2006). This can partly
be justified by the fact that the limitation of energy production is
not linked solely to the available sunlight but also to the objective
in terms of quantity of water heated (there is no point in heat-
ing water beyond the set-point, typically 60◦C for hot water, nor
for more people than those actually occupying the building, 32l
per person). From French regulations, for one person, the annual
production with thermal solar panels is:

∫
year

Ether prod = 1

2
× 1.16 × 32�T (kWh/year/person) (12)

where �T is the temperature difference between cold and hot
water (typically 45 K in France). The factor 1

2 comes from an
adjustment to account for the fact that only a part of the need
for warm water can be covered by solar energy. This factor can
vary depending on location, climate (frequency of presence of
clouds), seasonality (less sun radiation in winter) and technical
features of the installation (ADEME, 2002). A typical value of 1

2
is taken here. Furthermore, it is considered that this per capita
energy requirement can be satisfied by 1 m2 of thermal panel. So,
the power averaged over the year would be:

< Ether prod >= 1

2
× 1.16 × 32�T × 1000/24/365

(W/m2 of solar panel) (13)

Here, in order to better take the variability in production due to
solar irradiation into account, instead of an annual mean com-
putation, instantaneous production is considered in connection
with the daily need for warm water. This mimics the fact that
the water is heated during the day and stored until it is used dur-
ing the next 24 h. So, using the regulation information above, the
target energy production for 1 day can be defined as:

Ether target = 1.16 × 32�T × 1000/365 × 3600

(J/m2 of solar panel) (14)

The 1
2 factor has disappeared here because we consider ideal

heating (i.e., sunny) conditions for the definition of the target.
The production of the thermal panel is then computed in three
steps:

1. The instantaneous production is defined as Ether prod =
Effther × Irr (W/m2of solar panel) where Effther is the effi-
ciency coefficient of the thermal panel and Irr the irradiance
received by the panel. The efficiency of new thermal solar pan-
els typically ranges between 0.70 and 0.80. However, in real
conditions of use, especially in cities, dirt and dust on the panel
reduce its energy production. Elminir et al. (2006) found a
decrease of between 6% and 20% in the output power due to
dust (17.4% for a 45◦ tilt angle of the solar panel). A simi-
lar effect of dirt had already been found by Garg (1974), with
attenuation of 10–20% for tilt angles between 45◦ and 30◦.
Therefore, in the present study Effther was set to 0.60.

2. The total amount of energy produced is summed from
midnight the previous night to the current time t:∫ t

midnight Ether proddt (J/m2 of panel).
3. If the quantity of energy produced since midnight reaches the

target Ether target , then any additional production during the
same day is wasted and further energy production is set to zero.

To summarize, for solar thermal panels, the production is param-
eterized as:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

if
∫ t

midnight Ether proddt < Ether target

then Ether prod = Effther × Irr

if
∫ t

midnight Ether proddt = Ether target

then Ether prod = 0
(15)

2.7. HYPOTHESES ON TYPES OF SOLAR PANELS
As the model is able to consider both thermal and PV solar panels,
it is now necessary to define some hypotheses on the use of each
type of panel. This is, of course, a scenario-dependent element,
in the sense that it can be modified for each study. For exam-
ple, Taha (2013) only studied the implementation of PV panels
in the Los Angeles metropolitan area. The interest of also con-
sidering the deployment of thermal solar panels in this paper
is that this energy production technology is less greenhouse gas
emissive per unit of energy produced (considering its whole life-
cycle) than PV (Nugent and Sovacool, 2014). Here, it will thus
be supposed that both types of panels are possible. The main
hypotheses are:

• On residential buildings and houses, the priority is given to
thermal solar panels, which are more efficient. The thermal
production is of course limited by the area of panels on the roof
but it is also limited by the population in the building: it is not
necessary to heat more water than required by the number of
people who are going to use it. Therefore, once the necessary
area of thermal solar panels is reached, the remaining space
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allocated for solar panels on the roof will be devoted to PV
panels.

• On other types of buildings (offices, commercial, industrial,
etc. . . ) only PV panels will be installed.

The total fraction of the building’s roof where solar panels (any
type) can be installed is noted fpanel (this quantity is also scenario
dependent). It is then necessary to define what proportion of
the roof area is required for thermal panels, and how much
area remains available for PV panels. In France, in residential
buildings, the density is typically 1 occupant per 30 m2 of floor
area1. Furthermore, as mentioned above, 1 m2 of thermal panel
is needed per capita. This means 1 m2 of panel per 30 m2 of floor
area. For single story accommodation, 1/30 of the roof is then
equipped with thermal panels, and (fpanel − 1/30) by PV panels.
If the building has two stories, thermal panels will occupy 2/30 of
the roof area, and so on.

So if Nfloor is the number of floors of the building (variable
calculated in TEB), the proportions of thermal panels (fther panel)
and PV panels (fphot panel) are calculated as:

fther panel = min(Nfloor/30; fpanel) (16)

fPV panel = max(fpanel − fther panel; 0) (17)

The total production of the solar panels on the roofs can then be
written:

Eprod = (fther panel Ether prod + fphot panel Ephot prod)/fpanel

(W/m2 of solar panel) (18)

This is this quantity that is involved in the energy balance of the
panel (section 2.2).

3. IMPACT OF SOLAR PANELS ON PARIS URBAN HEAT
ISLAND

3.1. SIMULATION CONFIGURATION AND SCENARIOS
We are now able to simulate the impact of the implantation
of solar panels in a city on the UHI. The simulations are per-
formed on the Paris metropolitan area, with TEB, coupled with
the vegetation scheme ISBA (Noilhan and Planton, 1989) for
rural areas, within the SURFEX modeling software (Masson et al.,
2013b). The simulation domain is 100 km by 100 km, with a
resolution of 1 km. At such a resolution, only the main charac-
teristics of the buildings within the blocks in the grid mesh are
kept. Geometric parameters are averaged in order to conserve
the surface areas (for walls, roofs, gardens, roads, water, rural
areas), while a majority rule applies for the architectural char-
acteristics of buildings (age, materials, equipment) and the use
to which they are put (residential, offices, commercial or indus-
trial). These urban data are provided by a database at 250 m
resolution (Figure 3 of Masson et al., 2014), which contains block
types as well as 60 urban indicators. Some parameters needed by
TEB, such as albedos, thermal characteristics or equipment within

1http://www.insee.fr/fr/themes/document.asp?ref_id=ip1396

buildings, are deduced for each 1-km-by-1-km grid mesh from
urban block types and from the use and age of the majority of
buildings. Countryside parameters, such as land use and vege-
tation characteristics are deduced from the ecoclimap database
at 1 km resolution (Masson et al., 2003). The methodology pre-
sented in Masson et al. (2014), based on a simplified Urban
Boundary Layer generator (Bueno et al., 2013; Le Bras, 2014) is
chosen, in order to be able to perform a simulation over an entire
year. The chosen year of study is 2003, because it demonstrates
the impact the solar panels would have during a heat wave.

Some hypotheses have to be made on the proportions of
roofs equipped with solar panels. Hypotheses similar to those
presented as “reasonably high deployment” in Taha (2013) are
taken. On sloping roofs, typically on domestic houses but also
old Hausmannian buildings in the historical core of Paris, 3

4 of
the part of the roof oriented between South-East and South-West
(after Leloux et al., 2012) is assumed to be covered by solar panels
(thermal or PV, or a mix of the two). This corresponds to approx-
imately 19% of the roof being covered. On flat roofs, however,
more space is available, and solar panels are taken to be installed
on 50% of each roof.

Current albedos of roofing prior to the implementation of
solar panels are estimated for each type of building from an archi-
tectural analysis. Historical Hausmannian buildings in the very
center of Paris are roofed with zinc on top of wood, so their albedo
is very high, set to 0.6. In this regard, the solar panels, even maybe
thermal ones, would decrease the albedo of the city there, and
might tend to increase the UHI. However, only a small propor-
tion of this type of buildings is eligible for solar panels (19% of
roofs in our hypothesis), and the spatial coverage of this type of
old city blocks is limited (see Figure 3 of Masson et al., 2014).
Except for the most recent industrial buildings (built after 1975),
for which roof albedo is 0.5 and which, again do not cover a
significant part of the metropolitan area, roof albedo for most
buildings is estimated as 0.2 (e.g., tiles for houses and old indus-
trial buildings or gray concrete roofs for collective buildings).
Therefore, the impact of solar panels on historical or industrial
buildings is probably counterbalanced by the other parts of the
urban area, where solar panels will probably reduce the amount
of solar radiation absorbed by the buildings (due to the reflection
and conversion into energy by the solar panels).

Two simulations are run: one is the reference simulation cor-
responding to Paris in its actual state (without many solar panels)
and the second is the one with the reasonably high deployment of
solar panels. A comparison of the two simulations will assess the
effect of the solar panels on the urban area.

3.2. RESULTS FOR ENERGY PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION
The impacts of solar panels are discussed in terms of energy pro-
duction, of course, but also impact on energy consumption and,
in the next section, on the UHI and thermal comfort. At the city
scale, the production by thermal solar panels is larger than by PV.
This comes both from the fact that their deployment is favored
for domestic buildings and from their much higher efficiency
(the former being linked to the latter). It should nevertheless be
noted that, from April to August, production by thermal solar
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panels saturates (enough hot water is produced), so their real effi-
ciency decreases. Over the entire year, on average for the whole
city, the thermal solar panels would produce approximately 265
MJ/year/m2 of building and the PV panels 113 MJ/year/m2 of
building. This would cover an equivalent of 28% of the energy
consumption for domestic heating and air-conditioning.

The solar panels also slightly modify the energy consumption
of the buildings. During winter, the solar panels could induce
a decrease of the energy consumption due to more infra-red
energy reaching the roof, or increase it by reducing the amount
of solar radiation received or by their effect on the UHI. Overall,
the domestic heating demand increases by 3% per year in our
scenario. During summer the need for air-conditioning will prob-
ably decrease, thanks to the shading of the roofs and the cool-
ing induced in the urban climate (see below). The comparison
between the two simulations indicates that the air-conditioning
energy demand decreases by 12%. Because the energy consump-
tion for air-conditioning is low compared to that for domestic
heating, the balance between the loss in energy in winter and the
gain in summer induces an increase of total energy consump-
tion by buildings of 1%. However, in the future, when climate
warming induces milder winters and hotter summers, insula-
tion will (hopefully) be better and air-conditioning equipment,
currently not widely installed in France, will (probably) take on
greater importance so this balance may change. Then, massive
installation of solar panels may even be beneficial for energy
consumption.

3.3. RESULTS ON URBAN HEAT ISLAND
The deployment of solar panels in the Paris metropolitan area
would not be neutral in terms of urban climate. Figure 3 presents
the difference in the daily minimum and maximum air tempera-
ture between the two simulations (for two contrasting months:
January and August). In wintertime, when the sun is low, the

FIGURE 3 | Difference of minimum or maximum air temperature

between simulations with and without solar panels. Each panel (A–D)

is a monthly average. Horizontal and vertical axes are in km.

impact of the solar panels on the air temperature is relatively
small. Their implementation reduces the maximum air temper-
ature by approximately 0.05 K in the city center and the UHI by
more than 0.1 K in Paris and its dense suburbs, and by 0.05 K on
the whole metropolitan area. However, we have seen that this is
large enough to have a noticeable (if limited) influence on energy
consumption for domestic heating.

During the month of August, in the first half of which the
famous 2003 heat wave occurred, the impacts of solar panels on
air temperature would be larger. In daytime, the presence of solar
panels would decrease the air temperature by more than 0.2 K,
especially in the dense suburbs, where the density of solar panels
is the highest, due to both the high density of building and the
fact that unlike the Haussmanian buildings of the city center, the
suburban apartment and commercial buildings are flat roofed.
This cooling value is consistent with, even though larger than, the
value of 0.05 K found for the July 2005 heat wave episode in the
Los Angeles area reported by Taha (2013) for present PV panels.
When the efficiency of PV panels is improved (up to 30%), Taha
(2013) predicts that the cooling will reach 0.15 K. There are two
possible explanations for the fact that more intense cooling is sim-
ulated for Paris. First, the presence of the sea breeze in Los Angeles
could limit local cooling due to solar panels in the city while
extending the area of cooling by advection of the (slightly) cooler
air. This can explain why a large portion of the metropolitan area
of Los Angeles is impacted by the solar panels in these simula-
tions. Second, only PV panels were simulated by Taha (2013). The
efficiency of these panels was assumed to be relatively high (20%),
larger than the value used in the present study, but much smaller
than the efficiency of thermal solar panels (60%). As we inves-
tigate a scenario with deployment of both types of solar panels
here, the absorption of energy is larger than for PV alone.

At night, the impact of the solar panels is quite strong, even
larger than during daytime, with cooling reaching 0.3 K. To the
authors’ knowledge, this effect is not investigated in the literature.
This increased cooling at night is due to a combination of several
urban micro-climate processes. First, the heat storage within the
buildings is reduced in presence of solar panels, especially thermal
ones, because they intercept the solar radiation. The implemen-
tation of solar panels as a separate element of the urban surface
energy balance system, as done here, allows a fine description of
their impact on the underlying building energetics. Second, at
night, the urban boundary layer is much thinner than during the
day (typically 200 m high instead of 1500 m high in summer). So
any modification of the surface energy balance will have up to
10 times more influence on the air temperature at night. Such
a counter-intuitive phenomenon was found by DeMunck et al.
(2013b) for air-conditioning, which was shown to have more
impact at night than in the day (although the heat release itself
was, of course, larger in daytime). Here too, while the solar pan-
els primarily modify the daytime processes (by absorption and
transformation of the solar radiation into thermal or electrical
energy), the influence on air temperature is larger at night, due to
the urban fabric and the boundary layer structure.

This cooling effect, though relatively small, can improve the
thermal comfort of the inhabitants. For example, it reduces the
number of people exposed to any given intensity (e.g., 2 K) of the
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FIGURE 4 | Population exposed to moderate heat stress in August

2003 (monthly average). Left: with solar panels. Right: without solar
panels. The figure reads this way: 100% of the population is affected by at
least 7 h of heat stress per day, but only a few percents (in yellow) by more
than 14 h of heat stress per day.

UHI by 4% (±0.5%) of the total population of the metropolitan
area. The thermal comfort can also be evaluated by considering
more environmental parameters, such as the wind, radiation and
humidity, that all have an influence on human physiology. The
Universal Thermal Climate Index, UTCI (www.utci.org/), is such
an indicator. Figure 4 shows the proportion of the population of
the urban area that is under moderate heat stress when outside
(in shade). It displays the number of hours per day that a person
spends in this or any stronger level of stress. Solar panels, probably
by their effect of temperature, decrease the level on thermal stress
of the population. For example, while 17% of the total popula-
tion is affected by heat stress for more than half a day (12 h) in the
present city, the implementation of solar panels would reduce this
number to 13%. While this difference seems small, it still repre-
sents a large number of people. On average, approximately 15 min
of comfort is gained for outdoor conditions. This slight improve-
ment in exposure to heat stress, although unplanned (solar panels
are primarily implemented for energy production), can add to
larger ones, specifically aimed at urban climate cooling, such as
greening of the city.

4. DISCUSSION
Solar panels absorb solar energy to produce energy usable in
buildings, either directly in the form of heat (typically to warm
water) or as electricity. However, in doing so, they modify the
energy balance of the urban surface in contact with the atmo-
sphere, and so possibly influence the urban micro-climate. They
also change the radiation received by the roof, and hence the
building energy balance. The present paper presents a way to
include solar panels in the TEB scheme. This parameterization
simulates their production in a relatively precise way, as it depends

on the evolving meteorological conditions, rather than simply
using a rule of thumb annual production as is often done in
building design. The panels also influence the building energetics
and the heat fluxes (radiative and convective) to the atmosphere.
Thus, it is possible to evaluate the influence of solar panels
implementation strategies on the UHI.

A scenario of large but realistic deployment of solar panels in
the Paris metropolitan area has been simulated. A comparison
with the reference, present-day city without (many) solar panels,
enables the impact of this scenario to be estimated. Unlike work
previously reported in the literature, the present study imple-
mented both thermal and PV solar panels in the model. This
allowed realistic scenarios to be simulated, where thermal panels
are introduced first. It is shown that solar panels, by shading of
the roof, slightly increase the need for domestic heating (3%).
With future improvements in insulation, this impact will prob-
ably be less significant. In summer, however, the solar panels
reduce the energy needed for air-conditioning (by 12%), thanks
to the shading of the roof. They also lead to a reduction of
the UHI.

During summer, when sunlight is strong, the deployment of
solar panels can reduce the temperature by 0.2 K. At night, a sim-
plistic analysis would suggest that the solar panels have no effect
(as there is no sunlight). However, the physical simulation per-
formed here shows that the presence of solar panels leads to a
mitigation of up to 0.3 K of the UHI at night (so more than dur-
ing the day). This counter-intuitive result is due to the interaction
between the urban surface energy balance (the evolution of which
has been modified by solar panels) and the night-time structure
of the atmospheric layer above the city. These impacts are larger
than those found in previous works, because of the use of ther-
mal panels (that are more efficient than PV panels) and due to
the geographical position of Paris, which is relatively far from the
sea. This means that it is not influenced by sea breezes, and hence
that its UHI is stronger than for a coastal city of the same size. But
it also means that local adaptation strategies aiming at decreasing
the UHI will have more potent effects.

In addition to these theoretical results, some practical issues
have to be taken into consideration in order to better inform deci-
sion makers. Installing PV panels or thermal solar collectors on
roofs of existing buildings will change the visual appearance of
the urban areas concerned. This change may be a difficult issue
in towns like Paris, where the tourist industry is important, and
installation will probably not be accepted on all potential surfaces.
Moreover, the outdoor urban environment is highly polluted
and dirt deposits on panel and collector surfaces will inevitably
decrease the effectiveness of solar equipment. Regular cleaning
could be a way to limit this impact but the consequences of
this maintenance activity need to be evaluated (e.g., access paths,
security equipment, manpower). Fire risk may also be an issue
for PV panels: a series of cases were recorded for newly equipped
buildings in Europe in 2013. The products implicated were with-
drawn from the market but this situation calls for a rigorous
selection of products and contractors as well as for a maintenance
plan of the installations. The above mentioned issues require fur-
ther investigation in the perspective of an economic evaluation
taking both positive and negative externalities into account.
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To sum up, the deployment of solar panels is good both
for producing energy (and hence contributing to a decrease of
greenhouse gas emissions) and for decreasing the UHI, espe-
cially in summer, when it can be a threat to health. In future
climate conditions, solar panels would also help to decrease the
demand of air-conditioning. Future work will focus on study-
ing urban adaptation strategies in the long term (as far as the
end of the twenty-first century) taking a large panel of possi-
ble planning options into consideration, such as city greening,
improved insulation, changes in occupants’ behavior, different
forms of urban expansion and the deployment of renewable
energy systems.
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The Photovoltaic Heat Island 
Effect: Larger solar power plants 
increase local temperatures
Greg A. Barron-Gafford1,2, Rebecca L. Minor1,2, Nathan A. Allen3, Alex D. Cronin4, 
Adria E. Brooks5 & Mitchell A. Pavao-Zuckerman6

While photovoltaic (PV) renewable energy production has surged, concerns remain about whether 
or not PV power plants induce a “heat island” (PVHI) effect, much like the increase in ambient 
temperatures relative to wildlands generates an Urban Heat Island effect in cities. Transitions to PV 
plants alter the way that incoming energy is reflected back to the atmosphere or absorbed, stored, and 
reradiated because PV plants change the albedo, vegetation, and structure of the terrain. Prior work 
on the PVHI has been mostly theoretical or based upon simulated models. Furthermore, past empirical 
work has been limited in scope to a single biome. Because there are still large uncertainties surrounding 
the potential for a PHVI effect, we examined the PVHI empirically with experiments that spanned 
three biomes. We found temperatures over a PV plant were regularly 3–4 °C warmer than wildlands 
at night, which is in direct contrast to other studies based on models that suggested that PV systems 
should decrease ambient temperatures. Deducing the underlying cause and scale of the PVHI effect and 
identifying mitigation strategies are key in supporting decision-making regarding PV development, 
particularly in semiarid landscapes, which are among the most likely for large-scale PV installations.

Electricity production from large-scale photovoltaic (PV) installations has increased exponentially in recent dec-
ades1–3. This proliferation in renewable energy portfolios and PV powerplants demonstrate an increase in the 
acceptance and cost-effectiveness of this technology4,5. Corresponding with this upsurge in installation has been 
an increase in the assessment of the impacts of utility-scale PV4,6–8, including those on the efficacy of PV to offset 
energy needs9,10. A growing concern that remains understudied is whether or not PV installations cause a “heat 
island” (PVHI) effect that warms surrounding areas, thereby potentially influencing wildlife habitat, ecosystem 
function in wildlands, and human health and even home values in residential areas11. As with the Urban Heat 
Island (UHI) effect, large PV power plants induce a landscape change that reduces albedo so that the modified 
landscape is darker and, therefore, less reflective. Lowering the terrestrial albedo from ~20% in natural deserts12 
to ~5% over PV panels13 alters the energy balance of absorption, storage, and release of short- and longwave 
radiation14,15. However, several differences between the UHI and potential PVHI effects confound a simple com-
parison and produce competing hypotheses about whether or not large-scale PV installations will create a heat 
island effect. These include: (i) PV installations shade a portion of the ground and therefore could reduce heat 
absorption in surface soils16, (ii) PV panels are thin and have little heat capacity per unit area but PV modules 
emit thermal radiation both up and down, and this is particularly significant during the day when PV modules 
are often 20 °C warmer than ambient temperatures, (iii) vegetation is usually removed from PV power plants, 
reducing the amount of cooling due to transpiration14, (iv) electric power removes energy from PV power plants, 
and (v) PV panels reflect and absorb upwelling longwave radiation, and thus can prevent the soil from cooling as 
much as it might under a dark sky at night.

Public concerns over a PVHI effect have, in some cases, led to resistance to large-scale solar development. By 
some estimates, nearly half of recently proposed energy projects have been delayed or abandoned due to local 
opposition11. Yet, there is a remarkable lack of data as to whether or not the PVHI effect is real or simply an issue 
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associated with perceptions of environmental change caused by the installations that lead to “not in my back-
yard” (NIMBY) thinking. Some models have suggested that PV systems can actually cause a cooling effect on the 
local environment, depending on the efficiency and placement of the PV panels17,18. But these studies are limited 
in their applicability when evaluating large-scale PV installations because they consider changes in albedo and 
energy exchange within an urban environment (rather than a natural ecosystem) or in European locations that 
are not representative of semiarid energy dynamics where large-scale PV installations are concentrated10,19. Most 
previous research, then, is based on untested theory and numerical modeling. Therefore, the potential for a PHVI 
effect must be examined with empirical data obtained through rigorous experimental terms.

The significance of a PVHI effect depends on energy balance. Incoming solar energy typically is either 
reflected back to the atmosphere or absorbed, stored, and later re-radiated in the form of latent or sensible heat 
(Fig. 1)20,21. Within natural ecosystems, vegetation reduces heat gain and storage in soils by creating surface shad-
ing, though the degree of shading varies among plant types22. Energy absorbed by vegetation and surface soils can 
be released as latent heat in the transition of liquid water to water vapor to the atmosphere through evapotranspi-
ration – the combined water loss from soils (evaporation) and vegetation (transpiration). This heat-dissipating 
latent energy exchange is dramatically reduced in a typical PV installation (Fig. 1 transition from A-to-B), poten-
tially leading to greater heat absorption by soils in PV installations. This increased absorption, in turn, could 
increase soil temperatures and lead to greater sensible heat efflux from the soil in the form of radiation and con-
vection. Additionally, PV panel surfaces absorb more solar insolation due to a decreased albedo13,23,24. PV panels 
will re-radiate most of this energy as longwave sensible heat and convert a lesser amount (~20%) of this energy 
into usable electricity. PV panels also allow some light energy to pass, which, again, in unvegetated soils will 
lead to greater heat absorption. This increased absorption could lead to greater sensible heat efflux from the soil 
that may be trapped under the PV panels. A PVHI effect would be the result of a detectable increase in sensible 
heat flux (atmospheric warming) resulting from an alteration in the balance of incoming and outgoing energy 
fluxes due to landscape transformation. Developing a full thermal model is challenging17,18,25, and there are large 
uncertainties surrounding multiple terms including variations in albedo, cloud cover, seasonality in advection, 
and panel efficiency, which itself is dynamic and impacted by the local environment. These uncertainties are 
compounded by the lack of empirical data.

We addressed the paucity of direct quantification of a PVHI effect by simultaneously monitoring three sites 
that represent a natural desert ecosystem, the traditional built environment (parking lot surrounded by com-
mercial buildings), and a PV power plant. We define a PVHI effect as the difference in ambient air temperature 
between the PV power plant and the desert landscape. Similarly, UHI is defined as the difference in temperature 
between the built environment and the desert. We reduced confounding effects of variability in local incoming 
energy, temperature, and precipitation by utilizing sites contained within a 1 km area.

At each site, we monitored air temperature continuously for over one year using aspirated temperature probes 
2.5 m above the soil surface. Average annual temperature was 22.7 +  0.5 °C in the PV installation, while the nearby 
desert ecosystem was only 20.3 +  0.5 °C, indicating a PVHI effect. Temperature differences between areas varied 
significantly depending on time of day and month of the year (Fig. 2), but the PV installation was always greater 
than or equal in temperature to other sites. As is the case with the UHI effect in dryland regions, the PVHI effect 
delayed the cooling of ambient temperatures in the evening, yielding the most significant difference in overnight 
temperatures across all seasons. Annual average midnight temperatures were 19.3 +  0.6 °C in the PV installation, 
while the nearby desert ecosystem was only 15.8 +  0.6 °C. This PVHI effect was more significant in terms of actual 
degrees of warming (+ 3.5 °C) in warm months (Spring and Summer; Fig. 3, right).

Figure 1. Illustration of midday energy exchange. Assuming equal rates of incoming energy from the sun, a 
transition from (A) a vegetated ecosystem to (B) a photovoltaic (PV) power plant installation will significantly 
alter the energy flux dynamics of the area. Within natural ecosystems, vegetation reduces heat capture and 
storage in soils (orange arrows), and infiltrated water and vegetation release heat-dissipating latent energy fluxes 
in the transition of water-to-water vapor to the atmosphere through evapotranspiration (blue arrows). These 
latent heat fluxes are dramatically reduced in typical PV installations, leading to greater sensible heat fluxes (red 
arrows). Energy re-radiation from PV panels (brown arrow) and energy transferred to electricity (purple arrow) 
are also shown.
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In both PVHI and UHI scenarios, the greater amount of exposed ground surfaces compared to natural sys-
tems absorbs a larger proportion of high-energy, shortwave solar radiation during the day. Combined with min-
imal rates of heat-dissipating transpiration from vegetation, a proportionally higher amount of stored energy is 
reradiated as longwave radiation during the night in the form of sensible heat (Fig. 1)15. Because PV installations 
introduce shading with a material that, itself, should not store much incoming radiation, one might hypothesize 
that the effect of a PVHI effect would be lesser than that of a UHI. Here, we found that the difference in evening 
ambient air temperature was consistently greater between the PV installation and the desert site than between the 
parking lot (UHI) and the desert site (Fig. 3). The PVHI effect caused ambient temperature to regularly approach 
or be in excess of 4 °C warmer than the natural desert in the evenings, essentially doubling the temperature 
increase due to UHI measured here. This more significant warming under the PVHI than the UHI may be due 
to heat trapping of re-radiated sensible heat flux under PV arrays at night. Daytime differences from the natural 
ecosystem were similar between the PV installation and urban parking lot areas, with the exception of the Spring 
and Summer months, when the PVHI effect was significantly greater than UHI in the day. During these warm 
seasons, average midnight temperatures were 25.5 +  0.5 °C in the PV installation and 23.2 +  0.5 °C in the parking 
lot, while the nearby desert ecosystem was only 21.4 +  0.5 °C.

The results presented here demonstrate that the PVHI effect is real and can significantly increase temperatures 
over PV power plant installations relative to nearby wildlands. More detailed measurements of the underlying 
causes of the PVHI effect, potential mitigation strategies, and the relative influence of PVHI in the context of the 
intrinsic carbon offsets from the use of this renewable energy are needed. Thus, we raise several new questions 
and highlight critical unknowns requiring future research.

What is the physical basis of land transformations that might cause a PVHI?
We hypothesize that the PVHI effect results from the effective transition in how energy moves in and out of a PV 
installation versus a natural ecosystem. However, measuring the individual components of an energy flux model 
remains a necessary task. These measurements are difficult and expensive but, nevertheless, are indispensable 
in identifying the relative influence of multiple potential drivers of the PVHI effect found here. Environmental 

Figure 2. Average monthly ambient temperatures throughout a 24-hour period provide evidence of a 
photovoltaic heat island (PVHI) effect. 
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conditions that determine patterns of ecosystem carbon, energy, and water dynamics are driven by the means 
through which incoming energy is reflected or absorbed. Because we lack fundamental knowledge of the changes 
in surface energy fluxes and microclimates of ecosystems undergoing this land use change, we have little ability to 
predict the implications in terms of carbon or water cycling4,8.

What are the physical implications of a PVHI, and how do they vary by region?
The size of an UHI is determined by properties of the city, including total population26–28, spatial extent, and the 
geographic location of that city29–31. We should, similarly, consider the spatial scale and geographic position of 
a PV installation when considering the presence and importance of the PVHI effect. Remote sensing could be 
coupled with ground-based measurements to determine the lateral and vertical extent of the PVHI effect. We 
could then determine if the size of the PVHI effect scales with some measure of the power plant (for example, 
panel density or spatial footprint) and whether or not a PVHI effect reaches surrounding areas like wildlands and 
neighborhoods. Given that different regions around the globe each have distinct background levels of vegetative 
ground cover and thermodynamic patterns of latent and sensible heat exchange, it is possible that a transition 
from a natural wildland to a typical PV power plant will have different outcomes than demonstrated here. The 
paucity in data on the physical effects of this important and growing land use and land cover change warrants 
more studies from representative ecosystems.

What are the human implications of a PVHI, and how might we mitigate these 
effects?
With the growing popularity of renewable energy production, the boundaries between residential areas and 
larger-scale PV installations are decreasing. In fact, closer proximity with residential areas is leading to increased 
calls for zoning and city planning codes for larger PV installations32,33, and PVHI-based concerns over potential 
reductions in real estate value or health issues tied to Human Thermal Comfort (HTC)34. Mitigation of a PVHI 
effect through targeted revegetation could have synergistic effects in easing ecosystem degradation associated 
with development of a utility scale PV site and increasing the collective ecosystem services associated with an 
area4. But what are the best mitigation measures? What tradeoffs exist in terms of various means of revegetating 
degraded PV installations? Can other albedo modifications be used to moderate the severity of the PVHI?

Figure 3. (Left) Average monthly levels of Photovoltaic Heat Islanding (ambient temperature difference 
between PV installation and desert) and Urban Heat Islanding (ambient temperature difference between 
the urban parking lot and the desert). (Right) Average night and day temperatures for four seasonal periods, 
illustrating a significant PVHI effect across all seasons, with the greatest influence on ambient temperatures at 
night.
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To fully contextualize these findings in terms of global warming, one needs to consider the relative signifi-
cance of the (globally averaged) decrease in albedo due to PV power plants and their associated warming from the 
PVHI against the carbon dioxide emission reductions associated with PV power plants. The data presented here 
represents the first experimental and empirical examination of the presence of a heat island effect associated with 
PV power plants. An integrated approach to the physical and social dimensions of the PVHI is key in supporting 
decision-making regarding PV development.

Methods
Site Description. We simultaneously monitored a suite of sites that represent the traditional built urban 
environment (a parking lot) and the transformation from a natural system (undeveloped desert) to a 1 MW 
PV power plant (Fig. 4; Map data: Google). To minimize confounding effects of variability in local incoming 
energy, temperature, and precipitation, we identified sites within a 1 km area. All sites were within the boundaries 
of the University of Arizona Science and Technology Park Solar Zone (32.092150°N, 110.808764°W; elevation: 
888 m ASL). Within a 200 m diameter of the semiarid desert site’s environmental monitoring station, the area is 
composed of a sparse mix of semiarid grasses (Sporobolus wrightii, Eragrostis lehmanniana, and Muhlenbergia 
porteri), cacti (Opuntia spp. and Ferocactus spp.), and occasional woody shrubs including creosote bush (Larrea 
tridentata), whitethorn acacia (Acacia constricta), and velvet mesquite (Prosopis velutina). The remaining area is 
bare soil. These species commonly co-occur on low elevation desert bajadas, creosote bush flats, and semiarid 
grasslands. The photovoltaic installation was put in place in early 2011, three full years prior when we initiated 
monitoring at the site. We maintained the measurement installations for one full year to capture seasonal var-
iation due to sun angle and extremes associated with hot and cold periods. Panels rest on a single-axis tracker 
system that pivot east-to-west throughout the day. A parking lot with associated building served as our “urban” 
site and is of comparable spatial scale as our PV site.

Monitoring Equipment & Variables Monitored. Ambient air temperature (°C) was measured with a 
shaded, aspirated temperature probe 2.5 m above the soil surface (Vaisala HMP60, Vaisala, Helsinki, Finland in 
the desert and Microdaq U23, Onset, Bourne, MA in the parking lot). Temperature probes were cross-validated 
for precision (closeness of temperature readings across all probes) at the onset of the experiment. Measurements 
of temperature were recorded at 30-minute intervals throughout a 24-hour day. Data were recorded on a 
data-logger (CR1000, Campbell Scientific, Logan, Utah or Microstation, Onset, Bourne, MA). Data from this 

Figure 4. Experimental sites. Monitoring a (1) natural semiarid desert ecosystem, (2) solar (PV) 
photovoltaic installation, and (3) an “urban” parking lot – the typical source of urban heat islanding – 
within a 1 km2 area enabled relative control for the incoming solar energy, allowing us to quantify variation 
in the localized temperature of these three environments over a year-long time period. The Google Earth 
image shows the University of Arizona’s Science and Technology Park’s Solar Zone.
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instrument array is shown for a yearlong period from April 2014 through March 2015. Data from the parking lot 
was lost for September 2014 because of power supply issues with the datalogger.

Statistical analysis. Monthly averages of hourly (on-the-hour) data were used to compare across the nat-
ural semiarid desert, urban, and PV sites. A Photovoltaic Heat Island (PVHI) effect was calculated as differences 
in these hourly averages between the PV site and the natural desert site, and estimates of Urban Heat Island 
(UHI) effect was calculated as differences in hourly averages between the urban parking lot site and the natural 
desert site. We used midnight and noon values to examine maximum and minimum, respectively, differences 
in temperatures among the three measurement sites and to test for significance of heat islanding at these times. 
Comparisons among the sites were made using Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) test35. Standard 
errors to calculate HSD were made using pooled midnight and noon values across seasonal periods of winter 
(January-March), spring (April-June), summer (July-September), and fall (October-December). Seasonal anal-
yses allowed us to identify variation throughout a yearlong period and relate patterns of PVHI or UHI effects 
with seasons of high or low average temperature to examine correlations between background environmental 
parameters and localized heat islanding.
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Abstract  —  Large-scale solar power plants are being built at a 
rapid rate, and are setting up to use hundreds of thousands of 
acres of land surface. The thermal energy flows to the 
environment related to the operation of such facilities have not, 
so far, been addressed comprehensively.  We are developing 
rigorous computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation 
capabilities for modeling the air velocity, turbulence, and energy 
flow fields induced by large solar PV farms to answer questions 
pertaining to potential impacts of solar farms on local 
microclimate.  Using the CFD codes Ansys CFX and Fluent, we 
conducted detailed 3-D simulations of a 1 MW section of a solar 
farm in North America and compared the results with recorded 
wind and temperature field data from the whole solar farm. 
Both the field data and the simulations show that the annual 
average of air temperatures in the center of PV field can reach up 
to 1.9� above the ambient temperature, and that this thermal 
energy completely dissipates to the environment at heights of 5 to 
18 m. The data also show a prompt dissipation of thermal energy 
with distance from the solar farm, with the air temperatures 
approaching (within 0.3�) the ambient at about 300 m away of 
the perimeter of the solar farm.  Analysis of 18 months of detailed 
data showed that in most days, the solar array was completely 
cooled at night, and, thus, it is unlikely that a heat island effect 
could occur.  Work is in progress to approximate the flow fields 
in the solar farm with 2-D simulations and detail the temperature 
and wind profiles of the whole utility scale PV plant and the 
surrounding region.   The results from these simulations can be 
extrapolated to assess potential local impacts from a number of 
solar farms reflecting various scenarios of large PV penetration 
into regional and global grids. 
Index Terms – PV, climate change, heat island, fluid dynamics 

I. INTRODUCTION

Solar farms in the capacity range of 50MW to 500 MW are 
being proliferating in North America and other parts of the 
world and those occupy land in the range from 275 to 4000 
acres.  The environmental impacts from the installation and 
operation phases of large solar farms deserve comprehensive 
research and understanding. Turney and Fthenakis [1] 
investigated 32 categories of impacts from the life-stages of 
solar farms and were able to categorize such impacts as either 
beneficial or neutral, with the exception of the “local climate” 
effects for which they concluded that research and observation 
are needed. PV panels convert most of the incident solar 
radiation into heat and can alter the air-flow and temperature 
profiles near the panels. Such changes, may subsequently 
affect the thermal environment of near-by populations of 
humans and other species. Nemet [2] investigated the effect on 

global climate due to albedo change from widespread 
installation of solar panels and found this to be small 
compared to benefits from the reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions.  However, Nemet did not consider local micro-
climates and his analytical results have not been verified with 
any field data.  Donovan [3] assumed that the albedo of 
ground-mounted PV panels is similar to that of underlying 
grassland and, using simple calculations, postulated that the 
heat island effect from installing PV on grassy land would be 
negligible. Yutaka [4] investigated the potential for large scale 
of roof-top PV installations in Tokyo to alter the heat island 
effect of the city and found this to be negligible if PV systems 
are installed on black roofs.   

In our study we aim in comprehensively addressing the 
issue by modeling the air and energy flows around a solar 
farm and comparing those with measured wind and 
temperature data. 

II. FIELD DATA DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

Detailed measurements of temperature, wind speed, wind 
direction, solar irradiance, relative humidity, and rain fall were 
recorded at a large solar farm in North America.  Fig. 1 shows 
an aerial photograph of the solar farm and the locations where 
the field measurements are taken.   

Fig. 1. A picture of the solar farm indicating the locations of the 
monitoring stations 

(provided by Mr. Mueller)



The field data are obtained from 17 monitoring stations 
within and around the solar farm, including 8 weather stations 
(WS) and 9 Hawk stations (HK), all at 2.5 m heights off the 
ground. There also 80 module temperature (MT) sensors at the 
back-side of the modules close to each of the corresponding 
power stations. The WS and MT provide data at 1-min 
intervals, while the Hawk provides data every 30 minutes. The 
WS and MT data cover a period of one year from October 
2010 to September 2011, while the Hawk data cover a period 
of 18 months from March 2010 through August 2011.   
   Hawk stations 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are outside the solar farm and 
were used as reference points indicating ambient conditions. 
The measurements from Hawk 3, 6,  8 and 9 agree very well 
confirming that their distances from the perimeter of the solar 
farm are sufficient for them to be unaffected by the thermal 
mass of the PV system; Hawk 7 shows higher temperatures 
likely due to a calibration inaccuracy.  In our comparative data 
analysis we use Hawk 6 as a reference point and, since the 
prevailing winds are from the south, we selected the section 
around WS7 as the field for our CFD simulations. Figures 2 to 
7 show the difference between the temperatures in Hawk 6 
and those in the weather stations WS2 and WS7 within the 
field, and Hawks 1, 2, 4 and 5 around the solar field. 

                                                 

 Fig. 2. Air temp WS2 vs. Hawk 6    Fig.3. Air temp WS7 vs. Hawk6 

 Fig. 4. Air temp Hawk 1 vs. 6  Fig. 5. Air temp Hawk 2 vs. 6

 Fig. 6. Air temp Hawk 1 vs. 6  Fig. 7. Air temp Hawk 2 vs. 6

   These figures and Table 1 show that with the exception of 
Hawk 4, the closer the proximity to solar farm the higher the 
temperature difference from the ambient (indicated by Hawk 
6).  The relative high temperatures recorded at Hawk 4, and 
also the relative low temperatures at Hawks 1 and 5 are 
explained by the prevailing wind direction, which for the time 
period used in our analysis (8/14/2010-3/14/2011) was 
Southerly (158°-202°). Hawk 4 is downwind of the solar farm, 
whereas Hawks 1 and 5 are upwind; the downwind station 
“feels” more the effect of the heat generated at the solar farm 
than the ones upwind.  

 Fig. 8 shows the decline in air temperature as a function of 
distance to solar farm perimeter. Distances for WS2 and WS7 
are negative since they are located inside the solar farm site. 
WS2 is further into the solar farm and this is reflected in its 
higher temperature difference than WS7.  

Fig. 8. Air temperature difference as a function of distance from the 
perimeter of the  solar farm. Negative distances indicate locations  
within the solar farm. 

We also examined in detail the temperature differences 
between the modules and the surrounding air. These vary 
throughout the year but the module temperatures are 
consistently higher than those of the surrounding air during 
the day, whereas at night the modules cool to temperatures 
below ambient; an example is shown in Fig. 9.   Thus, this PV 
solar farm did not induce a day-after-day increase in ambient 
temperature, and therefore, adverse micro-climate changes 
from a potential PV plant are not a concern.  

TABLE I 
DIFFERENCE OF AIR TEMPERATURE (@2.5 M HEIGHTS) BETWEEN THE 

LISTED WEATHER AND HAWK STATIONS AND THE AMBIENT 
Met Station WS2 WS7 HK1 HK2 HK3 HK4 HK5 HK9 

Temp Difference 
from H6 (oC) 

1.878 1.468 0.488 1.292 0.292 0.609 0.664 0.289 

Distance to solar 
farm perimeter (m) 

-440 -100 100 10 450 210 20 300 



Fig. 9.   Comparison of module temperature and air
m off the ground on a sunny day (July 1, 2011)

III. CFD MODEL DEVELOPMENT

In preliminary simulations we tested the Ansys CFX and
FLUENT computational fluid dynamics codes (CFD) and
decided to use FLUENT in detailed simulations. FLUENT
offers several turbulence schemes including multiple
variations of the k-ε models, as well as k
Reynolds stress turbulence models. We used the standard,
renormalized-group (RNG), and realizable k
closure scheme as it is the most commonly used model in
street canyon flow and thermal stratification studies [5].
FLUENT incorporates the P-1 radiation model which affords
detailed radiation transfer between the solar arrays, the ground
and the ambient air; it also incorporates standard fre
convection and wind-forced convection models. Our choice
of solver was the pressure-based algorithm SIMPLE which
uses a relationship between velocity and pressure corrections
to enforce mass conservation and obtain the pressure field. We
conducted both three-dimensional (3-D) and 2

A 3-D model was built of four fields each covering an area
of 93-meters by 73-meters (Fig. 10).  Each field contains 23
linear arrays of 73-meter length and 1.8-meter width. Each
array has 180 modules of 10.5% rated efficiency, placed
facing south at a 25-degree angle from horizontal, with their
bottom raised 0.5 m from the ground and their top reaching a
height of 1.3 m . Each array was modeled as

1.8 m  1 cm rectangular. The arrays are spaced 4 meters
apart and the roads between the fields are 8 m. Fig. 10
the simulated temperatures on the arrays at 14:00 pm on
7/1/2011, when the irradiance was 966 W/m2

highest average temperatures occur on the last array (array 46).
Temperature on the front edge (array 1) is lower than in the
center (array 23). Also, temperature on array 24 is lower than
array 23, which is apparently caused by the cooling induced
by the road space between two fields, and the magnitude of
the temperature difference between arrays 24 and 46 is lower
than that between arrays 1 and 23, as higher temperature
differences from the ambient, result in more efficient cooling.

TABLE II 
MODULES TEMPERATURE 

Arrays 1 23 24 

Temperature ℃ 46.1 56.4 53.1 

Comparison of module temperature and air temperature 2.5 
m off the ground on a sunny day (July 1, 2011) 
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Fig. 10.  Module temperatures from 3-D simulations of air flows and

thermal exchange during a sunny day 

Our simulations also showed that the air temperatures above
the arrays at a height of 2.5 m ranged from 28.6
the ambient temperature was 28.6 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 11  Air temperatures from 3-D simu
a) Air temperatures at a height of 1.5 m; b)
height of 2.5 m. 

46 
57.8 

D simulations of air flows and 

Our simulations also showed that the air temperatures above 
the arrays at a height of 2.5 m ranged from 28.6  to 31.1 ; 

 (Fig. 11).  

D simulations during a sunny day. 
ight of 1.5 m; b) air temperatures at a 



These simulations show a profound cooling effect with 
increasing height from the ground.  It is shown that the 
temperatures on the back surface of solar panels is up to 30°C 
warmer than the ambient temperature, but the air above the
arrays is only up to 2.5°C higher than the ambient (i.e.,
31.1�). Also the road between the fields allows for cooling,
which is more evident at the temperatures 1.5 m off the
ground (Fig. 11a). The simulations show that heat build-up at
the power station in the middle of the fields has a negligible 
effect on the temperature flow fields; it was estimated that a 
power station adds only about 0.4% to the heat generated by 
the corresponding modules.   

The 3-D model showed that the temperature and air velocity 
fields within each field of the solar farm were symmetrical 
along the cross-wind axis; therefore a 2-D model of the 
downwind and the vertical dimensions was deemed to be 
sufficiently accurate. A 2-D model reduced the computational 
requirements and allowed for running simulations for several 
subsequent days using actual 30-min solar irradiance and wind 
input data. We tested the numerical results for three layers of 
different mesh sizes and determined that the following mesh 
sizes retain sufficient detail for an accurate representation of 
the field data: a) Top layer: 2m by 1m, b)  Middle layer: 1.5m 
by 0.6m, c)  Bottom layer: 1m by 0.4m. According to these 
mesh specifications, a simulation of 92 arrays (length of 388m, 
height 9m), required a total of 13600 cells. Figures 12-15 
show comparisons of the modeled and measured module and 
air temperatures. 

Fig. 12.   Comparisons of field and modeled module temperatures; a 
sunny summer day (7/1/2011);   2-D simulations. 

Fig. 13.   Comparisons of field and modeled air temperatures at a 
height of 2.5 m; a sunny summer day (7/1/2011); 2-D simulations. 

Fig. 14.   Comparisons of field and modeled module temperatures; a 
cloudy summer day (7/11/2011); 2-D simulations. 

Fig. 15.   Comparisons of field and modeled air temperatures at a 
height of 2.5 m; a cloudy summer day (7/11/2011); 2-D simulations. 

Figures 16a and 16b show the air temperature as a function 
of height at different downwind distances in the morning and 
afternoon during a sunny summer day.  At 9 am (irradiance 
500 W/m2, wind speed 1.6 m/s, inlet ambient temperature 
23.7�), the heat from the solar array is dissipated at heights of 
5-15m, whereas at 2 pm (irradiance 966 W/m2, wind speed
2.8m/s, inlet ambient temperature 28.6� , the temperature of
the panels has reached the daily peak, and the thermal energy
takes up to 18 m to dissipate.

TABLE III 
AIR TEMPERATURE 

Temperature Ambient (����) Low (����) High (����) Average (����) 

2.5m height 28.6 28.6 31.1 30.1 

1.5m height 28.6 28.6 33.2 30.8 



(a) 9:00 am

(b) 2:00 pm

Fig. 16  Air temperatures within the solar farm, as a function of
height at different downwind distances.  From 2-D simulations
during a sunny summer day (7/1/2011) at 9 am and 2 pm.

IV. CONCLUSION

The field data and our simulations show that the annual
average of air temperatures at 2.5 m of the ground in the
center of simulated solar farm section is 1.9

as a function of 
D simulations 

at 9 am and 2 pm. 

The field data and our simulations show that the annual 
m of the ground in the 

 higher than the 

ambient and that it declines to the ambient temperature at 5 to
18 m heights. The field data also show a clear decline of air
temperatures as a function of distance from the perimeter of
the solar farm, with the temperatures approac
temperature (within 0.3 ), at about 300
18 months of detailed data showed that in most days,
array was completely cooled at night, and, thus,
that a heat island effect could occur.

Our simulations also show that the access roads between
solar fields allow for substantial cooling, and therefore,
increase of the size of the solar farm may not affect the
temperature of the surroundings.  Simulations of large (e.g., 1
million m2) solar fields are needed to test this hypothesis.
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November 26, 2018 
 
 
Ms. Wanda Parrish, AICP, Director 
County of Spotsylvania 
Department of Planning 
9019 Old Battlefield Boulevard, Suite 320 
Spotsylvania, VA  22553 
 
RE: Application: sPower cases SUP18-0001, 0002 and 003 
 Applicant: sPower  
 Dewberry File No.:  50107769 

Engineering Review #1 
 
Dear Director and Board Members: 
 
In accordance with your authorization, Dewberry has reviewed the following plans and documents for the 
above referenced project: 
 

• “Generalized Development Plan Narratives for Center A, B and C”, prepared by sPower, undated. 
• “Generalized Development Plan, Spotsylvania Solar Energy Center A, Special Use Permit – SUP 18-

0001”, prepared by Kimley Horn and Associates, Inc., dated 10/26/2018. 
• “Generalized Development Plan, Spotsylvania Solar Energy Center B, Special Use Permit – SUP 18-

0002”, prepared by Kimley Horn and Associates, Inc., dated 10/26/2018. 
• “Generalized Development Plan, Spotsylvania Solar Energy Center C, Special Use Permit – SUP 18-

0003”, prepared by Kimley Horn and Associates, Inc., dated 10/26/2018. 
• “Spotsylvania Solar Energy Center Decommissioning and Restoration Plan”, prepared by sPower, 

dated June 2018. 
• “sPower Group Conceptual Cost Estimate for Decommission Highlander a 647,735.1kW (STC) PV 

System”, signed and sealed by Sean Millot, VA PE Lic. No. 0402052322, dated 5/15/2018. 
• “Cadmium Telluride Panel Integrity and Safety Executive Summary”, undated. 
• “Limited Soil Sampling, Sierra Solar Greenworks, West Avenue I and 120th Street, Lancaster, Los 

Angeles, CA”, dated June 15, 2018, prepared by Terracon Consultants, Inc. 
• “Heat Island Effect Literature Review and Executive Summary, prepared by sPower", undated. 
• “Noise Study – Memorandum”, prepared by Kimley Horn and Associates, Inc., dated 9/20/2018. 

 
Based on our review of the submitted information we offer the following comments: 
 
PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 
The subject property is located in Spotsylvania County, Virginia and consists of three sites (Sites A, B & C).  
Site A consists of approximately 5,200 acres, Site B consists of approximately 245 acres and Site C consists 
of approximately 905 acres.  The land is currently made up of mostly vacant land, which is rural cleared 
forested areas as well as wooded areas and some silvicultural areas.  The site also contains a large amount 
of wetlands areas, some gravel roadways and power lines.  The surrounding areas are mostly silvicultural 
areas with some agricultural areas and some rural residential areas.   
 
The applicant is seeking Special Use Permits to construct a Solar Energy Facility on the three sites that will 
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disturb approximately 3,500 acres.  The project proposes that a total amount of 500 MWac (Megawatts 
AC) of power will be generated by the facility.  Site A will generate 400 MWac, Site B will generate 30 
MWac and Site C will generate 70 MWac.  There will be several access points to the site, with the main 
access points being from Orange Plank Road, West Catharpin Road and Post Oak Road. 
 
DECOMMISSIONG AND RESTORATION PLAN REVIEW 
 
Dewberry conducted a review of the “Spotsylvania Solar Energy Center Decommission and Restoration 
Plan” dated June 2018 and the “sPower Group Conceptual Cost Estimate for Decommission Highlander a 
647,735.1kW (STC) PV System”, dated 5/15/2018.  Dewberry also reviewed Section 23-4.5.7(d) of the 
Spotsylvania County Zoning Ordinance and we offer the following recommendations: 
 

1) The report shall be updated to include the contact information for the applicant/party 
responsible during the decommissioning. 
 

2) More information regarding normal work hours shall be provided, typical days and hours shall 
be included. 
 

3) A phasing plan for the decommissioning and restoration of the project shall be provided.  This 
plan shall include phasing, locations of staging of materials and a truck route/access map and 
plan. 
 

4) The applicant shall provide additional information regarding recycling and disposal activities.  
Specifically, the following questions shall be answered in the report: 

 
a. What type of equipment will be used to transport the different materials off site?   
b. How long will materials remain on site after they are broken down? 
c. Where will they be stored prior to being hauled off? 
d. Will the materials be protected from being damaged prior to being hauled off? 

 
5) The report shall be updated to address noise standards and how they will compare with noise 

levels that are created during typical construction that were included in the provided noise 
study. 
 

6) The project proposes several wetlands crossings with access roads, Dewberry recommends 
removal of the access roads and restoration of the wetlands to the existing condition.  Details 
shall be provided on how this will be achieved.  The applicant shall provide documentation 
from the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality. 

 
7) The Decommissioning Plan does not address restoration of compacted soils, resulting from 

construction traffic and activities during decommissioning of the site.  Dewberry recommends 
the applicant address the following at a minimum: 

 
• Method of identifying and delineating the soils that have been compacted. 
• VSPZ (Vegetation and Soil Protection Zones) shall be delineated in the field.  This 

would include all areas that are not to be disturbed.  Methods of delineation (i.e., 
protective fencing) shall be addressed, mitigation methods if these areas are 
disturbed and penalties for contractor is they are disturbed. 
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• Plan of restoration proposed including; equipment, soil types, and criteria. 
• Soil testing shall be done prior to construction to determine types of soils, infiltration 

rates, chemical makeup of soils, biological functions of soils, etc. to compare to post-
decommissioning conditions. 

• Soil Testing shall also be done post-decommissioning to determine what needs to be 
done to return the soils back to the natural state. 

 
8) Clarification shall be provided regarding the restoration of the proposed gravel access roads 

and stormwater management facilities.  There are conflicting statements regarding if they will 
be restored or not.  Section 1.6 states that the gravel roads will be restored and Section 2.2.1 
states that roads may be restored or left in place and sPower’s responses to Round 3 
comments, dated September 24 state that roads and stormwater improvements will remain 
in place.  Also, the provided cost estimate assumptions state that they are removing and 
salvaging the gravel access roads.  

 
9) Additional information/detail shall be provided on the restoration of the ground after the 

existing underground conduits and lines are removed. 
 
10) The applicant shall address if the proposed landscaped buffers will remain in place after the 

life of the project. 
 
11) Additional language shall be included that will verify how the panels will be recycled and/or 

disposed of and the process explained on how the metals will be contained and not allowed 
into the environment. 

 
12) Provisions shall be added to the report stating that documentation will be provided from the 

recycling and disposal sites which shall include descriptions and quantities of materials. 
 
13) Dewberry recommends that the County require bonding the actual cost of the 

decommissioning before the recycling amounts are figured in. 

CADMIUM TELLURIDE REVIEW 
Dewberry conducted a review of the “Cadmium Telluride Panel Integrity and Safety Executive Summary”, 
undated as well as conducted research and found the following documents, which have been included for 
your review: 
 

1) “Cadmium Telluride – The Good and the Bad.” Cadmium Telluride: Advantages &amp; 
Disadvantages, Alchemie Limited Inc., 2010-2013, www.solar-facts-and-advice.com/cadmium-
telluride.html. 
 

2) “Cadmium Telluride – Photovoltaics (PV), Solar Cells, Msds, Toxicity.” Chemistry Learner, 2 Mar. 
2012, www.chemistrylearner.com/cadmium-telluride.html. 
 

3) Fthenakis, Vasilis, “Environmental Life Cycle Assessment of Cadmium Telluride Solar Cells: Cd 
Emissions”. 
 

4) Martin, Terry, and Sanja Jelic. “The Health Risks of Cadmium in Cigarette Smoke.” Verywell Mind, 
Dotdash, 18 June 2018, www.verywellmind.com/cadmium-in-cigarette-smoke-2824729. 

http://www.solar-facts-and-advice.com/cadmium-telluride.html
http://www.solar-facts-and-advice.com/cadmium-telluride.html
http://www.chemistrylearner.com/cadmium-telluride.html
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Based upon our review of the above referenced documents, we offer the following: 
 
Overview of Cadmium Telluride (CdTe)  
Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) is a compound that contains cadmium and tellurium.  It is a black crystalline 
powder that is odorless, not water soluble and non-flammable.  It has a melting point of above 1000 °C 
and the boiling point is above 1100 °C.  Cadmium by itself is a highly toxic material, however, based on 
research cadmium telluride is much less toxic than pure cadmium.  CdTe can be toxic if it is ingested, 
inhaled or comes in direct contact with skin.   
 
Advantages of using Panels containing CdTe 

• Cost – Manufacturing costs are less, the manufacturing process is much simpler for these 
panels, which keeps the cost lower than silicon based panels. 
 

• The absorption rate for sunlight is ideal for solar use, it captures energy at shorter wavelengths 
than silicon panels. 
 

• Cadmium is a material that is very abundant in supply as it is a byproduct of other 
manufacturing processes. 

Disadvantages of using Panels containing CdTe 
• Fear of toxicity from the cadmium contained.  There have been studies showing that there are 

little to no impacts on the environment.  However, there still are some risks as stated before, 
with ingestion, inhalation and skin contact.  These risks are more isolated to the people that 
produce the CdTe from the raw materials.  
 

• The efficiency of the panels is very low compared to the efficiency of the silicon based panels, 
meaning that more of the panels are required to create the same amount of energy.  The 
footprint of the system could be reduced if silicon panels are used. 
 

• The supply of tellurium is not abundant like the supply of Cadmium.  Tellurium is considered a 
rare element, which limits how many panels are produced.   

Findings 
Based upon our review of the above referenced documents, there is little evidence to suggest that CdTe 
based solar panels present risk to the population or environment.  If they are handled properly during all 
phases of construction and disposal, they will not emit any toxicity into the environment.    
 
According to “Environmental Life Cycle Assessment of Cadmium Telluride Solar Cells: Cd Emissions”, 
emissions of Cd can only happen during an accidental fire.  Experiments have been conducted with fire 
and almost none of the Cd (0.04%) was actually released into the environment. 
 
Below are some risks associated with everyday life, where risks are prevalent.   
 
Some common uses of Cd that pose a risk include: 
 

• Ni-Cd batteries – these batteries use Cd, which is less stable than CdTe. 
• Coal & Petroleum – Coal and petroleum both contain Cd and it is emitting during burning. 
• Plastic – Cd is used as a stabilizer and for pigments in plastics. 
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According to “The Health Risks of Cadmium in Cigarette Smoke”: 
 

• Cadmium is present in water and foods because it is naturally occurring in water and soils. 
• Per the EPA, a safe level of Cadmium in drinking water is 5 ppb (parts per billion). 
• Cadmium occurs naturally in food: it is highest in vegetables, potatoes, meats, shellfish 
• Most foods in US contain 2 to 40 ppb. 
• Single cigarettes contain 1-2 mcg (micrograms) of Cadmium and produce 1,000 – 3,000 ppb in the 

smoke that is emitted.  For each pack of cigarettes, the body will absorb approximately 1-3 mcg 
of cadmium. 

• It is estimated that the average person also ingested 30 mcg of Cadmium per day.  The body only 
retains about 1-3 mcg of what it ingests. 

Recommendations 
 
It is Dewberry’s recommendation that the applicant be required to perform soil screenings for cadmium 
and other heavy metals prior to construction as a baseline in accordance with Virginia Department of 
Environmental Quality’s (VDEQ) requirements.  Consideration of a testing program during the lifetime of 
the solar facility should be implemented in the event that panels are broken with potential for Cadmium 
release into the soil.  Periodic screening of soils should be considered for levels to insure that the levels 
are in accordance with VDEQ standards.  The standards shall include testing procedures, inspection 
protocol and reporting procedures to the County and VDEQ.  Provisions shall also be included for 
notification to the County and VDEQ for witnessing, if warranted. 
 
HEAT ISLAND EFFECT REVIEW 
 
Dewberry conducted a review of the “Heat Island Executive Summary” provided by s-Power. The following 
research information was provided and is included for your review: 

[1] “Solar panels reduce both global warming and urban heat island”; Frontiers in Environmental 
Science, June 4th, 2014 

[2] “The Photovoltaic Heat Island Effect: Larger solar power plants increase local temperatures”  
[3] “Analysis of the Potential for a Heat island Effect in Large Solar Farms”,  
[4] “Impacts of land use land cover on temperature trends over the continental United States: 

Assessment using the North American Regional Reanalysis”, Souleymane Fall, et al., 
International journal of climatology, 2009. 

[5] “Ecological Climatology”, Gordon Bonan, 2nd ed., New York: Cambridge University Press. 550 pp. 
ch. 13 on surface energy fluxes, 2008. (not included) 

[6] “Washington Solar Project Local Heating”, Dr. Clinton J. Andrews, Rutgers University, 
09/09/2012 

A “heat island” effect refers to an increase in the ambient temperature due to a change in land use. This 
is common in urban environments, but the same effect will occur within solar farms. This is referred to 
as the Photovoltaic Heat Island (PVHI) effect. Temperature increase is mainly attributed to: 

• Removal of Vegetation 
a. Shading is decreased. Direct sunlight heats up soils and surroundings 
b. Evapotranspiration is decreased. Plants and trees are removed, which use heat to 

evaporate water. 
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• Albedo Decrease  
a. Albedo, the proportion of light reflected to light absorbed, increases. For example, 

asphalt paving, building materials, dark covered roofs, solar panels, etc.  All have 
very low albedo (highly absorptive). There is more available energy to be re-radiated 
as heat, which attributes an increase in overall temperature. 

• Thermal Mass Increases 
a. Urban building materials such as asphalt paving, bricks, and roofs retain heat well, 

which in turn releases thermal energy slowly. 

Questions have been raised by Spotsylvania County regarding any significant adverse impact on 
neighboring properties. 
 
The effect of the heat island can be described by considering an energy balance at the Earth’s surface 
[5]. When land use is altered in any of the manners described above, the energy balance of the area 
changes. This can cause an increase in sensible heat in the area. The net radiation from the sun at the 
Earth’s surface is equal to the sensible, latent, and conductive heat fluxes. 
 
Net radiation (power absorbed) is uncontrollable and is strongly influenced by albedo. Albedo values for 
solar panels are comparable to the pre-existing conditions on the Spotsylvania site. Values for panels 
range from 0.16-0.27, where trees and grass range from 0.15 – 0.26, respectively [4]. This results in a 
similar amount of net radiation at the Earth’s surface. This is different than asphalt for example, in which 
albedo can be as low as 0.04 (more absorption). 
 
Conductive heat flux describes heat conducted to the ground. Shading is very important in preventing 
the ground from heating up which in turn increases conductive heat flux. For example, fallow 
agricultural land will have greater conductive heat flux from the ground than a solar farm because it is 
under direct sunlight. For a solar farm, shading provided by panels lowers this term which will result in 
more sensible heat. However, this increase is not 1:1 because not all radiation hits the ground.  
 
In the case of Spotsylvania, the spacing of the panels from each other (rather than a solid mass of 
panels) encourages conductive heat flux in open areas which in turn will lower overall sensible heat. 
Also, trees provide significant shading of the ground currently. Thus, there will be little if no change in 
the conductive heat flux in the overall area. 
 
Latent heat flux describes heat used by plants and trees for evapotranspiration. Dense vegetation that 
absorb soil moisture and increase the amount of latent heat flux by the means of evapotranspiration. 
The heat island effect in Spotsylvania will benefit greatly from grasses growing underneath panels that 
provide latent cooling. Encouraging latent heat flux in the area as much as possible proves very useful as 
a mitigation strategy. 
 
Thermal mass of the panels should also be noted. Panels have low thermal mass as compared to soils, 
meaning that they do not retain heat very well. They will lose heat quickly, so a prolonged sense of heat 
will not be carried out into the evening and night time. This will not create a consistent increase in 
temperature of the area which would suggest a micro-climate.  
 
Temperature increases have been observed within solar farms, but increased temperatures dissipate as 
distance from the panel’s increases. Heat will dissipate in a manner similar to that of light or sound. In 
an idealized situation where there is no interference with surroundings, the strength of a power source 
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will decreases exponentially as distance increases. Exact quantification can be complex due to wind, 
spatial orientation, and surroundings. However, this describes the way heat will dissipate into the air. 
Buffers should be placed at the point where the rate of temperature decrease minimizes. 
 
Dewberry has reviewed s-Power’s heat island executive summary and supporting information. The 
following PVHI effects were observed: 

• Temperatures within and around the solar farm were consistently higher than the 
surroundings. Temperatures within the solar farms could be as much as 4 degrees higher. 

• Reference [3] quantifies heat dissipation. Temperatures decrease to within a degree within 
the first 330 ft. of horizontal distance. Temperatures return to ambient at a height of 60 ft. 
above the panels. 

• Module temperatures can rise to 36 °F above ambient during the day, and cool to ambient 
temperatures by sunset. 

Dewberry previously conducted a study on the impact of a solar farm on local heating on a previous 
project in Washington, NJ. This provided insight into the results provided in s-Power’s executive 
summary. It is attached to the appendix for review. The following was observed: 

• Temperatures were several degrees higher directly above the panels within the solar farm 
• Temperatures decreased to ambient at the perimeter of the solar farm. 

Based on our understanding, the results of the data provided by s-Power makes good criteria to follow 
for the design for the following reasons: 

• Desert areas have little to no vegetative coverage, resulting in a lower amount of latent heat 
flux in the area. 

• Conductive heat flux in the desert will be lower, due to the shading provided by panels. 
• Desert areas receive higher solar irradiance (power per area) which increases the overall 

energy input/output of the balance. 

Mitigation Strategies & Recommendations 
Typical mitigation strategies against the effect of a PVHI involve minimizing change to the energy 
balance. This is encouraged by providing dense vegetation of the area around and underneath the 
panels to maximize latent heat flux contribution to the area to lower sensible heat. Increased setbacks 
and planted buffers help control any impact on residential properties. 
 
s-Power has proposed the following mitigation strategies within their summary: 

• A minimum setback of 250 ft. from the residential properties of Fawn Lake 
• s-Power will maintain and/or install vegetative buffers and berms that will reduce heat 

emanating from the arrays through absorption. 

Dewberry offers the following recommendations based on the independent research and s-Power’s 
executive summary: 

• The setbacks from the properties of Fawn Lake be increased to 350 ft., matching the results 
found in reference [3].  

• The vegetative buffers and berms must be installed with shade trees as well as shrubs and 
to create a dense screen and maximize absorption of any radiative heat. 

o Buffers must be maintained and a maintenance plan should state procedures for 
removal and replacement.  
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• Vegetative coverage in the area must be maximized. Dense grasses that grow well in shade 
should be used throughout the site. This will help mitigate evapotranspiration and heat 
absorbed by soils. A comprehensive landscaping coverage plan should be required. 

Dewberry reserves the right to present additional comments following public hearing testimony and/or 
receipt of revised plans.  If you have any questions regarding the contents of this letter, or require 
additional information, please contact the undersigned. 
 

Very truly yours,  
 
Dewberry Engineers Inc. 
 
 
_______________________________ 
EVAN D. HILL, P.E., C.M.E.* 
Associate/Department Manager, Site/Civil Services 
*Licensed in NJ, PA & DE 
 

cc: Board Members 
Applicant’s Engineer 
Applicant’s Attorney 
Applicant 
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Cadmium Telluride – The Good 
and the Bad

Cadmium telluride (CdTe) is a photovoltaic (PV) technology based on the 
use of a thin film of CdTe to absorb and convert sunlight into electricity. 
CdTe is growing rapidly in acceptance and now represents the second most 
utilized solar cell material in the world. The first is still silicon. 

Solar panels based on CdTe are the first and only thin film photovoltaic 
technology to surpass crystalline silicon PV in cheapness for a significant 
portion of the PV market, namely in multi-kilowatt systems.

History

Research in Cadmium telluride dates back to the 1950's because it is almost 
perfectly matched to the distribution of photons in the solar spectrum in 
terms of optimal conversion to electricity. Early leaders in CdS/CdTe cell 
efficiencies were General Electric in the 1960s, and then Kodak, Monosolar, 
Matsushita, and AMETEK.

Professor Ting L. Chu of Southern Methodist University and subsequently of 
University of South Florida, Tampa, made significant contributions to 
moving the efficiency of CdTe cells to above 15% in 1992, a critical level of 
success in terms of potential commercial competitiveness. This was the first 
thin film to reach this level, as verified at the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (NREL). 

Matsushita claimed an 11% module efficiency using CSS and then dropped 
out of the technology, perhaps due to internal corporate pressures over 
cadmium which is highly toxic. A similar efficiency and fate eventually 
occurred at BP Solar, which dropped the technology in the early 2000s. 

Cell efficiency

Best cell efficiency has plateaued at 16.5% since 2001 (a record held by 
NREL). The opportunity to increase current has been almost fully exploited, 
but more difficult challenges associated with junction quality, with 
properties of CdTe and with contacting have not been as successful. 

Improved doping of CdTe and increased understanding of key processing 
steps (e.g., cadmium chloride recrystallization and contacting) are key to 
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improving cell efficiency. Since CdTe has the optimal band gap for single-
junction devices, it may be expected that efficiencies close to exceeding 
20% (such as already shown in CIS alloys) should be achievable in mass 
produced CdTe cells. 

In 2009, EMPA, the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and 
Research, demonstrated a 12.4% efficient solar cell on flexible plastic 
substrate.

Low Cost Manufacturing

The major advantage of this technology is that the panels can manufactured 
at lower costs than silicon based solar panels. First Solar was the first 
manufacturer of Cadmium telluride panels to produced solar cells for less 
than $1.00 per watt.

Some experts believe it will be possible to get the solar cell costs down to 
around $0.5 per watt. With commodity-like margins and combined with 
balance-of-system (BOS) costs, installed systems near $1.5/W seem 
achievable. With sufficient levels of sunlight – this would allow such systems 
to produce electricity in the $0.06 to $0.08 / kWh range – or for less than 
fuel based electricity costs.

Advantages of Cadmium Telluride Solar Panels

CdTe panels have several advantages over traditional silicon technology. 
These include:

1. Ease of manufacturing: The necessary electric field, which makes turning 
solar energy into electricity possible, stems from properties of two types of 
cadmium molecules, cadmium sulfide and cadmium telluride. This means a 
simple mixture of molecules achieves the required properties, simplifying 
manufacturing compared to the multi-step process of joining two different 
types of doped silicon in a silicon solar panel.

2. Good match with sunlight: Cadmium telluride absorbs sunlight at close to 
the ideal wavelength, capturing energy at shorter wavelengths than is 
possible with silicon panels

3. Cadmium is abundant: Cadmium is abundant, produced as a by-product 
of other important industrial metals such as zinc, consequently it has not 
had the wider price swings that have happened in the past two years with 
silicon prices.

Cadmium telluride drawbacks

While price is a major advantage, there are some drawbacks to this type of 
solar panels, namely:

1. Lower efficiency levels: Cadmium telluride solar panels currently achieve 
an efficiency of 10.6%, which is significantly lower than the typical 
efficiencies of silicon solar cells.

2. Tellurium supply: While Cadmium is relatively abundant, Tellurium is not. 
Tellurium (Te) is an extremely rare element (1-5 parts per billion in the 
Earth's crust. According to USGS, global tellurium production in 2007 was 
135 metric tons. Most of it comes as a by-product of copper, with smaller 
byproduct amounts from lead and gold. One gigawatt (GW) of CdTe PV 
modules would require about 93 metric tons (at current efficiencies and 
thicknesses), so the availability of tellurium will eventually limited how 
many panels can be produced with this material.

Since CdTe is now regarded as an important technology in terms of PV’s 
future impact on global energy and environment, the issue of tellurium 
availability is significant. Recently, researchers have added an unusual twist 
– astrophysicists identify tellurium as the most abundant element in the 
universe with an atomic number over 40. This surpasses, e.g., heavier 
materials like tin, bismuth, and lead, which are common. Researchers have 
shown that well-known undersea ridges (which are now being evaluated for 
their economic recoverability) are rich in tellurium and by themselves could 
supply more tellurium than we could ever use for all of our global energy. It 
is not yet known whether this undersea tellurium is recoverable, nor 
whether there is much more tellurium elsewhere that can be recovered.

However, as I was doing research for this article I found more than one 
article (in mining publications) that suggested that the capacity for 
manufacturing thin-film photovoltaic solar cells from cadmium telluride is 
very close to the maximum supply of tellurium available, or that may 
become available and that the ability of companies like First Solar to 
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continue to expand at the rates they have been growing at over the past 
several years will become increasingly difficult to maintain because of lack 
of available tellurium (even with recovery from recyclying).

3. Toxicity of Cadmium

Cadmium is one of the top 6 deadliest and toxic materials known. However, 
CdTe appears to be less toxic than elemental cadmium, at least in terms of 
acute exposure.

This is not to say it is harmless. Cadmium telluride is toxic if ingested, if its 
dust is inhaled, or if it is handled improperly (i.e. without appropriate gloves 
and other safety precautions). The toxicity is not solely due to the cadmium 
content. One study found that the highly reactive surface of cadmium 
telluride quantum dots triggers extensive reactive oxygen damage to the 
cell membrane, mitochondria, and cell nucleus. In addition, the cadmium 
telluride films are typically recrystallized in a toxic compound of cadmium 
chloride.

The disposal and long term safety of cadmium telluride is a known issue in 
the large-scale commercialization of cadmium telluride solar panels. Serious 
efforts have been made to understand and overcome these issues. 
Researchers from the U.S. Department of Energy's Brookhaven National 
Laboratory have found that large-scale use of CdTe PV modules does not 
present any risks to health and the environment, and recycling the modules 
at the end of their useful life resolves any environmental concerns. During 
their operation, these modules do not produce any pollutants, and 
furthermore, by displacing fossil fuels, they offer great environmental 
benefits. CdTe PV modules appear to be more environmentally friendly than 
all other current uses of Cd.

The approach to CdTe safety in the European Union and China is however, 
much more cautious: cadmium and cadmium compounds are considered as 
toxic carcinogens in EU whereas China regulations allow Cd products for 
export only. The issue about regulating the use of Cadmium Telluride is 
currently being discussed in Europe.

At the present time – the most common opinion is that the use of Cadmium 
Terlluride in residential / industrial rooftop installations does not pose a 
major environmental problem.

However, some groups have expressed concern about large utility sized 
projects in the desert and the possibility of release of cadium gases or water 
table contamination. Click here to read more about this subject.

Ongoing Research

Research on CdTe research focuses on several of today's challenges:

1. Boosting efficiencies by, among other things, exploring innovative 
transparent conducting oxides that allow more light into the cell to be 
absorbed and that collect more efficiently the electrical current generated by 
the cell.

2. Studying mechanisms such as grain boundaries that can limit the voltage 
of the cell.

3. Understanding the degradation that some CdTe devices exhibit at 
contacts and then redesigning devices to minimize this phenomenon.

4. Designing module packages that minimize any outdoor exposure to 
moisture.

5. Engaging aggressively in both indoor and outdoor cell and module stress 
testing. For example, we propose to test thin-film modules in hot and humid 
climates.

Click on the appropriate link to return to the top of this page about 
Cadmium Telluride technology or to return to the previous section about 
Thin Film Technologies.
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Cadmium Telluride 

is a cadmium-

tellurium

compound. This 

crystalline 

compound is 

mainly used as a 

solar-cell material 

and an infrared 

optical window. It 

is highly suitable 

for solar energy 

conversion. Cadmium Telluride is highly toxic as it contains cadmium.

Cadmium Telluride Identification

CAS number: 1306-25-8

ChemSpider: 82622

Cadmium Telluride Preparation

Purified cadmium and tellurium is combined in stoichiometric proportions in order to produce 

Cadmium Telluride. The reaction is done in an evacuated Vycor tube. Thin films of this compound 

accumulate between Aquadag electrodes in the Dewar‐type tubes.
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Picture 1 – Cadmium Telluride

Cadmium Telluride Chemical Formula

The formula for this crystalline compound is CdTe.

Cadmium Telluride Properties

Here are some of the physical, chemical and thermal properties of this material:

Appearance: it is a black crystalline powder.

Odor: It is odorless.

Solubility: This is an insoluble material.

Molar Mass: The molar mass of this substance is 240.01 g/mol.

Melting Point: It has a melting point of 1092 °C.

Boiling Point: Its boiling point is 1130 °C.

Density: The density of this compound is 6.2 g/cm .

Vapor Pressure: Its vapor pressure is 0.4 mmHg at 760 °C.

Crystal Structure: It has a zincblende crystal structure.

Band Gap: The band gap of this compound is 1.44 eV (at 300 K, direct).

Thermal Conductivity: Its thermal conductivity is 6.2 W/m·K at 293 K.

Specific Heat Capacity: The specific heat capacity of this crystalline compound is 210 J/kg·K at 293 K 

temperature.

Thermal Expansion Coefficient: 5.9×10−6/K at 293 K.

Lattice Constant: 0.648 nm at 300K

Young’s Modulus: 52 GPa

Poisson Ratio: 0.41

Refractive Index: 2.67 (at 10 µm)

Cadmium Telluride Uses

This material is used for various industrial purposes despite its toxicity. Different uses of Cadmium 

Telluride include:

Solar Cells: It is used for making highly efficient and low cost thin film solar cells. Its physical 

characteristics are ideal for this purpose. These cells usually use the n-i-p structure. Around 6% of 

the total solar cells installed in 2010 use this compound. The band gap of this compound can be 

easily perfected using various low cost methods. In 2010, this material was used for producing 

around 1.5 GW  solar cells. Increasing use of Cadmium Telluride in solar cells can result in a dearth 

of Tellurium which is one of the rarest elements found on earth.

Infrared Detector: It is alloyed with mercury for making infrared detector materials. Cadmium 

Telluride-zinc alloy is excellent for solid state gamma ray and X ray detector. Small amounts of zinc 

are used for making Cadmium zinc telluride alloy.

Optical Windows and Lenses: It is sometimes used as optical materials for infrared optical windows 

and lenses. However, this application is limited due to the toxicity of this compound. Earlier, this 

compound was marketed under the trademarked name “Irtran-6” which now obsolete.

3
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Electro-Optic Modulators: Its electro-optic coefficient of linear electro-optic effect is the greatest 

among all II-VI compound crystals. This makes it useful in electro-optic modulators.

Radiation Detectors: Cadmium Telluride is doped with chlorine for the purpose of using it as a 

radiation detector for Alpha and beta particles, X rays and gamma rays. It has various applications in 

the field of nuclear spectroscopy as it can function at room temperatures. The large band gap, high 

atomic number and high electron mobility makes it suitable for making high performance X ray and 

gamma ray detectors.

Cadmium Telluride Advantages and Disadvantages

There are some advantages and disadvantages of using this crystalline compound. The advantages 

make it highly useful in different industries while the disadvantages limit its uses in many ways.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Cadmium Telluride MSDS

This compound can cause serious health problems in case of inhalation and ingestion. Direct skin 

contact may also be harmful for humans. It is important to take necessary precautions while 

handling this toxic material.

Toxicology

Cadmium is considered to be one of the six most toxic materials know to humans. It is the main 

cause for the toxicity of Cadmium Telluride. However, this compound is much less toxic than 

cadmium metal. There is another reason behind the toxic properties of this cadmium- tellurium 

compound. According to one study, the high reactivity of this substance triggers oxygen damage to 

living cell membrane, nucleus and mitochondria. The Cadmium Telluride films typically re-

crystallize into toxic cadmium chloride solution.

First Aid Measures

Eye Contact: It can cause severe eye irritation in case of direct eye contact. One should remove any 

contact lenses and flush the eyes with plenty of lukewarm water at least for 15 minutes. It is 

important to get immediate medical assistance.

Skin Contact: Victim should immediately wash the contaminated area with a disinfectant soap and 

plenty of water. The infected clothes and shoes should be removed and washed properly before re-

use. Prolonged or repeated exposure can even cause dermatitis. One should obtain medical 

attention immediately.

• The manufacturing process is simpler than that of many other similar materials.

• It can absorb sunlight at an almost ideal wavelength. It captures energy at a shorter wave length 

than silicon panels.

• The abundance of cadmium is another advantage of this compound. Cadmium is easily produced 

as a by-product of other important metals like zinc.

• The Cadmium Telluride solar panels attain low efficiency levels of only around 10.6%. It is 

considerably lower than that of silicon solar cells.

• The extreme rarity of tellurium is another obstacle in the applications of this cadmium- tellurium 

compound. Tellurium is counted among the rarest material found in earth’s crust. This fact limits 

the number of panels made each year using this material.

• The high toxicity level of Cadmium Telluride is another disadvantage of applying it many 

purposes.
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Inhalation: Accidental Inhalation can cause chest pain, cough, irritation of the respiratory system 

and weakness. The victim should be removed to fresh air. Tight clothing such as collar, belt and tie 

should be loosened. Oxygen or artificial respiration should be provided if the victim is experiencing 

breathing difficulty. Performing mouth-to-mouth resuscitation can be hazardous for the person 

providing the aid. The tellurium content can cause garlic-like odor in the breath and perspiration in 

case of acute exposure. It can also cause dry mouth, loss of appetite, sleepiness and nausea. Severe 

inhalation may even result in pulmonary edema and death. Immediate medical attention is required.

Ingestion: Accidental ingestion of this toxic material can cause vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal 

cramps and nausea. Acute ingestion may also cause garlic-like odor in the breath and perspiration. It 

is not advisable to induce vomiting without proper medical guidance. The victim should drink 1 to 2 

glasses of water to dilute the toxic compound. One should never give anything by mouth if the 

victim is unconscious. It is important to obtain medical aid as soon as possible.

Personal Safety Measures

NIOSH approved lab coat, dust respirator, protective gloves and safety goggles should be used for 

proper personal protection.

Fire Fighting Measures

It is a non-flammable substance. However, it decomposes and emits toxic fumes when heated. 

Firefighters should use proper fire fighting gear and protective clothing and full faced self-contained 

breathing apparatus while extinguishing a fire around it.

Storage Instruction

It should be stored in tightly sealed containers in cool, dry and well ventilated areas.

Accidental Release Measure

The spilled material should be covered with dry sand to prevent it from spreading in a wider area. 

The spillage should be transferred to a labeled and tightly sealed metal container. The spillage area 

should be washed properly with soap and water.

Waste Disposal

One should consult the local, state and federal laws in order to dispose of this toxic compound.

Cadmium Telluride Availability

Cadmium and tellurium are much more affordable compared to the solar cells and other Cadmium 

Telluride devices. However, tellurium is not as easily available as cadmium.

Cadmium Telluride is among the most useful compounds used in various industries. The advantages 

offered by this crystalline compound make it useful for many applications. Despite the 

disadvantages, it is widely used for various purposes.
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ENVIRONMENTAL LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT OF CADMIUM TELLURIDE SOLAR CELLS: Cd 
EMISSSIONS 

 
Vasilis M. Fthenakis 

1 National Photovoltaic Environmental Research Center, Department of Environmental Sciences, 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973 

*email: vmf@bnl.gov; tel. (631)344-2830; fax (631)344-4486 
 

ABSTRACT: This analysis focuses on cadmium flows and atmospheric emissions in the life cycle of cadmium telluride 
solar cells.  New data in the mining/smelting and utilization phases were used.  Published estimates were cross-referenced 
with current environmental impact reports from metal smelting facilities, and experimental investigations were conducted 
to quantify emissions during fires.  It was estimated that the total of atmospheric emissions of cadmium during all the 
phases of the modules’ life is about 0.02 g of Cd per GWh of electricity produced. These life-cycle emissions are two 
orders of magnitude lower than the controlled routine Cd emissions during the operation of modern coal-fired power plants.   

Keywords: CdTe, Environmental Effect, Manufacturing and Processing 
 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This assessment focuses on cadmium flows and emissions 
in the “cradle to grave” life cycle of cadmium telluride 
solar cells.  It examines only the photovoltaic compounds 
(i.e. CdTe and CdS); other materials in the PV module 
(e.g., glass, EVA, metal contacts) are generic to all 
technologies and are not included.  The prime focus is on 
cadmium flows and cadmium emissions in the 
environment. The life-stages of the cadmium compounds 
involve:1) production of raw materials (Cd and Te), 2) 
purification of Cd and Te, 4) production of CdTe, 5) 
manufacture of CdTe PV modules, 6) use of CdTe PV 
modules, and 7) disposal of spent modules. A detailed 
description of these phases can be found in a recent review 
article [1].  
 
2. CADMIUM PRODUCTION  
 
2.1 Mining 
 
CdTe is manufactured from pure Cd and Te, both of which 
are byproducts of smelting prime metals (e.g., Zn, Cu, Pb, 
and Au).  Cadmium minerals are not found alone in 
commercial deposits. The major cadmium-bearing mineral 
is sphalerite (ZnS), present in both zinc and lead ores.  
Cadmium is generated as a byproduct of smelting zinc 
ores (~80%), lead ores (~20%), and, to a lesser degree, of 
copper ores.   
Zinc ores contain 3% to 11% zinc, along with cadmium, 
copper, lead, silver and iron, and small amounts of gold, 
germanium, indium, and thallium.  The mean Cd 
concentration in the zinc ores is about 220 ppm.  The 
concentration of zinc in the recovered ore (called 
beneficiating) is done by crushing, grinding, and flotation 
processes (Figure 1).  These activities, if not adequately 
controlled could generate significant levels of dust.  
However, ASARCO and Cominco, two major metal 
producers,  report that implement controls which minimize 
dust emisisons.  All of the mining, crushing, and grinding 
takes place underground and wet scrubbers and dry 
cyclones are utilized to collect the dust. Cominco uses a 
wet grinding proces resulting in a slurry from which, 

reportedly,  there are essentially no dust emisions [2].  
Based on these reports and the range of emissions reported  
 
in the literature, we determined that controlled emissions 
during mining are about 30g of dust per ton ore. 
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Fig. 1. Cd Flows in Zn mining and smelting 
 
2.2 Smelting/Refining 

 
The zinc and lead concentrates are transferred to 
smelters/refiners to produce the primary metals; sulfuric 
acid and other metals are frequent byproducts from most 
smelters.  In addition to Zn, the mines in the United States 
also produce 100% of the Cd, Ge, In, and Th, 10% of Ga, 
6 % of Pb, 4% of Ag and 3% of Au used in the country 
[3].  Since economic growth has steadily increased the 
demand for zinc for decades, impure cadmium is 
produced, regardless of its use.  Before cadmium 
production started in the United States in 1907, about 85% 
of the Cd content of the zinc concentrates was lost in 
roasting the concentrate, and in the fractional distillation 
of Zn metal [4].  Zinc can be refined by either 
pyrometallurgical or hydrometallurgical treatment of its 
concentrates. The four primary zinc-smelting operations of 
the United States use electrolytic technology [5].  Older 
roast/retort smelters are no longer employed in North 
America and Northern Europe.  Berdowski et al. [6] 
reported on the emissions from zinc-smelting operations in 
several countries.  Cd emissions vary widely depending on 
the ore used and the abatement measures applied.  The 
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shift from pyrometallurgical to electrolytic processing has 
drastically reduced cadmium emissions (Table 1).  The 
most recent data show 0.2 g Cd per ton of Zn product for 
North American and European Union countries [6, 7].  
This numbers agrees with the emisssions reported for 2002 
in one of the largest smelters of the world, the Trail, 
Canada Teck Cominco facility [8]. The air emissions of 
Cd in this facility have reportedly decreased by 84% 
between 1999 and 2002. The electrolytic zinc process 
consists of five main operations, roasting, leaching, 
purification, electrodeposition and melting/casting.  
Details of these operations can be found elsewhere [1]. 
 
Table 1. Cadmium Emissions from Old and New Zinc-
Production Processes 
Process Cadmium Emissions 

 g Cd /ton Zn (% Cd Loss) 
Roast/leach/ 
electrowinning  0.2 (0.008 %) 

Roast/blast furnace 
smelting (replaced in 
Canada & Europe) 

50 (2 %) 

Roast/blast furnace 
smelting (not in use 
any more) 

100 (4 %) 

 

The feed material for producing cadmium consists of 
residues from the electrolytic production of zinc, and of 
fume and dust, collected in baghouses from emissions 
during roasting [5].  Wastewater produced from leaching, 
purification and electrowinning usually is treated and re-
used, with a small fraction of it discharged. Solid wastes 
include slurries from the sulfuric-acid plant, sludge from 
the electrolytic cells and copper cakes, and the byproducts 
of zinc production from the purification cells which 
contain cadmium, germanium, indium, and other metals.  
Purification byproducts and other solid wastes are recycled 
or stockpiled until they can be economically used.   

Thus, Cd is a byproduct of zinc and lead and is collected 
from the emissions and waste streams of these major 
metals.  Emissions in joint production of metals are 
allocated according to the International Standard 
Organization procedure ISO 14041, in proportion to the 
mass output or to the economic output of Zn, Cd, Ge and 
In from the smelters.  The allocation to Cd ranged was 
0.50% and 0.58% depending on the criterion employed 
[1].  These percentages are applied to emissions from 
mining and smelting, whereas, in the subsequent steps, 
100% of the emissions are allocated to cadmium. 
 

2.3 Cadmium Production from Zinc Electrolyte 
Purification Residue 
 
The cadmium sponge, a purification product from 
precipitating zinc sulfate solution with zinc dust at the zinc 
smelter, is 99.5% pure cadmium. This sponge is 

transferred to a cadmium recovery facility where it is 
oxidized in steam. Cadmium oxide, the product, is leached 
with spent cadmium electrolyte and sulfuric acid to 
produce a new recharged electrolyte. Impurities are 
precipitated with a strong oxidizing agent. The cathodes 
are removed once a day and are rinsed and stripped. The 
stripped cadmium is melted under flux or resin and cast 
into shapes. In a slightly different route, purification 
residues from the oxide and the sulfide-leaching processes 
are further leached with sulfuric acid and filtered through 
three stages to remove zinc, copper, and thallium before 
recovering the dissolved cadmium.  Cadmium can be 
further purified with vacuum distillation to 99.9999% 
purity [8].  
 
2.4. Purification of Cadmium and Production of CdTe 
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Metallurgical grade (i.e., 99.99% pure) metal is used in all 
current applications except for semiconductor materials 
that require higher purity.  Purification residues from 
leaching plants undergo additional leaching with sulfuric 
acid and are filtered though three stages to remove zinc, 
copper, and thallium. The final step is vacuum-distillation 
[8].  High purity Cd and Te powders from other 
manufacturers are produced by electrolytic purification 
and subsequent melting and atomization (Figure 2), or by 
vacuum distillation.  
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Fig. 2. Cd Flows from Cd Concentrates to CdTe 

 
 
Both methods are proprietary and information about 
emissions is not published.  Electrolytic purification does 
not produce any gaseous emissions.  The melting and 
atomization steps needed to form the powder produce 
about 2% emissions that are captured by HEPA filters.  



The efficiency of HEPA filters in collecting particulates of 
mean diameter of 0. 3 µm is 99.97%. 
 
3. MANUFACTURING OF CdTe PHOTOVOLTAICS 
 
Currently, the leading methods of making CdTe/CdS thin 
films is high-rate vapor transport, in which CdTe and CdS 
are deposited from the compounds in powder form after 
vaporization in a close-spaced reactor.  The current 
material utilization rates range from 35% to 70%, but 
higher utilization rates are expected in optimized scaled-up 
production. Most of the unused vapors condense on the 
reactor’s walls or rollers from where they are removed 
periodically; recycling of the residuals is both feasible and 
economic.  Approximately 1% of the vapors are carried in 
the exhaust stream; these are collected at 99.97% 
efficiencies1 using HEPA filters. The controlled Cd 
emissions correspond to 6 g per ton of Cd used in CdTe 
feedstock. 
 
4. OPERATION OF CdTe PV MODULES 
 
Thin-film α-Si, CdTe, and CIGS solar cells are durable 
and do not produce any emissions during extreme 
conditions of accelerated aging in thermal cycles from +80 
oC to -80 oC [9].  Every PV generation, regardless of 
technology, is a zero-emissions process.  Emissions could 
only be produced accidentally, if the metals are emitted 
during a fire. The fire effect on glass-to-glass encapsulated 
CdTe modules was recently investigated with emissions 
analysis and synchrotron x-ray fluorescence microprobe 
analysis of the molten glass and the results are presented 
by Fthenakis et al. in paper 5BV.1.32 of this conference.  
In these experiments CdTe was captured in the molten 
glass and almost none (~0.04%) was released.  
 
5. END-OF-LIFE DISPOSAL OR RECYCLING 
 
PV modules are expected to last 25 to 30 years. Should the 
modules at the end of their useful life end up in municipal 
landfills or incinerators, heavy metals could be released 
into the environment.  CdTe PV modules that pass 
leaching criteria for non-hazardous waste could be 
disposed of in landfills, according to current laws.  The 
leachability of metals in landfills currently is characterized 
by elution tests such as the US-EPA Toxicity 
Characterization Leachate Profile (TCLP), and the 
German DEV S4 (Deutsches Einheitsverfahren).  Previous 
studies showed that PV recycling is technologically and 
economically feasible, although complete separation of Cd 
from the other metals of the module has not been 
accomplished yet [10,11].  Metals from used solar- panels 
in large centralized applications can be reclaimed in metal-
smelting facilities, which use glass as a fluxing agent and 
recover most of the metals by incorporating them into their 
product streams.  For dispersed operations and small-scale 
recycling, hydrometallurgical separations are economical 
[12].  A valid assumption is that CdTe PV modules will be 
either recycled or properly disposed off at the end of their 
                                                                 
1 For particles of 0.3 µm or larger 

useful life; therefore atmospheric emissions during/after 
decommissioning will be zero.  Even if pieces of modules 
inadvertently make it to a municipal waste incinerator, 
cadmium will likely dissolve in the molten glass and 
would become part of the solid waste. 
 
6. DISCUSSION 
 
Our most likely estimates of atmospheric cadmium 
emissions during all the phases of the life of CdTe PV 
modules are shown in Table 2.     
 
Our reference estimate of total air emissions is 0.02 g 
Cd/GWh of electricity produced, which is 25 times lower 
than the estimate (i.e., 0.5 g Cd/GWh] reported in an early 
study [13].  The main contributor to Cd air emission in the 
later assessment was PV utilization, under the assumption 
of Cd loss during fires.  However, recent experimental 
tests proved that Cd is not emitted during fires.  Also, our 
assessment uses more up-to-date assumptions and detailed 
calculations for determining emissions during mining, 
smelting/refining, and decommissioning of end-of-life 
products.  It is interesting to compare Cd flows in CdTe 
PV with those in Ni-Cd batteries and coal-burning power 
plants.  These comparisons are given in [1] and are 
summarized below: 
 
Cadmium in Ni-Cd batteries is in the form of Cd and Cd 
(OH)2, materials which are less stable and more soluble 
than CdTe.  Based on data from the NiCd battery industry, 
a battery would produce an average of 0.046 kWh per g of 
its weight, which corresponds to 0.306 kWh per g of Cd 
contained in the battery.   This is a 2500 times lower 
efficiency in using Cd than in a CdTe PV module.   
 
Coal and oil-burning power plants, routinely produce Cd 
emissions (since Cd exists in both coal and petroleum), 
whereas CdTe PV does not emit anything during 
operation.  According to data from the U.S. Electric Power 
Research Institute (EPRI), under the best/optimized 
operational and maintenance conditions, burning coal for 
electricity releases into the air generates a minimum of 2 g 
to 7.2 g of Cd per GWh (assuming well-maintained 
electrostatic precipitators or baghouses operating at 98.6% 
efficiency, and median concentration of Cd in US coal of 
0.5 ppm (median) and 1.8 ppm (average) [14].  It is noted, 
that although very high effectiveness is expected for ESPs 
operating in North American Western European and 
Japanese power plants, ESPs are much less effective, if 
they are installed at all, in developing, coal-burning 
countries.  In addition, 140 g/GWh of Cd inevitably 
collects as fine dust in boilers, baghouses, and ESPs, 
thereby posing occupational health- and environmental- 
hazards.  Furthermore, a typical US coal-power plant 
emits per GWh about 1000 tons of CO2, 8 tons of SO2, 3 
tons of NOx, and 0.4 tons particulates. 
 
A last point is that cadmium is produced anyway as a 
byproduct of zinc production, and it can either be put to 
beneficial uses or discharged into the environment.  When 
the market does not absorb the Cd generated by metal 



smelters/refiners, it is cemented and buried, stored for 
future use, or disposed of to landfills as hazardous waste.  
Arguably, encapsulating cadmium as CdTe in PV modules 

is much more environmentally-friendly than all its current 
uses and disposal.   
 
 

 
Table 2. Atmospheric Cd Emissions from the Life-Cycle of CdTe PV Modules 

  Total Emissions Allocated Air Emissions 

Process  (g Cd/ton Cd*) (g Cd/ton Cd) 
(mg 

Cd/m2) 
(mg 

Cd/GWh) 

1. Mining of Zn ores 2.7 0.0157 0.0001 0.02 

2.  Zn Smelting/Refining 40 0.2320 0.0016 0.30 

3. Cd purification 6 6 0.042 7.79 

4. CdTe Production 6 6 0.042 7.79 

5. CdTe PV Manufacturing 3 3 0.021 3.90 

6. CdTe PV Operation 0 0 0.0003 0.06 

7. CdTe PV Disposal/Recycling 0 0 0 0.00 

TOTAL EMISSIONS  15.25 0.11 20.40 

*ton of Cd used in manufacturing     
Assumptions: 
1. Mining of zinc ores produces 3 g of dust per ton of ore 
2. Smelting/refining of Zn produces 0.2 g of Cd per ton of Zn 
production 
3. The ratio of Zn to Cd content of Zn ores is 200 
4. The mean concentration of Cd in Zn ores is 220 ppm 
5. Emissions allocation to Cd in mining/smelting is 0.58% [1] 
6. HEPA filters have a 99.97% effectiveness in collecting 
submicron size particulates in PV manufacturing exhaust streams 
7. Emissions per module area and energy output are based on:    

7 g Cd/m2 module; 10 % Electric conversion PV efficiency; 
Average US insolation (1800 kWh/m2/yr); 30 yrs PV module 
life expectancy, thus; 1 kg Cd produces 0.77 GWh over its 
life-time in PV. 
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The production of solar energy in cities is clearly a way to diminish our dependency to
fossil fuels, and is a good way to mitigate global warming by lowering the emission of
greenhouse gases. However, what are the impacts of solar panels locally? To evaluate
their influence on urban weather, it is necessary to parameterize their effects within the
surface schemes that are coupled to atmospheric models. The present paper presents a
way to implement solar panels in the Town Energy Balance scheme, taking account of the
energy production (for thermal and photovoltaic panels), the impact on the building below
and feedback toward the urban micro-climate through radiative and convective fluxes. A
scenario of large but realistic deployment of solar panels on the Paris metropolitan area is
then simulated. It is shown that solar panels, by shading the roofs, slightly increases the
need for domestic heating (3%). In summer, however, the solar panels reduce the energy
needed for air-conditioning (by 12%) and also the Urban Heat Island (UHI): 0.2 K by day and
up to 0.3 K at night. These impacts are larger than those found in previous works, because
of the use of thermal panels (that are more efficient than photovoltaic panels) and the
geographical position of Paris, which is relatively far from the sea. This means that it is not
influenced by sea breezes, and hence that its UHI is stronger than for a coastal city of the
same size. But this also means that local adaptation strategies aiming to decrease the UHI
will have more potent effects. In summary, the deployment of solar panels is good both
globally, to produce renewable energy (and hence to limit the warming of the climate) and
locally, to decrease the UHI, especially in summer, when it can constitute a health threat.

Keywords: urban heat island, solar energy, solar panels, cities, adaptation to climate change

1. INTRODUCTION
Renewable energy is seen as a necessary step toward sustainable
energy development, diminution of the use of fossil fuels and
mitigation of climate change, as stated for example by Elliott
(2000): “With concerns about Climate Change growing, the rapid
development of renewable energy technologies looks increasingly
important.” However, the recent analysis of Nugent and Sovacool
(2014) showed that, when their complete life-cycle is consid-
ered, renewable energies are not CO2 sinks yet. Nevertheless
their greenhouses gas emission rate per unit of energy produced
is much less than for energy sources based on fossil fuels and
slightly less than for nuclear power. They also “uncover best prac-
tices in wind and solar design and deployment that can better
inform climate change mitigation efforts in the electricity sec-
tor.” Elliott (2000) underlines that renewable energy deployment
requires a new paradigm, of decentralized energy production
and small production systems. The implementation of renewable
energy will need social and institutional changes, even if technol-
ogy for these systems already exists (Gross et al., 2003, while still
needing improvements and further research Jader-Waldau, 2007).
Funding, incentive policies and statutory obligations on electric-
ity suppliers may be needed to develop renewable energy faster.
Lund (2007) demonstrates that, in Denmark, a transition toward

100% of renewable energy production is possible. Sovacool and
Ratan (2012) conclude that nine factors linked to policy, social
and market aspects favor or limit the development of wind tur-
bines and solar energy, and explain why renewable energy is
growing fast in Denmark and Germany compared to India and
the USA.

Sims et al. (2003) show that most renewable energies can,
in certain circumstances, reduce cost as well as CO2 emis-
sions, except for solar power, which remains expensive. However,
Hernandez et al. (2014) review the environmental impacts of
utility-scale solar energy installations (solar farms), which are
typically implemented in rural areas, and show that they have low
environmental impacts relative to other energy systems, includ-
ing other renewables. Furthermore, solar power is also one of the
few renewable energy sources that can be implemented on a large
scale within cities themselves. Arnette (2013) shows that, com-
pared to solar farms, individual rooftop solar panels are a very
cost-effective means of increasing renewable energy generation
and decreasing greenhouse gas emissions. So they conclude that
solar panel implementation on roofs should be part of a balanced
approach to energy production. Here, we aim to evaluate the envi-
ronmental impacts on the local climate, of implementing such a
strategy at city scale.
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The main impact of cities on the local weather is the Urban
Heat Island (UHI). Cities are warmer than the surrounding coun-
tryside, and this can lead to a health crisis during heat waves,
as was the case in Paris in 2003 with 15,000 premature deaths
(Fouillet et al., 2006) or in Moscow with 11,000 premature deaths
in 2010 (Porfiriev, 2014). It also has to be considered that, due to
climate warming, the UHI impacts will become even larger than
they are now (Lemonsu et al., 2013). Therefore, several strategies
are being studied to reduce the UHI in summer. Gago et al. (2013)
have reviewed several research works analyzing strategies to mit-
igate the UHI, including changes in green spaces, trees, albedo,
pavement surfaces, vegetation, and building types and materials.
Santamouris et al. (2011) have reviewed of several advanced cool
materials systems usable to reduce the UHI. Such materials could
be implemented on roofs in order to reflect more energy to the sky
(high albedo, high emissivity) or to delay the heat transfer toward
the inside the building (phase change materials). Masson et al.
(2013) showed that changes in agricultural practices in the vicin-
ity of Paris and the use of cool materials for roofs and pavement
would decrease the UHI by 2 K and 1 K, respectively. However, the
question of the ability of solar panels to contribute to the same
goal is not addressed in these papers, and extremely few studies
focus on, or even take into account, the effect of solar panels on
the UHI.

It is thus necessary to analyze whether the two objectives of
mitigating the global climate warming by increasing renewable
energy production in cities, especially through solar panels, and
of attenuating the UHI are compatible. Solar panels modify the
nature of the rooftop and may thus influence the energy transfers
to the atmosphere and the resulting UHI. The aim of this paper is
then to evaluate the impact of solar panels, known to be good
for global warming mitigation, on the local climate, especially
the UHI.

2. SOLAR PANELS INTO THE URBAN CANOPY MODEL TEB
The objective of this section is to present how solar panels can
be included in the Town Energy Balance (TEB, Masson, 2000)
scheme, in terms of both energy production and interactions with
the roofs below (shading, modification of the roof energy bal-
ance, etc.). The solar panels themselves can be either photovoltaic
panels or thermal panels that heat water.

2.1. MODELING STRATEGY
The solar panel exchanges energy with the other components of
the system. Very few parameterizations taking these exchanges
into account exist in the literature. The level of detail depends
strongly on the objectives of the authors. On the one hand, when
looking at the building scale, it is possible to consider some imple-
mentation characteristics of the panels, as in Scherba et al. (2011),
who modified the Energy+ software (software dedicated to build-
ing energetics) to improve its previous solar panel model (which
only computed the energy production). Their solar panel model
considers the tilting of the panels and associated sky-view fac-
tors. They then perform an analysis of the impact of several
types of roofs on sensible heat fluxes toward the atmosphere, but
are unable to link these fluxes to the UHI, which needs to take
all the buildings of the entire city into account. On the other

hand, Taha (2013) studies the impact of solar panels on the whole
urban area of Los Angeles. To do this, he uses the very simplified
approach of effective albedo, which accounts for both the albedo
and the solar conversion efficiency (linked to the energy pro-
duced). This approach estimates the impact on the UHI, but does
not take account of the interactions with the urban canopy below
(solar panel shadowing may lead to less cooling energy being used
in buildings for example, leading to less waste heat outside).

In order to study the impact of solar panels implementations
on the urban atmosphere and on the population and buildings,
we need an approach that looks at both spatial scales: buildings
and city. The TEB scheme is able to simulate the energy, water
and momentum exchanges between cities and the atmosphere at
a resolution as high as the urban block (say down to 100 m by
100 m). The energetics of buildings have also been included in
TEB by Bueno et al. (2012) and Pigeon et al. (2014), to simu-
late the energy behavior of a typical building representative of the
block. The focus is to keep the maximum of key processes, while
making some approximations in the geometry that are pertinent
at block scale (building shapes are averaged into road canyons,
only one thermal zone is kept in the buildings, individual win-
dows are averaged into a glazing fraction, etc.). Gardens and
greenroofs modules have also been implemented (Lemonsu et al.,
2012; DeMunck et al., 2013a). The modeling strategy chosen here
for the implementation of solar panels is similar: key processes
are kept while some geometrical assumptions are made to avoid
unnecessary details of individual buildings.

In TEB, it is necessary to take account not only of the produc-
tion of energy by the panels but also the influence of the panels
on the underlying roofs. We must therefore calculate the com-
plete energy balance of the panel to determine what is exchanged
with the roof or the atmosphere. The TEB model will then be able
to estimate the impact of solar panel implementation on the UHI
at city scale, as well as the production of energy.

2.2. ENERGY BALANCE OF THE SOLAR PANEL
Geometrically, the solar panels are assumed to be horizontal when
calculating the radiative heat exchange with the other elements:
exchanges between the roof, the solar panels and the sky above are
considered to be purely vertical (Figure 1). Note that we take the
inclination of the panel into account to calculate the irradiance
for power production.

The energy balance equation of the solar panel is written:

SW↓
sky + LW↓

sky + LW↑
roof = SW↑

panel + LW↑
panel + LW↓

panel

+ H + Eprod (1)

The terms on the left hand side are incoming energy to the solar
panel:

SW↓
sky is the incoming Short-Wave radiation from the sun. It

can be diffuse or direct, and is considered as forcing data
for TEB.

LW↓
sky is the incoming Long-Wave radiation from the atmo-

sphere. It is diffuse and is also used as forcing data
for TEB.
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic diagram of the energy balance of the solar panel

and its impact on radiation received by the roof (dashed arrows: solar

fluxes; plain arrows: long-waves fluxes; dotted arrow: sensible heat

flux; dotted-dashed arrow: energy produced).

LW↑
roof is the Long-Wave radiation coming up from the roof and

being intercepted by the solar panel. It is computed by
TEB from the roof emissivity and surface temperature
and the long-wave radiation received by the roof:

LW↑
roof = εroof σT4

roof + (1 − εroof )LW↓
roof (2)

The terms on the right hand side of Equation (1) are outgoing
energy from the panel:

SW↑
panel is the solar radiation reflected by the solar panel. It

is classically parameterized using the albedo of the

solar panel (αpanel): SW↑
panel = αpanelSW↓

panel. It is also
assumed to go back to the sky (we neglect the effect of
the inclination of the solar panel on the direction of the
reflected light). According to Taha (2013), the value of
the albedo of the solar panel ranges from 0.06 to 0.1.
We performed measurements of the albedo for a sample
of solar panel (under several inclinations) by integrating
the hemispheric directional reflectance measured with a
goniometer (see section 2.4 for details). From our mea-
surements, the value of 0.11 is used for αpanel in the
present paper.

LW↑
panel is the long-wave radiation emitted (and reflected) by the

solar panel to the sky. It depends on the surface temper-
ature of the solar panel, which is estimated following the
ISPRA center method:

Tpanel = Tair + kTIrr (3)

where Tair is the air temperature, Irr is the irradiance
received by the solar panel (cf section 2.5) and kT is
a constant coefficient equal to 0.05 K/(Wm−2). In this
formulation, the nocturnal dependency of the panel
surface temperature on the sky temperature proposed
by Scherba et al. (2011) is not used. It would be an
improvement to be considered in the future. Also using

the emissivity of the solar panel εpanel, equal to 0.93 in
our measurements (cf section 2.4), the upward long-
wave radiation from the solar panel can be written:

LW↑
panel = εpanelσT4

panel + (1 − εpanel)LW↓
sky (4)

LW↓
panel is the long-wave radiation emitted by the solar panel to

the roof (downwards). It is computed under the hypoth-
esis that the temperature of the downward face of the
solar panel is always approximately equal to the air tem-
perature. This is probably a limitation of our model
during daytime. However, even if the temperature of
the downwards face of the solar panel is underestimated
(due to the warming of the solar panel and the heat diffu-
sion inside it), this temperature will still be higher than
the sky temperature. So, from the point of view of the
roof below the solar panel, the incoming radiation will
be higher. This captures at least the first order of an effect
of the solar panel on the roof. Given the uncertainties, we
also neglect the dependency in emissivity for this face of
the panel. This gives:

LW↓
panel = σT 4

air (5)

Eprod is the energy produced by the panel. It depends of the
nature (thermal or photovoltaic) and characteristics of
the panel, the irradiance on the panel, the inclination of
the panel (not taken into account in the other terms),
and the air temperature. Details are given in sections 2.5,
2.6 for PV and thermal panels, respectively.

H is the sensible heat flux from the solar panel to the
atmosphere. We assume that the solar panel is thin,
has no significant thermal mass and hence is in quasi-
equilibrium. This means that the sensible heat flux,
the only term that is not parameterized, is taken to be
equal to the residue of the solar panel energy budget.
Besides the fact that it is difficult to have a parameteri-
zation of this term, this ensures conservation of energy
balance.

2.3. MODIFICATION OF THE ENERGY BALANCE OF THE ROOF
For the energy balance of the roof, the most important key param-
eter will, of course, be the proportion of roof area occupied by the
solar panels. As mentioned above, we only consider the projec-
tion of the panels onto the horizontal surface (it would be absurd
to make accurate calculations taking the inclination of the panels
into account—except as noted above for production—when it is
already assumed in TEB that all roofs are flat). The fraction of the
roof covered by solar panels is noted fpanel.

The following simplifying assumptions are made:

• An average temperature is still calculated for the roof, without
distinguishing between the parts of the roof under or beside
the panel. This is reasonable, in particular for flat roofs with
inclined panels, because the shadows cast by the panels can
modify the radiative contribution to the roof beside as well as
below the panels.
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• The coefficient for heat transfer from the roof to the sensi-
ble heat flux is not changed (it is already in a heterogeneous
environment with a roughness length of 5 cm).

• The effect of humidity on panels is neglected: the water inter-
ception reservoir treating rainwater and evaporation concerns
the whole surface of the roof.

• The effect of solar panels on snow is neglected. The snow man-
tel, if any, accumulates uniformly on the roof. Note that snow
might change the energy produced by the solar panel (but this
is not taken into account yet).

These assumptions allow us to change only the radiative contribu-
tions to the energy balance of the roof. Assuming that the surface
area of the shadows is equal to the surface area of the solar panels,
the incoming solar radiation on the roof is:

SW↓
roof = (1 − fpanel)SW↓

sky (6)

The long-wave incoming radiation on the roof is modified by the
long-wave radiation emitted downwards by the solar panels:

LW↓
roof = (1 − fpanel)LW↓

sky + fpanelLW↓
panel (7)

This way of implementing the interactions between solar panels
and the roof below allows the considerations of the way the roof is
built to be separated from the question of whether there are solar
panels on it or not. For example, although it is not the case in
this paper, it is possible to have greenroofs with or without solar
panels. If there are solar panels, the vegetation of the greenroof
will simply be more in the shade and receive slightly more infrared
radiation.

2.4. RADIATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF SOLAR PANELS
To establish the energy balance of the equivalent urban canyon,
the TEB model needs the albedo (integrated between 0.4 and
2.5 μm) and the emissivity in the thermal infrared (integrated
between 5 and 12 μm) for the following main areas: road,
roofs, facades, glazing. The French Center for Aerospace Research
(ONERA) laboratory maintains a current database of optical
properties of urban materials. Specific measurements were made
for emerging materials: rough white paints, photovoltaic solar
panels, metal cladding, and glass (including low emissivity). The
measurements for large samples of materials, e.g., for solar panels,
were made using a goniometer (Figure 2, left).

The measurement process is fully automated in the 0.4–2.5 μm
spectral domain. The position measurements acquired by the
detector are regular in azimuth (0–180◦ range) and zenith (0–60◦
range) with an angular accuracy of 1◦, except for the region of
specular reflection, which is meshed more precisely.

The reflectance is measured with reference to a reflectance ref-
erence (Spectralon). Thereafter, the reflectance of the solar panel
placed in the center of the goniometer is acquired for all recorded
positions of the detector and the light source. The reference
measurement is repeated at the end of the process.

The albedo of the solar panels is then computed by integrat-
ing the radiance in all directions over the entire spectral range.

FIGURE 2 | Left: Goniometer used for albedo measurements. Right:

Instrument used for emissivity measurements.

It typically varies from 11 to 16% depending on the position
of the sun and the sensor inclination. When the panel is favor-
ably oriented relative to the sun (and hence when the incoming
radiation per square meter of panel is the largest), as is usu-
ally implemented, the albedo is in the low range, and equal to
about 11%.

The emissivity was measured using a SOC 400T apparatus
(Figure 2, right). It measures the directional hemispheric
reflectance for wavelengths between 2.5 and 20 μm. The resulting
emissivity was 0.93 for solar panels.

2.5. ENERGY PRODUCED BY PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS
In TEB, two different types of solar panels: thermal and photo-
voltaic (PV) are considered. The aim of thermal solar panels is
to warm the water necessary for the occupants of the building.
They are much more efficient (in terms of energy produced) than
photovolatic panels, but only produce heat, not electricity.

For PV panels, the energy produced is usually parameter-
ized as:

EPV prod = Eff PV × Irr × R(Tpanel) (W/m2 of solar panel)
(8)

where Eff PV is the conversion efficiency of the PV panel and
R(Tpanel) a coefficient to reproduce the fact that solar panels are
most efficient at 25◦C and present a decrease in efficiency for
warmer panel temperatures. The efficiency coefficient varies from
5% to 19% (Taha, 2013), with values as high as 30% possible in
the far future (Nemet, 2009). In France, most PV panels use the
usual crystalline silicon (xSi) technology (Leloux et al., 2012), for
which the efficiency is approximately Eff PV = 14%. To relate the
irradiance received by the panel (possibly tilted) to the incident

radiation on a horizontal surface (SW↓
sky), it is possible either to

perform geometric calculations on the relative position of the sun
and panels or to apply a priori correction factors. This second,
simpler approach is chosen here, and the coefficient of the French
thermal Regulations of 2005 is used:

Irr = FT × SW↓
sky (W/m2 of solar panel) (9)

The correction factor FT is typically 1.11 on annual average for a
South facing panel in Paris. Assuming that solar panels are placed
fairly optimally, i.e., with an approximately 30◦ tilt and oriented
between South-East and South-West (as is usually the case in
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France, Leloux et al., 2012), we can estimate that the coefficient
FT is equal to FT = 1.10 in France. The temperature dependent
coefficient can be written as:

R(Tpanel) = min
{

1; 1 − 0.005 × (Tpanel − 298.15)
}

(10)

Finally, the production of the PV panels is parameterized, also
using the relationship between panel temperature and irradiance,
as:

EPV prod = EffPV × FT × SW↓
sky ×

min
{

1; 1 − 0.005 × (Tair + kTFT × SW↓
sky − 298.15)

}

(W/m2 of solar panel) (11)

2.6. ENERGY PRODUCED BY THERMAL SOLAR PANELS
The amount of energy produced by solar thermal panels is usu-
ally defined on an annual basis (Philibert, 2006). This can partly
be justified by the fact that the limitation of energy production is
not linked solely to the available sunlight but also to the objective
in terms of quantity of water heated (there is no point in heat-
ing water beyond the set-point, typically 60◦C for hot water, nor
for more people than those actually occupying the building, 32l
per person). From French regulations, for one person, the annual
production with thermal solar panels is:

∫
year

Ether prod = 1

2
× 1.16 × 32�T (kWh/year/person) (12)

where �T is the temperature difference between cold and hot
water (typically 45 K in France). The factor 1

2 comes from an
adjustment to account for the fact that only a part of the need
for warm water can be covered by solar energy. This factor can
vary depending on location, climate (frequency of presence of
clouds), seasonality (less sun radiation in winter) and technical
features of the installation (ADEME, 2002). A typical value of 1

2
is taken here. Furthermore, it is considered that this per capita
energy requirement can be satisfied by 1 m2 of thermal panel. So,
the power averaged over the year would be:

< Ether prod >= 1

2
× 1.16 × 32�T × 1000/24/365

(W/m2 of solar panel) (13)

Here, in order to better take the variability in production due to
solar irradiation into account, instead of an annual mean com-
putation, instantaneous production is considered in connection
with the daily need for warm water. This mimics the fact that
the water is heated during the day and stored until it is used dur-
ing the next 24 h. So, using the regulation information above, the
target energy production for 1 day can be defined as:

Ether target = 1.16 × 32�T × 1000/365 × 3600

(J/m2 of solar panel) (14)

The 1
2 factor has disappeared here because we consider ideal

heating (i.e., sunny) conditions for the definition of the target.
The production of the thermal panel is then computed in three
steps:

1. The instantaneous production is defined as Ether prod =
Effther × Irr (W/m2of solar panel) where Effther is the effi-
ciency coefficient of the thermal panel and Irr the irradiance
received by the panel. The efficiency of new thermal solar pan-
els typically ranges between 0.70 and 0.80. However, in real
conditions of use, especially in cities, dirt and dust on the panel
reduce its energy production. Elminir et al. (2006) found a
decrease of between 6% and 20% in the output power due to
dust (17.4% for a 45◦ tilt angle of the solar panel). A simi-
lar effect of dirt had already been found by Garg (1974), with
attenuation of 10–20% for tilt angles between 45◦ and 30◦.
Therefore, in the present study Effther was set to 0.60.

2. The total amount of energy produced is summed from
midnight the previous night to the current time t:∫ t

midnight Ether proddt (J/m2 of panel).
3. If the quantity of energy produced since midnight reaches the

target Ether target , then any additional production during the
same day is wasted and further energy production is set to zero.

To summarize, for solar thermal panels, the production is param-
eterized as:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

if
∫ t

midnight Ether proddt < Ether target

then Ether prod = Effther × Irr

if
∫ t

midnight Ether proddt = Ether target

then Ether prod = 0
(15)

2.7. HYPOTHESES ON TYPES OF SOLAR PANELS
As the model is able to consider both thermal and PV solar panels,
it is now necessary to define some hypotheses on the use of each
type of panel. This is, of course, a scenario-dependent element,
in the sense that it can be modified for each study. For exam-
ple, Taha (2013) only studied the implementation of PV panels
in the Los Angeles metropolitan area. The interest of also con-
sidering the deployment of thermal solar panels in this paper
is that this energy production technology is less greenhouse gas
emissive per unit of energy produced (considering its whole life-
cycle) than PV (Nugent and Sovacool, 2014). Here, it will thus
be supposed that both types of panels are possible. The main
hypotheses are:

• On residential buildings and houses, the priority is given to
thermal solar panels, which are more efficient. The thermal
production is of course limited by the area of panels on the roof
but it is also limited by the population in the building: it is not
necessary to heat more water than required by the number of
people who are going to use it. Therefore, once the necessary
area of thermal solar panels is reached, the remaining space
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allocated for solar panels on the roof will be devoted to PV
panels.

• On other types of buildings (offices, commercial, industrial,
etc. . . ) only PV panels will be installed.

The total fraction of the building’s roof where solar panels (any
type) can be installed is noted fpanel (this quantity is also scenario
dependent). It is then necessary to define what proportion of
the roof area is required for thermal panels, and how much
area remains available for PV panels. In France, in residential
buildings, the density is typically 1 occupant per 30 m2 of floor
area1. Furthermore, as mentioned above, 1 m2 of thermal panel
is needed per capita. This means 1 m2 of panel per 30 m2 of floor
area. For single story accommodation, 1/30 of the roof is then
equipped with thermal panels, and (fpanel − 1/30) by PV panels.
If the building has two stories, thermal panels will occupy 2/30 of
the roof area, and so on.

So if Nfloor is the number of floors of the building (variable
calculated in TEB), the proportions of thermal panels (fther panel)
and PV panels (fphot panel) are calculated as:

fther panel = min(Nfloor/30; fpanel) (16)

fPV panel = max(fpanel − fther panel; 0) (17)

The total production of the solar panels on the roofs can then be
written:

Eprod = (fther panel Ether prod + fphot panel Ephot prod)/fpanel

(W/m2 of solar panel) (18)

This is this quantity that is involved in the energy balance of the
panel (section 2.2).

3. IMPACT OF SOLAR PANELS ON PARIS URBAN HEAT
ISLAND

3.1. SIMULATION CONFIGURATION AND SCENARIOS
We are now able to simulate the impact of the implantation
of solar panels in a city on the UHI. The simulations are per-
formed on the Paris metropolitan area, with TEB, coupled with
the vegetation scheme ISBA (Noilhan and Planton, 1989) for
rural areas, within the SURFEX modeling software (Masson et al.,
2013b). The simulation domain is 100 km by 100 km, with a
resolution of 1 km. At such a resolution, only the main charac-
teristics of the buildings within the blocks in the grid mesh are
kept. Geometric parameters are averaged in order to conserve
the surface areas (for walls, roofs, gardens, roads, water, rural
areas), while a majority rule applies for the architectural char-
acteristics of buildings (age, materials, equipment) and the use
to which they are put (residential, offices, commercial or indus-
trial). These urban data are provided by a database at 250 m
resolution (Figure 3 of Masson et al., 2014), which contains block
types as well as 60 urban indicators. Some parameters needed by
TEB, such as albedos, thermal characteristics or equipment within

1http://www.insee.fr/fr/themes/document.asp?ref_id=ip1396

buildings, are deduced for each 1-km-by-1-km grid mesh from
urban block types and from the use and age of the majority of
buildings. Countryside parameters, such as land use and vege-
tation characteristics are deduced from the ecoclimap database
at 1 km resolution (Masson et al., 2003). The methodology pre-
sented in Masson et al. (2014), based on a simplified Urban
Boundary Layer generator (Bueno et al., 2013; Le Bras, 2014) is
chosen, in order to be able to perform a simulation over an entire
year. The chosen year of study is 2003, because it demonstrates
the impact the solar panels would have during a heat wave.

Some hypotheses have to be made on the proportions of
roofs equipped with solar panels. Hypotheses similar to those
presented as “reasonably high deployment” in Taha (2013) are
taken. On sloping roofs, typically on domestic houses but also
old Hausmannian buildings in the historical core of Paris, 3

4 of
the part of the roof oriented between South-East and South-West
(after Leloux et al., 2012) is assumed to be covered by solar panels
(thermal or PV, or a mix of the two). This corresponds to approx-
imately 19% of the roof being covered. On flat roofs, however,
more space is available, and solar panels are taken to be installed
on 50% of each roof.

Current albedos of roofing prior to the implementation of
solar panels are estimated for each type of building from an archi-
tectural analysis. Historical Hausmannian buildings in the very
center of Paris are roofed with zinc on top of wood, so their albedo
is very high, set to 0.6. In this regard, the solar panels, even maybe
thermal ones, would decrease the albedo of the city there, and
might tend to increase the UHI. However, only a small propor-
tion of this type of buildings is eligible for solar panels (19% of
roofs in our hypothesis), and the spatial coverage of this type of
old city blocks is limited (see Figure 3 of Masson et al., 2014).
Except for the most recent industrial buildings (built after 1975),
for which roof albedo is 0.5 and which, again do not cover a
significant part of the metropolitan area, roof albedo for most
buildings is estimated as 0.2 (e.g., tiles for houses and old indus-
trial buildings or gray concrete roofs for collective buildings).
Therefore, the impact of solar panels on historical or industrial
buildings is probably counterbalanced by the other parts of the
urban area, where solar panels will probably reduce the amount
of solar radiation absorbed by the buildings (due to the reflection
and conversion into energy by the solar panels).

Two simulations are run: one is the reference simulation cor-
responding to Paris in its actual state (without many solar panels)
and the second is the one with the reasonably high deployment of
solar panels. A comparison of the two simulations will assess the
effect of the solar panels on the urban area.

3.2. RESULTS FOR ENERGY PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION
The impacts of solar panels are discussed in terms of energy pro-
duction, of course, but also impact on energy consumption and,
in the next section, on the UHI and thermal comfort. At the city
scale, the production by thermal solar panels is larger than by PV.
This comes both from the fact that their deployment is favored
for domestic buildings and from their much higher efficiency
(the former being linked to the latter). It should nevertheless be
noted that, from April to August, production by thermal solar
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panels saturates (enough hot water is produced), so their real effi-
ciency decreases. Over the entire year, on average for the whole
city, the thermal solar panels would produce approximately 265
MJ/year/m2 of building and the PV panels 113 MJ/year/m2 of
building. This would cover an equivalent of 28% of the energy
consumption for domestic heating and air-conditioning.

The solar panels also slightly modify the energy consumption
of the buildings. During winter, the solar panels could induce
a decrease of the energy consumption due to more infra-red
energy reaching the roof, or increase it by reducing the amount
of solar radiation received or by their effect on the UHI. Overall,
the domestic heating demand increases by 3% per year in our
scenario. During summer the need for air-conditioning will prob-
ably decrease, thanks to the shading of the roofs and the cool-
ing induced in the urban climate (see below). The comparison
between the two simulations indicates that the air-conditioning
energy demand decreases by 12%. Because the energy consump-
tion for air-conditioning is low compared to that for domestic
heating, the balance between the loss in energy in winter and the
gain in summer induces an increase of total energy consump-
tion by buildings of 1%. However, in the future, when climate
warming induces milder winters and hotter summers, insula-
tion will (hopefully) be better and air-conditioning equipment,
currently not widely installed in France, will (probably) take on
greater importance so this balance may change. Then, massive
installation of solar panels may even be beneficial for energy
consumption.

3.3. RESULTS ON URBAN HEAT ISLAND
The deployment of solar panels in the Paris metropolitan area
would not be neutral in terms of urban climate. Figure 3 presents
the difference in the daily minimum and maximum air tempera-
ture between the two simulations (for two contrasting months:
January and August). In wintertime, when the sun is low, the

FIGURE 3 | Difference of minimum or maximum air temperature

between simulations with and without solar panels. Each panel (A–D)

is a monthly average. Horizontal and vertical axes are in km.

impact of the solar panels on the air temperature is relatively
small. Their implementation reduces the maximum air temper-
ature by approximately 0.05 K in the city center and the UHI by
more than 0.1 K in Paris and its dense suburbs, and by 0.05 K on
the whole metropolitan area. However, we have seen that this is
large enough to have a noticeable (if limited) influence on energy
consumption for domestic heating.

During the month of August, in the first half of which the
famous 2003 heat wave occurred, the impacts of solar panels on
air temperature would be larger. In daytime, the presence of solar
panels would decrease the air temperature by more than 0.2 K,
especially in the dense suburbs, where the density of solar panels
is the highest, due to both the high density of building and the
fact that unlike the Haussmanian buildings of the city center, the
suburban apartment and commercial buildings are flat roofed.
This cooling value is consistent with, even though larger than, the
value of 0.05 K found for the July 2005 heat wave episode in the
Los Angeles area reported by Taha (2013) for present PV panels.
When the efficiency of PV panels is improved (up to 30%), Taha
(2013) predicts that the cooling will reach 0.15 K. There are two
possible explanations for the fact that more intense cooling is sim-
ulated for Paris. First, the presence of the sea breeze in Los Angeles
could limit local cooling due to solar panels in the city while
extending the area of cooling by advection of the (slightly) cooler
air. This can explain why a large portion of the metropolitan area
of Los Angeles is impacted by the solar panels in these simula-
tions. Second, only PV panels were simulated by Taha (2013). The
efficiency of these panels was assumed to be relatively high (20%),
larger than the value used in the present study, but much smaller
than the efficiency of thermal solar panels (60%). As we inves-
tigate a scenario with deployment of both types of solar panels
here, the absorption of energy is larger than for PV alone.

At night, the impact of the solar panels is quite strong, even
larger than during daytime, with cooling reaching 0.3 K. To the
authors’ knowledge, this effect is not investigated in the literature.
This increased cooling at night is due to a combination of several
urban micro-climate processes. First, the heat storage within the
buildings is reduced in presence of solar panels, especially thermal
ones, because they intercept the solar radiation. The implemen-
tation of solar panels as a separate element of the urban surface
energy balance system, as done here, allows a fine description of
their impact on the underlying building energetics. Second, at
night, the urban boundary layer is much thinner than during the
day (typically 200 m high instead of 1500 m high in summer). So
any modification of the surface energy balance will have up to
10 times more influence on the air temperature at night. Such
a counter-intuitive phenomenon was found by DeMunck et al.
(2013b) for air-conditioning, which was shown to have more
impact at night than in the day (although the heat release itself
was, of course, larger in daytime). Here too, while the solar pan-
els primarily modify the daytime processes (by absorption and
transformation of the solar radiation into thermal or electrical
energy), the influence on air temperature is larger at night, due to
the urban fabric and the boundary layer structure.

This cooling effect, though relatively small, can improve the
thermal comfort of the inhabitants. For example, it reduces the
number of people exposed to any given intensity (e.g., 2 K) of the
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FIGURE 4 | Population exposed to moderate heat stress in August

2003 (monthly average). Left: with solar panels. Right: without solar
panels. The figure reads this way: 100% of the population is affected by at
least 7 h of heat stress per day, but only a few percents (in yellow) by more
than 14 h of heat stress per day.

UHI by 4% (±0.5%) of the total population of the metropolitan
area. The thermal comfort can also be evaluated by considering
more environmental parameters, such as the wind, radiation and
humidity, that all have an influence on human physiology. The
Universal Thermal Climate Index, UTCI (www.utci.org/), is such
an indicator. Figure 4 shows the proportion of the population of
the urban area that is under moderate heat stress when outside
(in shade). It displays the number of hours per day that a person
spends in this or any stronger level of stress. Solar panels, probably
by their effect of temperature, decrease the level on thermal stress
of the population. For example, while 17% of the total popula-
tion is affected by heat stress for more than half a day (12 h) in the
present city, the implementation of solar panels would reduce this
number to 13%. While this difference seems small, it still repre-
sents a large number of people. On average, approximately 15 min
of comfort is gained for outdoor conditions. This slight improve-
ment in exposure to heat stress, although unplanned (solar panels
are primarily implemented for energy production), can add to
larger ones, specifically aimed at urban climate cooling, such as
greening of the city.

4. DISCUSSION
Solar panels absorb solar energy to produce energy usable in
buildings, either directly in the form of heat (typically to warm
water) or as electricity. However, in doing so, they modify the
energy balance of the urban surface in contact with the atmo-
sphere, and so possibly influence the urban micro-climate. They
also change the radiation received by the roof, and hence the
building energy balance. The present paper presents a way to
include solar panels in the TEB scheme. This parameterization
simulates their production in a relatively precise way, as it depends

on the evolving meteorological conditions, rather than simply
using a rule of thumb annual production as is often done in
building design. The panels also influence the building energetics
and the heat fluxes (radiative and convective) to the atmosphere.
Thus, it is possible to evaluate the influence of solar panels
implementation strategies on the UHI.

A scenario of large but realistic deployment of solar panels in
the Paris metropolitan area has been simulated. A comparison
with the reference, present-day city without (many) solar panels,
enables the impact of this scenario to be estimated. Unlike work
previously reported in the literature, the present study imple-
mented both thermal and PV solar panels in the model. This
allowed realistic scenarios to be simulated, where thermal panels
are introduced first. It is shown that solar panels, by shading of
the roof, slightly increase the need for domestic heating (3%).
With future improvements in insulation, this impact will prob-
ably be less significant. In summer, however, the solar panels
reduce the energy needed for air-conditioning (by 12%), thanks
to the shading of the roof. They also lead to a reduction of
the UHI.

During summer, when sunlight is strong, the deployment of
solar panels can reduce the temperature by 0.2 K. At night, a sim-
plistic analysis would suggest that the solar panels have no effect
(as there is no sunlight). However, the physical simulation per-
formed here shows that the presence of solar panels leads to a
mitigation of up to 0.3 K of the UHI at night (so more than dur-
ing the day). This counter-intuitive result is due to the interaction
between the urban surface energy balance (the evolution of which
has been modified by solar panels) and the night-time structure
of the atmospheric layer above the city. These impacts are larger
than those found in previous works, because of the use of ther-
mal panels (that are more efficient than PV panels) and due to
the geographical position of Paris, which is relatively far from the
sea. This means that it is not influenced by sea breezes, and hence
that its UHI is stronger than for a coastal city of the same size. But
it also means that local adaptation strategies aiming at decreasing
the UHI will have more potent effects.

In addition to these theoretical results, some practical issues
have to be taken into consideration in order to better inform deci-
sion makers. Installing PV panels or thermal solar collectors on
roofs of existing buildings will change the visual appearance of
the urban areas concerned. This change may be a difficult issue
in towns like Paris, where the tourist industry is important, and
installation will probably not be accepted on all potential surfaces.
Moreover, the outdoor urban environment is highly polluted
and dirt deposits on panel and collector surfaces will inevitably
decrease the effectiveness of solar equipment. Regular cleaning
could be a way to limit this impact but the consequences of
this maintenance activity need to be evaluated (e.g., access paths,
security equipment, manpower). Fire risk may also be an issue
for PV panels: a series of cases were recorded for newly equipped
buildings in Europe in 2013. The products implicated were with-
drawn from the market but this situation calls for a rigorous
selection of products and contractors as well as for a maintenance
plan of the installations. The above mentioned issues require fur-
ther investigation in the perspective of an economic evaluation
taking both positive and negative externalities into account.
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To sum up, the deployment of solar panels is good both
for producing energy (and hence contributing to a decrease of
greenhouse gas emissions) and for decreasing the UHI, espe-
cially in summer, when it can be a threat to health. In future
climate conditions, solar panels would also help to decrease the
demand of air-conditioning. Future work will focus on study-
ing urban adaptation strategies in the long term (as far as the
end of the twenty-first century) taking a large panel of possi-
ble planning options into consideration, such as city greening,
improved insulation, changes in occupants’ behavior, different
forms of urban expansion and the deployment of renewable
energy systems.
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The Photovoltaic Heat Island 

, , n , 

Electricity production from large-scale photovoltaic (PV) installations has increased exponentially in recent dec-
ades1–3. This proliferation in renewable energy portfolios and PV powerplants demonstrate an increase in the 
acceptance and cost-effectiveness of this technology4,5. Corresponding with this upsurge in installation has been 
an increase in the assessment of the impacts of utility-scale PV4,6–8, including those on the efficacy of PV to offset 
energy needs9,10. A growing concern that remains understudied is whether or not PV installations cause a “heat 
island” (PVHI) effect that warms surrounding areas, thereby potentially influencing wildlife habitat, ecosystem 
function in wildlands, and human health and even home values in residential areas11. As with the Urban Heat 
Island (UHI) effect, large PV power plants induce a landscape change that reduces albedo so that the modified 
landscape is darker and, therefore, less reflective. Lowering the terrestrial albedo from ~20% in natural deserts12 
to ~5% over PV panels13 alters the energy balance of absorption, storage, and release of short- and longwave 
radiation14,15. However, several differences between the UHI and potential PVHI effects confound a simple com-
parison and produce competing hypotheses about whether or not large-scale PV installations will create a heat 
island effect. These include: (i) PV installations shade a portion of the ground and therefore could reduce heat 
absorption in surface soils16, (ii) PV panels are thin and have little heat capacity per unit area but PV modules 
emit thermal radiation both up and down, and this is particularly significant during the day when PV modules 
are often 20 °C warmer than ambient temperatures, (iii) vegetation is usually removed from PV power plants, 
reducing the amount of cooling due to transpiration14, (iv) electric power removes energy from PV power plants, 
and (v) PV panels reflect and absorb upwelling longwave radiation, and thus can prevent the soil from cooling as 
much as it might under a dark sky at night.

Public concerns over a PVHI effect have, in some cases, led to resistance to large-scale solar development. By 
some estimates, nearly half of recently proposed energy projects have been delayed or abandoned due to local 
opposition11. Yet, there is a remarkable lack of data as to whether or not the PVHI effect is real or simply an issue 
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associated with perceptions of environmental change caused by the installations that lead to “not in my back-
yard” (NIMBY) thinking. Some models have suggested that PV systems can actually cause a cooling effect on the 
local environment, depending on the efficiency and placement of the PV panels17,18. But these studies are limited 
in their applicability when evaluating large-scale PV installations because they consider changes in albedo and 
energy exchange within an urban environment (rather than a natural ecosystem) or in European locations that 
are not representative of semiarid energy dynamics where large-scale PV installations are concentrated10,19. Most 
previous research, then, is based on untested theory and numerical modeling. Therefore, the potential for a PHVI 
effect must be examined with empirical data obtained through rigorous experimental terms.

The significance of a PVHI effect depends on energy balance. Incoming solar energy typically is either 
reflected back to the atmosphere or absorbed, stored, and later re-radiated in the form of latent or sensible heat 
(Fig. 1)20,21. Within natural ecosystems, vegetation reduces heat gain and storage in soils by creating surface shad-
ing, though the degree of shading varies among plant types22. Energy absorbed by vegetation and surface soils can 
be released as latent heat in the transition of liquid water to water vapor to the atmosphere through evapotranspi-
ration – the combined water loss from soils (evaporation) and vegetation (transpiration). This heat-dissipating 
latent energy exchange is dramatically reduced in a typical PV installation (Fig. 1 transition from A-to-B), poten-
tially leading to greater heat absorption by soils in PV installations. This increased absorption, in turn, could 
increase soil temperatures and lead to greater sensible heat efflux from the soil in the form of radiation and con-
vection. Additionally, PV panel surfaces absorb more solar insolation due to a decreased albedo13,23,24. PV panels 
will re-radiate most of this energy as longwave sensible heat and convert a lesser amount (~20%) of this energy 
into usable electricity. PV panels also allow some light energy to pass, which, again, in unvegetated soils will 
lead to greater heat absorption. This increased absorption could lead to greater sensible heat efflux from the soil 
that may be trapped under the PV panels. A PVHI effect would be the result of a detectable increase in sensible 
heat flux (atmospheric warming) resulting from an alteration in the balance of incoming and outgoing energy 
fluxes due to landscape transformation. Developing a full thermal model is challenging17,18,25, and there are large 
uncertainties surrounding multiple terms including variations in albedo, cloud cover, seasonality in advection, 
and panel efficiency, which itself is dynamic and impacted by the local environment. These uncertainties are 
compounded by the lack of empirical data.

We addressed the paucity of direct quantification of a PVHI effect by simultaneously monitoring three sites 
that represent a natural desert ecosystem, the traditional built environment (parking lot surrounded by com-
mercial buildings), and a PV power plant. We define a PVHI effect as the difference in ambient air temperature 
between the PV power plant and the desert landscape. Similarly, UHI is defined as the difference in temperature 
between the built environment and the desert. We reduced confounding effects of variability in local incoming 
energy, temperature, and precipitation by utilizing sites contained within a 1 km area.

At each site, we monitored air temperature continuously for over one year using aspirated temperature probes 
2.5 m above the soil surface. Average annual temperature was 22.7 +  0.5 °C in the PV installation, while the nearby 
desert ecosystem was only 20.3 +  0.5 °C, indicating a PVHI effect. Temperature differences between areas varied 
significantly depending on time of day and month of the year (Fig. 2), but the PV installation was always greater 
than or equal in temperature to other sites. As is the case with the UHI effect in dryland regions, the PVHI effect 
delayed the cooling of ambient temperatures in the evening, yielding the most significant difference in overnight 
temperatures across all seasons. Annual average midnight temperatures were 19.3 +  0.6 °C in the PV installation, 
while the nearby desert ecosystem was only 15.8 +  0.6 °C. This PVHI effect was more significant in terms of actual 
degrees of warming (+ 3.5 °C) in warm months (Spring and Summer; Fig. 3, right).

Figure 1. Illustration of midday energy exchange. Assuming equal rates of incoming energy from the sun, a 
transition from (A) a vegetated ecosystem to (B) a photovoltaic (PV) power plant installation will significantly 
alter the energy flux dynamics of the area. Within natural ecosystems, vegetation reduces heat capture and 
storage in soils (orange arrows), and infiltrated water and vegetation release heat-dissipating latent energy fluxes 
in the transition of water-to-water vapor to the atmosphere through evapotranspiration (blue arrows). These 
latent heat fluxes are dramatically reduced in typical PV installations, leading to greater sensible heat fluxes (red 
arrows). Energy re-radiation from PV panels (brown arrow) and energy transferred to electricity (purple arrow) 
are also shown.
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In both PVHI and UHI scenarios, the greater amount of exposed ground surfaces compared to natural sys-
tems absorbs a larger proportion of high-energy, shortwave solar radiation during the day. Combined with min-
imal rates of heat-dissipating transpiration from vegetation, a proportionally higher amount of stored energy is 
reradiated as longwave radiation during the night in the form of sensible heat (Fig. 1)15. Because PV installations 
introduce shading with a material that, itself, should not store much incoming radiation, one might hypothesize 
that the effect of a PVHI effect would be lesser than that of a UHI. Here, we found that the difference in evening 
ambient air temperature was consistently greater between the PV installation and the desert site than between the 
parking lot (UHI) and the desert site (Fig. 3). The PVHI effect caused ambient temperature to regularly approach 
or be in excess of 4 °C warmer than the natural desert in the evenings, essentially doubling the temperature 
increase due to UHI measured here. This more significant warming under the PVHI than the UHI may be due 
to heat trapping of re-radiated sensible heat flux under PV arrays at night. Daytime differences from the natural 
ecosystem were similar between the PV installation and urban parking lot areas, with the exception of the Spring 
and Summer months, when the PVHI effect was significantly greater than UHI in the day. During these warm 
seasons, average midnight temperatures were 25.5 +  0.5 °C in the PV installation and 23.2 +  0.5 °C in the parking 
lot, while the nearby desert ecosystem was only 21.4 +  0.5 °C.

The results presented here demonstrate that the PVHI effect is real and can significantly increase temperatures 
over PV power plant installations relative to nearby wildlands. More detailed measurements of the underlying 
causes of the PVHI effect, potential mitigation strategies, and the relative influence of PVHI in the context of the 
intrinsic carbon offsets from the use of this renewable energy are needed. Thus, we raise several new questions 
and highlight critical unknowns requiring future research.

We hypothesize that the PVHI effect results from the effective transition in how energy moves in and out of a PV 
installation versus a natural ecosystem. However, measuring the individual components of an energy flux model 
remains a necessary task. These measurements are difficult and expensive but, nevertheless, are indispensable 
in identifying the relative influence of multiple potential drivers of the PVHI effect found here. Environmental 

Figure 2. Average monthly ambient temperatures throughout a 24-hour period provide evidence of a 
photovoltaic heat island (PVHI) effect. 
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conditions that determine patterns of ecosystem carbon, energy, and water dynamics are driven by the means 
through which incoming energy is reflected or absorbed. Because we lack fundamental knowledge of the changes 
in surface energy fluxes and microclimates of ecosystems undergoing this land use change, we have little ability to 
predict the implications in terms of carbon or water cycling4,8.

The size of an UHI is determined by properties of the city, including total population26–28, spatial extent, and the 
geographic location of that city29–31. We should, similarly, consider the spatial scale and geographic position of 
a PV installation when considering the presence and importance of the PVHI effect. Remote sensing could be 
coupled with ground-based measurements to determine the lateral and vertical extent of the PVHI effect. We 
could then determine if the size of the PVHI effect scales with some measure of the power plant (for example, 
panel density or spatial footprint) and whether or not a PVHI effect reaches surrounding areas like wildlands and 
neighborhoods. Given that different regions around the globe each have distinct background levels of vegetative 
ground cover and thermodynamic patterns of latent and sensible heat exchange, it is possible that a transition 
from a natural wildland to a typical PV power plant will have different outcomes than demonstrated here. The 
paucity in data on the physical effects of this important and growing land use and land cover change warrants 
more studies from representative ecosystems.

With the growing popularity of renewable energy production, the boundaries between residential areas and 
larger-scale PV installations are decreasing. In fact, closer proximity with residential areas is leading to increased 
calls for zoning and city planning codes for larger PV installations32,33, and PVHI-based concerns over potential 
reductions in real estate value or health issues tied to Human Thermal Comfort (HTC)34. Mitigation of a PVHI 
effect through targeted revegetation could have synergistic effects in easing ecosystem degradation associated 
with development of a utility scale PV site and increasing the collective ecosystem services associated with an 
area4. But what are the best mitigation measures? What tradeoffs exist in terms of various means of revegetating 
degraded PV installations? Can other albedo modifications be used to moderate the severity of the PVHI?

Figure 3. (Left) Average monthly levels of Photovoltaic Heat Islanding (ambient temperature difference 
between PV installation and desert) and Urban Heat Islanding (ambient temperature difference between 
the urban parking lot and the desert). (Right) Average night and day temperatures for four seasonal periods, 
illustrating a significant PVHI effect across all seasons, with the greatest influence on ambient temperatures at 
night.
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To fully contextualize these findings in terms of global warming, one needs to consider the relative signifi-
cance of the (globally averaged) decrease in albedo due to PV power plants and their associated warming from the 
PVHI against the carbon dioxide emission reductions associated with PV power plants. The data presented here 
represents the first experimental and empirical examination of the presence of a heat island effect associated with 
PV power plants. An integrated approach to the physical and social dimensions of the PVHI is key in supporting 
decision-making regarding PV development.

Methods
We simultaneously monitored a suite of sites that represent the traditional built urban 

environment (a parking lot) and the transformation from a natural system (undeveloped desert) to a 1 MW 
PV power plant (Fig. 4; Map data: Google). To minimize confounding effects of variability in local incoming 
energy, temperature, and precipitation, we identified sites within a 1 km area. All sites were within the boundaries 
of the University of Arizona Science and Technology Park Solar Zone (32.092150°N, 110.808764°W; elevation: 
888 m ASL). Within a 200 m diameter of the semiarid desert site’s environmental monitoring station, the area is 
composed of a sparse mix of semiarid grasses (Sporobolus wrightii, Eragrostis lehmanniana, and Muhlenbergia 
porteri), cacti (Opuntia spp. and Ferocactus spp.), and occasional woody shrubs including creosote bush (Larrea 
tridentata), whitethorn acacia (Acacia constricta), and velvet mesquite (Prosopis velutina). The remaining area is 
bare soil. These species commonly co-occur on low elevation desert bajadas, creosote bush flats, and semiarid 
grasslands. The photovoltaic installation was put in place in early 2011, three full years prior when we initiated 
monitoring at the site. We maintained the measurement installations for one full year to capture seasonal var-
iation due to sun angle and extremes associated with hot and cold periods. Panels rest on a single-axis tracker 
system that pivot east-to-west throughout the day. A parking lot with associated building served as our “urban” 
site and is of comparable spatial scale as our PV site.

Ambient air temperature (°C) was measured with a 
shaded, aspirated temperature probe 2.5 m above the soil surface (Vaisala HMP60, Vaisala, Helsinki, Finland in 
the desert and Microdaq U23, Onset, Bourne, MA in the parking lot). Temperature probes were cross-validated 
for precision (closeness of temperature readings across all probes) at the onset of the experiment. Measurements 
of temperature were recorded at 30-minute intervals throughout a 24-hour day. Data were recorded on a 
data-logger (CR1000, Campbell Scientific, Logan, Utah or Microstation, Onset, Bourne, MA). Data from this 

Figure 4. Experimental sites. Monitoring a (1) natural semiarid desert ecosystem, (2) solar (PV) 
photovoltaic installation, and (3) an “urban” parking lot – the typical source of urban heat islanding – 
within a 1 km2 area enabled relative control for the incoming solar energy, allowing us to quantify variation 
in the localized temperature of these three environments over a year-long time period. The Google Earth 
image shows the University of Arizona’s Science and Technology Park’s Solar Zone.
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instrument array is shown for a yearlong period from April 2014 through March 2015. Data from the parking lot 
was lost for September 2014 because of power supply issues with the datalogger.

Monthly averages of hourly (on-the-hour) data were used to compare across the nat-
ural semiarid desert, urban, and PV sites. A Photovoltaic Heat Island (PVHI) effect was calculated as differences 
in these hourly averages between the PV site and the natural desert site, and estimates of Urban Heat Island 
(UHI) effect was calculated as differences in hourly averages between the urban parking lot site and the natural 
desert site. We used midnight and noon values to examine maximum and minimum, respectively, differences 
in temperatures among the three measurement sites and to test for significance of heat islanding at these times. 
Comparisons among the sites were made using Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) test35. Standard 
errors to calculate HSD were made using pooled midnight and noon values across seasonal periods of winter 
(January-March), spring (April-June), summer (July-September), and fall (October-December). Seasonal anal-
yses allowed us to identify variation throughout a yearlong period and relate patterns of PVHI or UHI effects 
with seasons of high or low average temperature to examine correlations between background environmental 
parameters and localized heat islanding.
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ABSTRACT: We investigate the sensitivity of surface temperature trends to land use land cover change (LULC) over the
conterminous United States (CONUS) using the observation minus reanalysis (OMR) approach. We estimated the OMR
trends for the 1979–2003 period from the US Historical Climate Network (USHCN), and the NCEP-NCAR North American
Regional Reanalysis (NARR). We used a new mean square differences (MSDs)-based assessment for the comparisons
between temperature anomalies from observations and interpolated reanalysis data. Trends of monthly mean temperature
anomalies show a strong agreement, especially between adjusted USHCN and NARR (r = 0.9 on average) and demonstrate
that NARR captures the climate variability at different time scales. OMR trend results suggest that, unlike findings from
studies based on the global reanalysis (NCEP/NCAR reanalysis), NARR often has a larger warming trend than adjusted
observations (on average, 0.28 and 0.27 °C/decade respectively).

OMR trends were found to be sensitive to land cover types. We analysed decadal OMR trends as a function of land
types using the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and new National Land Cover Database (NLCD)
1992–2001 Retrofit Land Cover Change. The magnitude of OMR trends obtained from the NLDC is larger than the one
derived from the ‘static’ AVHRR. Moreover, land use conversion often results in more warming than cooling.

Overall, our results confirm the robustness of the OMR method for detecting non-climatic changes at the station level,
evaluating the impacts of adjustments performed on raw observations, and most importantly, providing a quantitative
estimate of additional warming trends associated with LULC changes at local and regional scales. As most of the warming
trends that we identify can be explained on the basis of LULC changes, we suggest that in addition to considering the
greenhouse gases–driven radiative forcings, multi-decadal and longer climate models simulations must further include
LULC changes. Copyright  2009 Royal Meteorological Society

KEY WORDS land use land cover change; reanalysis; temperature trends; observed minus reanalysis approach; US historical
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1. Introduction

Temperature trends result from natural and anthropogenic
factors; the latter (especially CO2 resulting from human
activities) has been mainly seen as the result of increasing
concentrations of greenhouse gases (IPCC 2001; Tren-
berth et al., 2007). Recent investigations have also shown
that climate forcing from land use/land cover (LULC)
change also significantly impacts temperature trends (e.g.
Bonan, 1997; Gallo et al., 1999; Chase et al., 2000; Fed-
dema et al., 2005; Christy et al., 2006, Roy et al., 2007;
Wichansky et al., 2008). Some studies suggest that new

* Correspondence to: Dev Niyogi, Department of Earth and Atmo-
spheric Sciences and Department of Agronomy, Purdue University,
Indiana State Climate Office, West Lafayette, IN 47906, USA.
E-mail: climate@purdue.edu

metrics should be considered for characterizing climate
changes (e.g. Pielke et al., 2002a, 2004, 2007b; Joshi
et al., 2003; NRC, 2005; Williams et al., 2005). Con-
sequently, attention has been increasingly given to the
impact of LULC change on climate. For example, it has
been reported that land use changes due to agriculture
lead to decreased surface temperatures (Mahmood et al.,
2006; Roy et al., 2007; Lobell and Bonfils, 2008). LULC
change can significantly influence climatological vari-
ables such as maximum, minimum and diurnal tempera-
ture range (Gallo et al., 1996; Hale et al., 2006, 2008).
The effects of urbanization on climate trends have been
analysed using classifications of meteorological stations
as urban or rural based on population data (Karl et al.,
1988; Easterling et al., 1997) or satellite measurements
of night lights (Gallo et al., 1999; Peterson et al., 1999;

Copyright  2009 Royal Meteorological Society
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Hansen et al., 2001). Various studies of urban heat island
have determined land surface/temperature impacts of dif-
ferent magnitudes (Kukla et al., 1986; IPCC, 2001; Peter-
son, 2003). Other non-climatic factors have been found
to have significant impacts on temperature trends: e.g.
corrections due to changes in the times of observation,
type of equipment and station location (Karl et al., 1986;
Quayle et al., 1991; Hansen et al., 2001; Pielke et al.,
2002b; Vose et al., 2003).

The increasing evidence that some non-radiative forc-
ings such as LULC change may also be major factors
contributing to climate change has prompted the National
Research Council (NRC, 2005) to recommend the broad-
ening of the climate change issue to include LULC pro-
cesses as an important climate forcing.

Recent studies have used the ‘observation minus
reanalysis’ (OMR) method to estimate the impact of land
use changes by computing the difference between the
trends of surface temperature observations and reanaly-
sis datasets (Kalnay and Cai, 2003; Zhou et al., 2004;
Frauenfeld et al., 2005; Lim et al., 2005, 2008; Kalnay
et al., 2006, Pielke et al., 2007b; Nuñez et al., 2008).
The OMR method is effective because some reanaly-
ses do not assimilate surface temperature over land and
therefore are not directly sensitive to near surface proper-
ties. Moreover, this method separates land surface effects
from human-caused and natural climate variability caused
by changes in atmospheric circulation, as these changes
are included in both observations and reanalysis (Kalnay
et al., 2008).

Thus, the impact of land surface can be estimated by
comparing trends observed by surface stations with sur-
face temperatures derived from the reanalysis data. Like-
wise, the reanalysis can be used to detect non-climatic
biases that are introduced by changes in observation prac-
tices and station locations (Kalnay et al., 2006, Pielke
et al., 2007a, 2007b).

So far, the primary reanalysis datasets for the afore-
mentioned OMR studies have been the NCEP/NCAR,
NCEP/DOE and the European Center for Medium range
Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) 40-year (ERA40) reanal-
yses. The OMR signals in the ERA-40 are similar but
weaker than those in the NCEP reanalyses because the
ERA-40 made some use of surface temperature obser-
vations over land to initialize soil moisture and temper-
ature (Lim et al., 2005). Building on the NRC (2005)
recommendations and the IGBP integrated land ecosys-
tem – atmosphere processes study (iLEAPS) framework,
the objective of this study is to improve our under-
standing of LULC change impacts on temperature trends
at local and regional scales using relatively new and
high resolution datasets. The analysis is twofold: (1) we
compare the trends of US historical climate network
(USHCN) adjusted and unadjusted temperatures with the
ones derived from the higher resolution North American
Regional Reanalysis (NARR) as a method for detect-
ing a signature of land surface properties on temperature
trends. Like the NCEP global reanalysis, NARR does
not use surface temperature observations (Mesinger et al.,

2006) and therefore is a good reanalysis to estimate the
impacts of surface processes using OMR. (2) We inves-
tigate the sensitivity of surface temperature to LULC
changes over the conterminous United States by analyz-
ing OMR trends with respect to two datasets: the land
cover classification derived from the advanced very high
resolution radiometer (AVHRR) and the new national
land cover database (NLCD) 1992/2001 Retrofit Land
Cover Change.

Section 2 reviews the data and methods. Section 3
presents the results of (1) OMR trends over the United
States and (2) the sensitivity of surface temperatures
to land cover types. The summary and conclusions are
presented in section 4.

2. Data and methods

The surface observation data used in this study con-
sist of monthly mean temperatures for 1979–2003 from
the USHCN (Easterling et al., 1996) obtained from
http://cdiac.ornl.gov/epubs/ndp/ushcn/monthly.html. We
focus on raw as well as adjusted temperatures. However,
even though most of the USHCN stations have very long
periods of record, the raw data is not continuous and, in
some instances, the amount of missing data makes it dif-
ficult to perform accurate trend analyses. For this reason,
the use of the raw data was limited (15 stations for indi-
vidual comparisons with the reanalysis), as compared to
that of the adjusted data (586 stations used for the anal-
ysis at national level). We also used reanalysis data from
NARR obtained at http://nomads.ncdc.noaa.gov. NARR
has been developed as a major improvement upon the
earlier NCEP/NCAR and NCEP/DOE in both resolution
(32-km grid increments) and accuracy (Mesinger et al.,
2006). It has taken advantage of the use of a regional
model (the Eta Model) and advances in modelling and
data assimilation. With NARR, very substantial improve-
ments in the accuracy of temperatures and winds com-
pared to those of NNR have been achieved throughout the
troposphere (Mesinger et al., 2006). Also, as compared to
the NCEP/NCAR and NCEP/DOE, NARR has a higher
temporal resolution (3-h time intervals). Thus, not only
are analysis and first-guess fields available at shorter time
intervals but also a considerable fraction of the data are
being assimilated at more frequent times (Mesinger et al.,
2006).

The set of stations used for a comparison with the
reanalysis at individual site level span both rural and
urban areas in the eastern United States. The choice
was based on record length (all stations have less than
8% of missing data) and on information (station quality,
geographical location, urban-rural type) provided by local
climatologists and National Weather Service personnel.

As in Kalnay and Cai (2003), we applied the OMR
method by linearly interpolating the NARR gridded
temperatures to individual station sites and then removing
the monthly mean annual cycle from both interpolated
reanalysis and observations. The resulting time series
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and their trends were compared at different time scales
(monthly, seasonal and long term) by means of the linear
trends of 10-year running windows, which smoothes out
the short-term fluctuations and random variations and
highlights long-term trends. As a result of this procedure,
the trends were presented for the period December
1983–January 1998.

For the comparisons between temperature anomalies
from unadjusted (U ) or adjusted (A) observations and
interpolated reanalysis data (N ), we employed the mean
squared differences (MSDs),

MSD1 = E
[
(U − N)2] and

MSD2 = E
[
(A − N)2] (1)

where E[] stands for the mathematical expectation, or the
mean, or the ensemble average. The common practice is
to use the correlations instead, which is less appropri-
ate. First, correlation is only one among several factors
contributing to MSD (e.g. Kobayashi and Salam, 2000);
second, interpreting the correlation coefficient is compli-
cated as various features of the data under study may
strongly affect its magnitude (Wilcox, 2003).

In our analysis, a positive difference

d = MSD1 − MSD2 (2)

would indicate that the adjustments are consistent with
the reanalysis, and the larger the d , the better the
adjustments perform in reducing the differences between
NARR and the observed anomalies.

The difference d is estimated from the data by

d̂ = 1

n

n∑
i=1

(ui − ni)
2 − 1

n

n∑
i=1

(ai − ni)
2, (3)

where n is the number of observations for a station, ui ,
ai and ni are the unadjusted, adjusted and reanalysis
values respectively. The accuracy of such estimation was
characterized by 90% bootstrap confidence intervals for
unknown true values of d (for details see Appendix).

To investigate the spatial patterns of temperature
trends, we generated a gridded USHCN dataset of the
adjusted temperatures from 586 USHCN stations that
are well distributed nationwide, and then regridded the
resulting surface to the NARR resolution.1 (An R script
asks for a user-defined resolution (here, the NARR one),
and interpolates observed values of the 586 stations
to gridpoints using the simple Kriging method with
the exponential variogram model.) Spatial patterns of
OMR were derived from the new grids by using the
Spline interpolation method (Spline with tension) with
ArcGIS Spatial Analyst. Given the substantial amount of
missing data, converting the raw USHCN observations
into gridded information resulted in inaccurate values
and, therefore, we did not include the raw data in this
segment of the analysis. All trends were computed using

a simple linear regression and their degree of significance
was assessed using the related P -values.

We examined the sensitivity of surface temperature to
land cover types by using two land cover datasets:

–the land cover classification derived from AVHRR
(Hansen et al., 2000). The 1-km grid increment data
originates from the Global Land Cover Facility (Uni-
versity of Maryland) and consists of 14 land cover
types for North America (12 represented over the
CONUS). The dataset has a length of record of
14 years (1981–1994), providing the ability to test
the stability of classification algorithms (Hansen et al.,
2000), and the related OMR analysis was performed
over the same period.

–the NLCD 1992/2001 Retrofit Land Cover Change
(Homer et al., 2007), obtained from the multi-re-
solution landcharacteristics (MRLC) website. This
new US Geological Survey dataset was created using
76 standard mapping zones (65 over the CONUS)
regrouped in 15 larger zonal areas (14 over the
CONUS) and has a 30-m resolution. The dataset
was generated using a decision tree classification of
Landsat imagery from 1992 and 2001. The resulting
product consisted of unchanged pixels between the
two dates and changed pixels that are labelled with
a ‘from–to’ land cover change value. In this study,
out of 87 classes for the whole dataset, only 25 are
considered: 5 unchanged LULC types (urban, barren,
forest, grassland/shrubland and agriculture) and 20
classes that depict conversion types.

Using both datasets conveys much more information on
land use/cover types and allows an analysis based on both
static and dynamic datasets.

ArcGIS, which integrated the different data sources,
was used to (1) create a subset of the AVHRR dataset for
the CONUS; (2) compute OMR values from interpolated
observations and reanalysis temperature trends (for the
LULC change analysis, OMR values were computed
over the same period as the period of acquisition of
the dataset: 1992–2001); (3) convert the resulting OMR
surface to gridpoints using the Spatial Analyst ‘Sample’
tool and (4) convert the gridded LULC datasets into
polygon shapefiles representing land cover types. OMR
gridpoints that belong to each LULC type were selected
and exported as individual tables and summary statistics
were derived for each type.

While the gridded analysis was done for all the
USHCN sites, we chose 15 different CONUS stations for
more detailed assessments that included reviewing station
history files and related reports to document the local
changes. As initially shown in Kalnay and Cai (2003)
and verified in several follow-up studies, the analysis of a
subset of stations provides robust results and conclusions
regarding the processes and the impact of LULC on the
temperature trends (Lim et al., 2008).

Copyright  2009 Royal Meteorological Society Int. J. Climatol. 30: 1980–1993 (2010)
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3. Results

3.1. Observation, reanalysis and OMR trends

The comparison, on a station-by-station basis, of tem-
perature anomalies from surface station observations and
interpolated reanalysis data (e.g. Figure 1(a)), shows a
good agreement in the inter-annual variability of sur-
face observations and NARR (e.g. correlation coefficient
of adjusted USHCN vs NARR for Orangeburg: 0.93).
This agreement confirms findings from previous studies,
which show that both NCEP/NCAR and NARR satisfac-
torily capture the observed intra-seasonal and inter-annual
fluctuations (Kalnay and Cai, 2003; Kalnay et al., 2006;
Pielke et al., 2007a). Furthermore, the combined use of
observations and reanalysis can yield additional infor-
mation that is related to station environment and obser-
vation practices. For example, Orangeburg, SC, which is
located in a wooded residential area within the city limits
with no significant obstruction within 200 feet, experi-
enced a number of changes: moved 0.25 miles SW from
its previous location (November 1984), new tempera-
ture equipment (August 1992), altered sensor elevation
(February 1994) and time of observation (from 24 : 00
to 7 : 00 effective January 1996). The differences in the
USHCN observations and reanalysis in Figure 1(a) can be
attributed to these documented changes that took place at
the station and were not recorded by NARR. As a result,

the 10-year running window trends (Figure 1(b)) show
substantial differences between raw and analysed temper-
atures throughout most of the study period and highlights
the stronger sensitivity of observed temperature trends
to surface properties. Therefore, the comparison between
surface observations and NARR is efficient in detecting
LULC changes that took place at the vicinity of stations
or changes related to observation practices.

The adjustments made at some stations considerably
reduced the differences between NARR and observed
anomalies. For example, the MSD method reveals that
the impact of adjustments are particularly noticeable
in Orangeburg (South Carolina), Portage (Wisconsin),
Conception and Rolla University (Missouri), as attested
by their larger value of d , which represents the difference
between MSDs (Figure 2). The MSD results show that
14 out of 15 of the stations investigated in this study
exhibit statistically significant differences. Of these, 11
stations show positive differences (Table I).

Table II shows the decadal temperature trends for
the 15 stations, and their OMR (trend differences) for
the 1979–2003 period. From one station to another,
the trends vary considerably. However, fewer varia-
tions occur in the NARR trends (smaller standard devia-
tion: 0.16 °C), as compared to the raw observed trends
(0.22 °C) and, to a lesser extent, the adjusted trends
(0.17 °C). Such patterns were also observed with the

ORANGEBURG 2 (SC)
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Figure 1. (a) Monthly mean temperature anomalies of observations at Orangeburg (SC). USHCN-U: unadjusted (raw) observations; USHCN-A:
adjusted observations; and NARR: regional reanalysis; (b) Trends of 10-year running windows. This figure is available in colour online at

wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/joc
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1. Ashland, KS (600)
2. Brookhaven City, MO (133)
3. Charleston City, SC (3)
4. Conception, MO (338)
5. Fayetteville, NC (29)
6. Goshen College, IN (245)
7. Hancock Exp. F., WI (328)
8. Mount Vernon, IN (126)
9. Olathe, KS (322)
10. Oolitic P. Exp. F., IN (650)
11. Orangeburg 3, SC (55)
12. Ottawa, KS (274)
13. Portage, WI (244)
14. Rolla University, MO (356)
15. Yazoo City 5NNE, MS (33)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Figure 2. Difference d̂ between MSD1 and MSD2 (filled squares) and their error bars (vertical lines) at 90% confidence level for selected stations
(elevation in meters).

Table I. Difference d̂ between MSD1 and MSD2 – mean squared differences between unadjusted station observations and NARR
and adjusted station observations and NARR, respectively (units are the squares of the quantity being measured: °C/decade), and

their 90% confidence intervals (CI). The land use 100-m radius around station is indicated.

Stations Land use d̂ 90% CI

Ashland (KS) Cropland/grassland/urban 0.037 (0.023, 0.051)
Brookhaven City (MS) Unknown 0.034 (0.001, 0.082)
Charleston City (SC) Cropland/grassland 0 (−0.008, 0.009)
Conception (MO) Urban 0.048 (0.018, 0.076)
Fayetteville (NC) Cropland/grassland 0.001 (−0.007, 0.009)
Goshen College (IN) Urban 0.006 (0.001, 0.012)
Hancock Exp. F (WI) Cropland/grassland −0.007 (−0.025, 0.010)
Mt Vernon (IN) Urban 0.031 (0.012, 0.049)
Olathe (KS) Cropland/grassland 0 (−0.005, 0.005)
Oolitic P. Exp. F (IN) Cropland/grassland 0.017 (0.011, 0.023)
Orangeburg 3 (SC Urban 0.201 (0.144, 0.255)
Ottawa (KS) Urban 0.021 (0.004, 0.040)
Portage (WI) Cropland/grassland 0.141 (0.083, 0.200)
Rolla University (MO) Cropland/grassland 0.048 (0.016, 0.083)
Yazoo City 5NNE (MS) Cropland/grassland 0.011 (0.004, 0.019)

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Pielke et al., 2007a), and show
that, while station observations express local character-
istics, the reanalysis effectively captures regional trends.
Previous studies based on the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
have found that the reanalysis exhibits a smaller warm-
ing trend as compared to the surface observations (Kalnay
and Cai, 2003; Lim et al., 2005; Kalnay et al., 2006) and
as a result, the OMR trends (trend differences) are gener-
ally positive, especially for urban stations. With NARR,
a station-by-station analysis reveals that this is not often
the case; i.e. as seen in Table II, 9 stations out of the
15 exhibit negative OMRs when NARR is compared to
unadjusted or adjusted observations, or both, regardless
of the station type. For example, rural stations such as
Goshen College (IN) and Hancock Experimental Farm
(WI), as well as urban locations (Mount Vernon-IN and
Portage-WI) show negative OMRs. This difference in the
positive versus positive and negative trends seen in the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis and NARR-based OMR analysis

could be primarily due to the finer grid spacing repre-
sented in the NARR, which may be capturing some of
the local- to regional-scale changes.

Trends of 10-year running windows obtained from the
gridded USHCN (adjusted) and NARR over the CONUS
(Figure 3) indicate that observations and reanalysis gen-
erally not only agree in terms of variability but also
show that NARR exhibits a larger trend than the adjusted
USHCN over most of the study period. Consequently,
the OMR time series is dominated by a negative trend,
as already observed in some surface observation stations.
This further confirms that, unlike other reanalysis datasets
(e.g. NCEP, ERA 40), NARR has larger trends than
observations.

Figure 4 shows the geographical distribution of decadal
temperature anomaly trends over the CONUS. As
expected, the observations (Figure 4(a)) exhibit more
local scale variations and the reanalysis (Figure 4(b))
shows more uniform patterns, especially in the eastern
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Table II. Temperature anomalies and OMR decadal trends for selected stations over the eastern United States (missing data:
%; trend units: °C/decade). U: unadjusted (raw) USHCN observations; A: adjusted USHCN observations; N: North American

Regional Reanalysis (NARR). The asterix sign (∗) denotes rural stations. Trends in bold are significant at the 5% level.

STATIONS Missing U (%) Trend U Trend A Trend N U − N A − N

Ashland (KS)∗ 3.33 0.54 0.35 0.26 0.28 0.08
Brookhaven City (MS) 7 0.25 0.18 0.26 −0.01 −0.08
Charleston City (SC) 5.33 0.48 0.46 0.05 0.43 0.41
Conception (MO)∗ 8 0.30 0.41 0.37 −0.07 0.04
Fayetteville (NC) 4 0.41 0.36 0.19 0.22 0.17
Goshen College (IN)∗ 2 0.32 0.34 0.48 −0.16 −0.14
Hancock Exp. F (WI)∗ 2.33 0.02 0.06 0.49 −0.47 −0.43
Mt Vernon (IN) 7.33 0.30 0.30 0.53 −0.23 −0.23
Olathe (KS) 0.66 0.55 0.59 0.40 0.16 0.19
Oolitic P. Exp. F (IN) 1.66 0.42 0.43 0.71 −0.29 −0.29
Orangeburg 3 (SC) 3 0.95 0.58 0.29 0.66 0.29
Ottawa (KS)∗ 5 0.54 0.50 0.38 0.16 0.12
Portage (WI) 1 0.35 0.48 0.52 −0.17 −0.04
Rolla University (MO) 2.66 0.26 0.50 0.34 −0.07 0.17
Yazoo City 5NNE (MS) 3.33 0.02 0.01 0.28 −0.25 −0.26
Average 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.01 0.00
Standard deviation 0.22 0.17 0.16
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Figure 3. Trends of 10-year running windows for USHCN-A and NARR temperature anomalies averaged over the United States and the resulting
OMR. This figure is available in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/joc

United States. The trends are significant at the 5%
level in most of the eastern and southern United States
(Figure 4(c)). Overall, USHCN and NARR agree in that
they both show areas of warming trend around the
Great Lakes, upper Midwest and the Northeast United
States. The difference between the two samples is statis-
tically significant (t-test, alpha = 0.05). On average, the
adjusted observations and reanalysis show an increase
of 0.27 °C/decade and 0.28 °C/decade respectively. As a
result, the overall OMR is on average slightly negative, as
confirmed by the average OMR value over the CONUS
(Figure 5), but with positive and negative regions. It is
mostly positive in the East Coast, and, east of the Rock-
ies, it is negative in the northern portions of the country.

Kalnay et al. (2006) found qualitative agreement
between the NCEP-NCAR OMR east of the Rockies, and

the Hansen et al. (2001) ‘urbanization’ trend corrections,
where ‘rural’ or ‘urban’ stations were defined on the basis
of satellite nightlights. Figure 6 presents the NARR OMR
with the Hansen et al. ‘urban trend corrections’, with the
colours of the OMR reversed to facilitate the compar-
ison. Once again, there is good qualitative agreement,
even though Hansen et al’s urban corrections are calcu-
lated for a longer period (1950–1999). For example, over
the Rockies (not included in Kalnay et al. (2006)), the
OMR is more positive, sugesting a warming trend over
mountainous regions due to surface effects, similar to the
correction in Hansen et al. (2001). These results indicate
that the differential trends based on the nightlight classi-
fication of stations, like the OMR, reflect changes in land
use rather than simply urbanization, and that they can be
either positive or negative.
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Figure 4. Mean temperature anomaly trends per decade based on monthly average data (1979–2003): (a) USHCN adjusted; (b) NARR; (c) Maps
of P -values: 0.05 (black) and 0.1 (black & grey), left: USHCN adjusted and right: NARR. This figure is available in colour online at

wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/joc
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Figure 5. Adjusted observation minus reanalysis (OMR): anomaly trend differences for the 1979–2003 period. This figure is available in colour
online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/joc
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Figure 6. Comparison of the ‘urbanization trends correction’ derived by Hansen et al. (2001) using nightlights to classify stations as
urban or rural, and the OMR trends with the sign changed to facilitate the comparison. This figure is available in colour online at

wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/joc
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Figure 7. (a) 1-km increment land cover classification derived from AVHRR; (b) NLCD mapping zones for the CONUS. This figure is available
in colour online at wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/joc

3.2. Surface temperature trends with respect to LULC
changes
To examine surface temperatures with respect to LULC,
we associated the OMR trends with land cover types.
Figure 7(a) shows the 1-km grid increment land cover
classification derived from AVHRR. Only 11 land types
were considered in this study. Urban areas, which
represent only 0.31% of the surface, cannot be easily
seen on the land cover map at this scale.

Anomaly trends per decade for the USHCN obser-
vations and reanalysis and the resulting OMRs as a
function of land cover types are shown in Table III. Most
land cover types show a weakly positive OMR trend
per decade (0.034 °C to 0.004 °C) with the exception of
wooded grassland, closed shrubland, mixed forest and
deciduous broadleaf forest. Evergreen needleleaf forests,
open shrublands, bare soils and urban areas exhibit
the largest (positive) OMR values. These results are
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Table III. Anomaly trends per decade for observations and reanalysis and the resulting OMRs as a function of AVHRR land
cover types (units: °C).

Land cover types Area (%) USHCN-A NARR OMR

Bare 11.25 0.288 0.273 0.015
Closed shrubland 8.84 0.282 0.301 −0.019
Croplands 6.97 0.274 0.271 0.003
Deciduous broadleaf forest 2.76 0.258 0.357 −0.099
Evergreen needleleaf forest 10.97 0.265 0.231 0.034
Grassland 7.96 0.244 0.238 0.006
Mixed forest 5.32 0.289 0.323 −0.034
Open shrubland 17.84 0.281 0.257 0.024
Urban 0.31 0.288 0.276 0.012
Wooded grassland 12.89 0.266 0.284 −0.018
Woodland 14.90 0.272 0.268 0.004

All trends are significant at the 5% confidence level with the exception of the NARR trends for bare and grassland types.

consistent with the findings of Lim et al. (2005, 2008)
who point to a weak evaporation feedback over arid areas
(bare soils, open shrublands) and a probable linkage to
soil moisture levels. OMR trends of opposite signs for
forests, also in agreement with Lim et al. (2005), point
to a number of studies that show that needleleaf forests
have low evaporative fraction as compared to deciduous
broadleaf forests, which exhibit higher transpiration rates
with a greater leaf area index (Baldocchi et al., 2000;
Baldocchi, 2005; Bonan et al., 2008), thus leading to a
negative temperature trend.

We analysed decadal OMR trends based on LULC
changes defined by the National Land Cover Database
(NLCD) 1992/2001 Retrofit Land Cover Change in 65
mapping zones over the CONUS (Figure 7(b)). Decadal
OMR trends for LULC types that did not change
are presented in Figure 8. Barren, urban areas and
grass/shrublands show the largest warming (0.077, 0.058
and 0.054 °C respectively). Forests exhibit a less pro-
nounced warming (0.031 °C). On the basis of the AVHRR
dataset, most of the forest warming can be attributed to
evergreen needleleaf forests. In contrast, there is a cool-
ing of −0.075 °C over agricultural lands. OMR trends
derived from the NLDC dataset are larger in magnitude
than the AVHRR trends, and the values for each LULC
type are significantly different, as attested by their error
bars (95% confidence interval).

As shown in Figure 9(a), almost all areas that have
experienced urbanization are associated with positive
OMR trends (indicative of warming), with values ranging
form 0.103 °C (conversion from agriculture to urban) to
0.066 °C (from forest to urban). The only exception is
the conversion from barren areas, which shows a slight
cooling (−0.014 °C), and although this trend may be
questionable because of a small sample size, it agrees
with the results of Lim et al. (2005, 2008) who observed
the largest OMR trends in barren areas, followed by urban
areas. These results are consistent with findings from
studies such as Kukla et al. (1986), Arnfield (2003), Zhou
et al. (2004) and Hale et al. (2006, 2008) that document
the warming often associated with urbanization.

Urban Grass
Shrub

Barren Forest Agriculture

°C
 / 

10
yr

Figure 8. Decadal OMR trends of NLCD LULC types that did not
change during 1992–2001. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals.

Conversion to barren lands (Figure 9(b)) generally
resulted in surface warming for all areas that were ini-
tially vegetated. The largest warming occurred in areas
that changed from agriculture to barren (0.085 °C). Only
moderate warming occurred in areas that shifted from
forest (0.041 °C) and grass/shrub (0.039 °C). A slight
cooling is recorded for locations that were initially in
urban settings (−0.018 °C), but this estimate is uncer-
tain, as attested by the large confidence intervals. Defor-
estation results in warming because of the shift of the
surface energy partitioning into more sensible and less
latent heat (Chagnon, 1992; Foley et al., 2005). How-
ever, unlike studies that point to a significant increase
in temperature for areas that experienced deforestation
(e.g. Sud et al., 1996; Lean and Rowntree, 1997; Werth
and Avissar, 2004), our results suggest that only moder-
ate warming occurred in deforested areas over the United
States. Moreover, the relatively large standard deviation
in this change class (0.41 °C) shows a great variability
within areas that experienced deforestation.

Conversion to forest (Figure 9(c)) shows mixed results:
croplands and bare soils that shifted to forests show
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Figure 9. (a) Decadal OMR trends of NLCD LULC types that were converted to urban during 1992–2001, (b) except for barren lands, (c) except
for forests,(d) except for grasslands/shrublands, (e) except for agriculture. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals.

a moderate or small warming (0.041 and 0.018 °C
respectively), while areas that were previously grass-
land/shrubland and urban have slightly negative OMRs
(−0.016 and −0.019 °C respectively). The largest vari-
ability is found in areas that shifted from grass-
land/shrubland to forest (standard deviation: 0.36 °C).
Results for areas that were previously urban have less
reliability due to a small sample size. The warming effect
of lower surface albedo that results from afforestation
(Betts 2000; Feddema et al., 2005; Gibbard et al., 2005;

Betts et al., 2007) was not seen in our results. Similarly,
Hale et al. (2008) did not find a clear pattern in areas that
experienced a clearcutting of forests.

Decadal OMR trends for areas that have been con-
verted to grassland/shrubland are presented in Figure
9(d). With the exception of areas that were previously
urban, where a slight cooling occurs (−0.023 °C), conver-
sion to grassland/shrubland is associated with a modest
warming. Trends of areas that were previously forested
and agricultural (0.052 and 0.045 °C respectively) are
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more reliable due to a larger sample size. Areas that
were previously agricultural exhibit a largest standard
deviation (0.37 °C), indicating that the amount of warm-
ing/cooling varied considerably within this class.

The shift to agriculture (Figure 9(e)) results in a cool-
ing for all conversion types and presents the largest
magnitudes of cooling. The conversion of barren areas
and grasslands/shrublands are associated with the largest
cooling (−0.12 and −0.096 °C respectively). A mod-
erate or relatively small cooling occurs in previously
forested and barren areas (−0.061 and −0.039 °C). These
results are consistent with a number of studies that show
that agricultural areas are often associated with negative
trends in irrigated areas (e.g. Christy et al., 2006; Mah-
mood et al., 2006; Roy et al., 2007; Lobell and Bonfils,
2008) as well as in rainfed croplands (McPherson et al.,
2004).

4. Summary and conclusions

The OMR approach is used to investigate surface tem-
perature trends over the CONUS. This method is made
possible by the ability of reanalysis to diagnose regional-
scale atmospheric conditions based on observations above
the surface being assimilated into a physically consis-
tent atmospheric model. Therefore, as the surface obser-
vations are not used in the reanalysis, the difference
between the surface observation and reanalysis tempera-
ture trends represents that part of the land cover and land
use change effect on temperatures which does not extend
higher into the atmosphere (and thus is not seen in the
reanalysis).

In this study, OMR trends derived from monthly mean
temperature anomaly trends computed from USHCN
observations (raw and adjusted) and the high-resolution
NARR were used to (1) analyse the long term, seasonal
and monthly anomaly trends over the CONUS and
(2) examine the sensitivity of surface temperatures to
land use land cover by using OMR trends as a function
of land cover types.

As in similar previous studies (Kalnay and Cai, 2003;
Zhou et al., 2004; Frauenfeld et al., 2005; Lim et al.,
2005; Kalnay et al., 2006), for individual stations as well
as the CONUS, the results have shown a good agreement
between the observed and analysed temperature anomaly
trends (high temporal correlations larger than 90%) and
confirm the ability of the reanalyses to satisfactorily
capture the intra-seasonal and inter-annual variability.

The analysis of anomaly and OMR trends reveals some
prominent results:

1. The MSD method is efficient at assessing the perfor-
mance of station temperature adjustments with respect
to the reanalysis data.

2. Despite the great variability from one station to
another, NARR trends exhibit much smaller spatial
variations and confirm that the reanalysis effectively
captures regional rather than local trends.

3. In contrast with previous studies based on global
reanalysis (Kalnay and Cai, 2003; Lim et al., 2005),
the regional reanalysis often shows a slightly larger
trend than the observations and, as a result, the
OMR trend is on the average negative. However,
the adjusted observations, which are mostly used in
this study, are known for reducing the differences
with the reanalysis. NCEP/NCAR global reanalysis
and the newer NARR are two key datasets in climate
studies and there is a large body of literature based
on global reanalysis. The differences between results
obtained from both datasets suggest the need of
conducting comparative studies that may provide
further understanding of processes relevant to climate
studies.

4. Our results on a station-by-station basis did not sug-
gest significant differences between rural and urban
trends, rather they were dependent on regional land
use, and agreed better with the classification based on
nightlights used by Hansen et al. (2001). Kalnay and
Cai (2003) found a strong urban–rural signal, but they
used different datasets, a different study area (eastern
United States) and different period (they also included
the 1960–1990’s trends). Future analysis with more
stations would be therefore useful in understanding
the urban–rural temperature differences.

Our analysis of OMR trends with respect to land
types using the AVHRR dataset indicate that evergreen
needleleaf forests, open shrublands, bare soils and urban
areas exhibit the largest increasing trends. Grasslands,
woodlands and crops are also modestly positive while
wooded grassland, closed shrubland, mixed forest and
deciduous broadleaf forest show cooling trends. Our
results vary from Lim et al. (2005) in that we found
much weaker positive OMR trends, e.g. 0.034 versus
0.3 °C for bare soils when using regional instead of global
reanalysis.

The NLCD 1992/2001 Retrofit Land Cover Change
offers a unique opportunity of examining the relationships
between OMR trends and the type of land surface by
taking into account the dynamic nature of LULC. We
found that OMR trends derived from the NLCD dataset
display approximately the same patterns as the ones
obtained from the ‘static’ AVHRR dataset, but with a
larger magnitude. For example, decadal OMR trends
of bare and urban areas for AVHRR are 0.015 and
0.012 °C, whereas for non-changed NLCD they are 0.113
and 0.072 °C respectively. This discrepancy is probably
explained by the fact that the AVHRR dataset reflects
both non-changed and changed signals.

Moreover, the breakdown of the NLCD dataset into
areas that did not change versus areas that were converted
shows that land use conversion often resulted in more
warming than cooling. With the notable exception of
agricultural lands, most of the negative trends were
derived from conversion types with a small sample size
(e.g. the conversion of urban areas). The warming effect
generally associated with LULC changes is confirmed in
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a number of recent studies (e.g. Hale et al., 2006, 2008;
Kalnay et al., 2006; Pielke et al., 2007b).

Our results suggest that for both non-changed and
converted land types, agriculture, urbanization and barren
soils offered the clearest patterns in terms of sign and
magnitude of the OMR trends. Conversion to agriculture
resulted in a strong cooling. Conversely, all conversions
of agricultural lands resulted in warming. Urbanization
and conversion to bare soils were also mostly associated
with warming. We conclude that these LULC types
constitute strong drivers of temperature change.

Deforestation generally resulted in warming (with the
exception of a shift from forest to agriculture) but no
clear picture emerged for afforestation. Within each land
use conversion type, a great variation of warming/cooling
was observed, as attested by relatively large standard
deviations. In addition, our analysis shows that there is
not always a straightforward relationship between the
different types of conversions: for example, (1) both con-
version of urban to barren and the opposite resulted in
slightly negative OMRs; (2) there was a weak warming of
areas that shifted from bare soils to grassland/shrubland
and for the opposite as well and (3) both conversion from
forest to grassland/shrubland and the opposite were asso-
ciated with a weak warming. In a number of cases, our
estimates were hampered by the lack of significance due
to a small number of samples. All these considerations
lead us to conclude that the effects of LULC changes
on temperatures trends are significant but more local-
ized studies need to be conducted using high-resolution
datasets.

Our results were limited due to the missing data often
typical of the USHCN raw (unadjusted) observations over
the study period. As a result, the trends obtained from this
dataset cannot be as accurate as the ones derived from
the adjusted observations and reanalysis, even though the
anomaly trends at station level showed a good agreement
between observed and analysed temperature anomalies.
Such a constraint has resulted in spurious trends when we
tried to convert the raw observations into gridded data.

However, our results further confirm the robustness
of the OMR method for (1) capturing the climate vari-
ability at various time scales; (2) detecting non-climatic
changes at the station level, including observation prac-
tices and land use changes, (3) evaluating the impacts
of adjustments performed on raw observations and, most
importantly, (4) providing a quantitative estimate of addi-
tional warming trends associated with LULC changes at
local and regional scales. Despite some uncertainties, the
effects of LULC dynamics on temperature trends are well
captured by the OMR method, which shows a strong
relationship with LULC changes. Furthermore, this study
demonstrates that using datasets that reflect the dynami-
cal nature of LULC (such as the new NLCD 1992–2001
Retrofit Land Cover Change) offers unique opportunities
for assessing the impacts of LULC change on temperature
trends at local and regional scales.

In conclusion, in situ observed surface temperatures are
affected by local microclimate and non-climatic station

changes, and also by the larger scale landscape within
the region. By using multiple station observations, one
can evaluate the part of the signal in the surface tempera-
ture data that is spatially correlated with the regional land
cover/land cover characteristics. By comparing the sur-
face temperature data with the reanalysis temperature data
diagnosed at the same height, the degree to which the
land use/land cover change effect on temperatures does
not extend higher into the atmosphere can be assessed.
The degree to which this effect occurs depends on land-
scape type (due to different boundary layer interactions
with the free atmosphere above).

The need to separate the local from the regional land
use change effect on the temperature record does merit
further study, as the latter is a regional climate forcing
effect, while the local microclimate and non-climatic
station effects are a contamination of the temperature data
in terms of constructing regional scale temperature trends.

Because most of the warming trends that we identify
can be explained on the basis of LULC changes, we
suggest that in addition to considering the well-mixed
greenhouse gases and aerosol-driven radiative forcings,
multi-decadal and longer climate models simulations
must further include LULC changes. In terms of using
long-term surface temperature records as a metric to
monitor climate change, there also needs to be further
work to separate the local microclimate and non-climate
station effects from the regional LULC change effects on
surface temperatures.
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Appendix: Confidence Intervals for Parameters
Computed from Observed Data

The value of d̂ is a point estimate of the true value of the
parameter of interest d . To learn how much importance
is reasonable to attach to d̂ , it is common to provide a
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confidence interval (CI) that contains d with a certain
coverage probability (0.90 in our study). The unknown
value of d may be considered positive if its CI contains
only positive numbers, as is the case for 11 out of the 14
stations in our analysis. Note also that it is incorrect to
compare MSD1 and MSD2 by computing CIs for each
and then considering MSD1 and MSD2 different if their
CIs do not overlap (see, e.g. Schenker and Gentleman,
2001).

Classical statistical methods for computing CIs are
based on assumptions about the data-generating mech-
anisms that are rarely met in climatology. One such
assumption is that observations follow a Gaussian dis-
tribution. It has been realized, however, that even small
deviations from the assumptions may result in mislead-
ing inference (e.g. Wilcox, 2003). Fortunately, mod-
ern computer-intensive resampling (bootstrap) techniques
(e.g. Efron and Tibshirani, 1993; Davison and Hinkley,
1997; Lahiri, 2003) permit obtaining reliable inference
without making questionable assumptions about the data.
The CIs in Table I were computed using the basic boot-
strap. This implies, however, that the observations are
independent and identically distributed, while climatolog-
ical variables are typically serially correlated. It is known
that bootstrap may underestimate the width of CIs in this
case (e.g. Zwiers, 1990). Thus, our results regarding sta-
tistical significance may need refinement, which could
be accomplished by employing another bootstrap tech-
nique, subsampling (Politis et al., 1999), whose practical
implementation is now under active development (e.g.
Gluhovsky et al., 2005; Gluhovsky and Agee, 2007).

The same applies to our results on uncertainties in
trends that may, in this respect, be considered as incre-
mental. In time series analysis, the assumption is often
made that the trend is linear, while the residuals from
the trend follow a linear autoregressive model. Bloom-
field (1992) fitted such a model and a linear trend to
an 1861–1989 temperature time series and found a lin-
ear trend of 0.58 with 95% (classical) CI, (0.37, 0.76).
More recently, Craigmile et al. (2004) and Kallache et al.
(2005) employed wavelets to assess trends while mod-
eling fluctuations with fractional ARIMA models that
incorporate long-range dependence.
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Critical Review of the Dewberry Report 

Vasilis Fthenakis 

December 12, 2018 

The Dewberry Engineers Inc. memo to Ms. Wanda Parrish, AICP, Director, County of 

Spotsylvania, dated November 2018, report cites several of my studies but some of its conclusions 

contradict the cited studies. Below I highlight these contradictions. 

I. On setback distances 

The Dewberry report recommends 350 ft setbacks from the properties of Fawn Lake and they state 

that such is “matching the results in reference (3)”. Ref 3 is a paper I wrote “Analysis of the 

Potential for a Heat Island Effect in Solar Farms”i but I did not mention anything about necessary 

setbacks. Perhaps Dewberry misinterpreted the field data I listed indicating that the heat build-up 

from the plant would have been effectively dissipated within a distance of 100 m (328 ft) from the 

perimeter of a large solar farm, as temperature at such distance has approached the ambient within 

0.45 C (1 OF).   However, these data corresponded to maximum mean temperature differences that 

may occur for only a few hours.  Also the Sarnia solar farm, from where I obtained the data, did 

not have any trees in its perimeter, whereas the proposed Spotsylvania solar farm would have a 

buffer zone with trees and bushes that would enhance heat dissipation and will result to a faster 

temperature decline around the perimeter of the plant. Overall I do not believe that there is a 

justification for a 350 ft setback  distance from residential properties. Another misinterpretation of 

my paper in the Dewberry report is the quotation that “temperatures return to ambient at 60 ft (18.7 

m) above the panels”.  Again, this corresponds to a maximum; actually my simulations showed 

that the thermal energy emitted from the panels completely dissipates to the environment at heights 

of 5 m to 18 m.  In addition, the Dewberry report did not site my major conclusion that ‘analysis 

of 18 months of detailed data showed that in most days, the solar array was completely cooled at 

night and is unlikely that a heat island effect could occur”. In summary, I have not offered any 

suggestions for setbacks; for such I am referring to Solar Ordinance Guides that specify setbacks 

of up to 100 ft. For example, the comprehensive Georgia Solar Ordinance Guide “Best practices 

for setbacks from large and intermediate systems”ii specifies: 
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• 15-50 feet setbacks from property lines or roads for solar energy systems in commercial, 

industrial, and agricultural districts;  

• 15-100 feet setbacks from property lines or roads for solar energy systems in residential districts; 

• Specify larger setbacks from residences, ranging between 50-100 feet; ( p. 45). 

It is noted that the Georgia Solar Model is a most recent (2018) Guide of Solar Zoning Ordinance 

and it references Solar Ordinances in the States of California, Delaware, Massachusetts, 

Minnesota, North Carolina, Florida, New Jersey, New York, Texas, Utah and Virginia (pp. 3-4). 

None of these Ordinances requires setbacks larger than 100 ft from property lines in residential 

districts.    

II. On the potential for a heat island effect 

The Dewberry report cites six research papers on the heat island effect; five of them showed that 

solar farms do not cause a heat island effect whereas one showed an effect. I discuss the later in 

the last section of this report. 

As discussed in my initial report for sPower, based on my studies and the review of other studies, 

I believe that a “heat island effect” would not happen in the considered north Virginia solar 

installation. Heat build-up quickly dissipate with height and distance from a solar park, and would 

not be felt at the surrounding community. 

In essence the Dewberry report agrees with my assessment as shown from statements quoted 

below: 

“Panels have low thermal mass as compared to soils, meaning that they do not retain heat very 

well. They will lose heat quickly, so a prolonged sense of heat will not be carried out into the 

evening and night time. This will not create a consistent increase in temperature of the area which 

would suggest a micro-climate.”  

“Dewberry previously conducted a study on the impact of a solar farm on local heating on a 

project in Washington, NJ.  The following was observed: Temperatures were several degrees 

higher directly above the panels within the solar farm. Temperature decreased to ambient at the 

perimeter of the solar farm.” 
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III. On decommissioning at the end-of-life 

I feel that a decommissioning and recycling plan is imperative for the sustainability of large PV 

growth, as recycling of the materials from PV modules and the balance of system (BOS) not only 

protects the environment but would also result to recovery of valuable materials (e.g., Ag, Te, In, 

Al, glass).  However, I think that requiring a fine level of detail (e.g., type of equipment, storing 

locations, etc.) is both unreasonable and illogical as so many conditions and options would have 

changed in 30-35 years when decommissioning would be needed. Any decommissioning plan 

requirement should have a built-in flexibility.  For example, the Georgia Model Solar Zoning 

Ordinance Guide (2018)ii, offers the following insights regarding decommissioning.    “When a 

decommissioning plan is required, it should not be extensive. A few pages answering the required 

considerations may be sufficient. The Georgia Model Solar Ordinance requires a decommissioning 

plan that identifies who is responsible for decommissioning, when decommissioning must happen, 

the structures to be removed, how materials will be recycled or reused, how the land will be 

restored, and the timeline for decommissioning.”   (pp. 62-63) 

The same Ordinance Guide states that “A county or city should avoid requiring decommissioning 

bonds. But, if a county or city feels strongly otherwise, the bond should only be required for the 

largest solar energy systems and the county or city should consider not requiring the bond be posted 

until at least 5 or 10 years after the start of the system” (p.44).   

IV. On CdTe PV modules 

The Dewberry reports states: “Cadmium telluride drawbacks: 1. Lower efficiency levels: 

Cadmium telluride solar panels currently achieve an efficiency of 10.6%, which is significantly 

lower than the typical efficiencies of silicon solar cells.  2. Tellurium supply”. 

It seems that Dewberry used 10 yrs old numbers for panel efficiency. The efficiency of current 

generation CdTe is 17.5 %, much higher than the stated 10.6%. Also although Te is not abundant, 

copper production generates enough Te to reach two million MW (2 TW) cumulative deployment 

by mid-centuryiii,iv.  

V. Comments on documents cited by Dewberry. 
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a) Dr. Clinton Andrews Memos dated 9/9/2012 and 9/25/2012 (Ref. 6 in Dewberry report).  I 

completely agree with Dr. Andrews assessment. He noted that grasses thrive underneath solar 

panels during hot summer months and that solar panels have a very small thermal mass and, 

therefore, they do not retain heat for long, as urban structures do. He took temperature 

measurement during a sunny summer afternoon in the middle and at the edges of a solar farm in 

New Jersey and performed standard heat transfer and engineering calculations. Based on his 

observations, measurements and calculations, he concluded that “a solar farm is unlikely to cause 

significant local heating that may adversely affect neighboring households or farms”.  

b) Barron- Gafford et al. (2016) (Ref. 2 in Dewberry report) temperature measurements within the 

University of Arizona (UA) Science and Technology Park Solar Zone (latitude of 32o N) that 

contrasted all other studies; I reached out to them about a year ago asking for background 

information, but I did not receive any response. At this point I can only hypothesize that the 

differences between their findings and those of all other investigators enact from the very dry and 

low wind conditions in their bare ground location that is surrounded by buildings, not plants. I 

note that the climate in Tucson, AZ is very different than that of Spotsylvania, Virginia and that 

the Solar Zone in the UA lacks vegetation, is exposed to high ambient temperatures and dry air, 

all conditions that do not allow effective cooling.  

i Fthenakis V. and Yu Y., Analysis of the Potential for a Heat Island Effect in Solar Farms”, 39 IEEEPV Specialists 
Conference, 3362-33226, 2013. 
ii The Georgia Model Solar Zoning Ordinance Guide, Version 1.0, July 
2018http://www.energy.gatech.edu/sites/default/files/documents/2018-07-30_mso_guide_final.pdf 
iii Fthenakis V.M., Sustainability of photovoltaics: The case for thin-film solar cells, Renewable and Sustainable 
Energy Reviews, 13, 2746-2750, 2009. 
iv Fthenakis V.M., Sustainability metrics for extending thin-film photovoltaics to terawatt levels. MRS Bulletin, 
37(4), 425-430, 2012 
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Dewberry Response to comments per 12/17/2018 Commission Staff teleconference call: 

 

Heat Island Review 

Response to Vasilis Fthenakis’s Critical Review: 

A 350-foot buffer between the solar arrays and residential property line is consistent with the 
study’s findings when considering the maximum distance observed during testing in which the 
temperature increase dissipated to ambient temperature (328-feet). We consider this to be a 
conservative approach since no further evidence or documentation was provided to quantify 
the potential for the landscape buffering/berms to mitigate the propagation of additional 
temperature differential. If the Commission desires to further refine the buffering requirement, 
sPower could be requested to model the mitigation effects of the landscaping, provide 
additional studies comparing heat propagation with and without landscape buffering.  The 
Commission may also want to further evaluate if the 350-foot buffer should be established 
between the panels and adjacent residential property lines versus residential structures.  
Comments regarding solar ordinances are vague and overly-simplified.  Many ordinances 
specifically reference building setbacks from property lines; whereas, solar panels may not 
qualify as building structures.  Many jurisdictions have further buffering requirements between 
non-residential and residential uses and some jurisdictions have specific separation distances 
between solar panels and residential structures.  For instance, Washington Township, Warren 
County, NJ requires a 350-foot buffer between solar panels and residential structures, 
regardless of landscaping berms/buffers, etc.  
Generally, the term “heat island” should be replaced with “temporary temperature increase” 
within the solar farm. Vasilis ultimately agrees with Dewberry’s statements that the panels have 
a low thermal mass compared to conventional building materials and soil. They lose heat very 
quickly and do not create a prolonged increase in temperature which suggests a micro-climate 
as an urban heat island would. Temperatures on a bright sunny day will be several degrees 
hotter above and around the panels, but will return rapidly to ambient by night time. 
Vasilis and Dewberry also agree and standby the heavy use of vegetation within the area to 
increase latent heat contribution. 

Cadmium Telluride Review 

The studies provided my Mr. Hammond apply to leaching of cadmium when CdTe is ground up 
into a fine powder, dissolved into solutions of varying pH, and then placed within an anaerobic 
environment similar to that found within a municipal solid waste landfill.  These studies are not 
indicative of solar panel installations.   While there have been very few solar installations that 
have suffered from catastrophic weather events (hurricanes), there are no documented cases of 
contamination from solar panels.  If a hurricane, tornado or similar event were to occur, there 
would most likely be property damage across a much wider area than just the solar installation.  
We do not believe such a catastrophic weather event would lead to the processing, leaching 
and/or contamination of Cadmium, Cadmium Telluride, or other such materials.  Please also 
recall that CdTe, Cd, Te are not water soluable. 
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Collecting 5 soil samples to establish baseline analytical soils data and to monitor for future soil 
quality within a project of this size would not result in sufficient data to perform a systematic 
evaluation of the data obtained.  At a minimum, the State of Virginia’s soil sampling frequency 
for pesticides should be considered.  Absent any specific State of Virginia requirements, it is 
recommended that a more detailed systematic process be developed in accordance with 
Chapter 7 of the EPA’s document titled “Guidance on Choosing a Sampling Design for 
Environmental Data Collection for Use in Developing a Quality Assurance Project Plan”.  
Specifically, Dewberry recommends that a systematic/grid sampling process be utilized which 
would result in sample collection at a specified frequency over the area of development (i.e. 1 
sample per 100 acres of development would appear to be a reasonable starting point for 
discussion). 
Analytical testing of soils samples should identify the presence of heavy metals in addition to 
common elements associated with fertilizers/pesticides if proposed to be used.   
 

Decommissioning Plan 
 
Ultimately, we defer to the Commission to decide if salvage value is to be included in the 
decommission bond.  Dewberry’s solar projects to date have not required a decommission 
bond; however, numerous projects have incorporated the decommission plan as part of a 
developer’s agreement that is recorded with the title/deed.  Also, to date, none of the projects 
Dewberry has experience with have been decommissioned.  Decommission plans/bonds are 
unique to solar improvements (i.e. not required or requested for commercial/retail 
developments) primarily due to the public’s uncertainty of the long term viability of solar 
generation. 
A conservative approach for determining the bond amount would be to neglect any recycle 
value for commodities since those values are unknown in the future.  
The county’s ordinance states that the bond should be re-evaluated every two years. If the 
Commission were inclined to incorporate salvage value, this re-evaluation would capture 
fluctuations in the commodity markets pertaining to steel, copper, metal, etc. 
A restoration plan for compaction of soils should be included within the report, to ensure that 
the ground surface is restored to a condition that promotes vegetation growth.  
The Commission should further evaluate the report’s claim that a staff of 14 will be utilized to 
decommission the project as compared to the prior statements that over 800 would be 
employed during construction.  
An independent review of the cost estimate portion of the decommission plan prepared by 
DNV-GL was provided to Dewberry on 12/17/18.  Based on our review of this document, the 
decommission costs appear to be within the broad range of estimates that they have observed; 
however, well below (2 to 3 times) the mean and median values of their observed range.  There 
also was no information given regarding the location, size or time when these values were 
observed. 
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